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FOREWORD

The purpose of this teacher's guide Is to assist elementary
teachers and administrators in the implementation of 'Leaps
and Bounds,'! a sequentially organized ETV movement program
for kindergarten to grade two students.

It is hoped that this guide will help in continued development
and improvement of the physical education program.

r. Donnis H. Thompson
.Superintenden
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INTRODUCTION

nyscal education at the elementary level is no longer viewed primarily
in-terms of games i- dance-and sports. The content of physical edUcation_
-centers around.experiencesTlesigned to develop a. foundation for movement.
Students are taught to move with efficienCy in all-situations, -to have
knowledge about movement and tovaluemovement as an essential part of
life, .Teachers'no longer direct but stress problem solving, discovery'
and concept learning-in teaching physical education to young children.
To assist teachers and students, kindergarten - grade 2, develop a firm
foundation in movement the television. seriel: Lea s and_13ounds was
developed with this accompanying teacher's

The Programs
1

There is a total of 16 programs iiTthis television series. Each prograM
is 15 minutes in length and covers a specific skill area These skill
areas are arranged sequentially from the basic Body Awareness and Control
conceots of programs 1, 2 and 3 to the more complex skills of kicking
and striking in programs 15 and 16.. ,

The programs are produced in two segments. In. segment.1, Sue Hanson
,from-the University of Hawaii and co-author of Educating_Children_for
PIO-ern-ant deMbristrates the specific skill areas being covered with a
sm Tl group of students. This group is made up of seven students:
two kindergartners, three first graders and. two second graders. In

,segment 2 of each program the focus is on a physical education class from
within the public schdol system in the State of Hawaii involved in ac
vities.based on the skill areas presented,in segment 1.

By this design it is hoped that the .viewing audience will get a visual
representation of what will be expected of them in the folloW-uplessons
which are' found in'this teacher's guide. Students will see their peers
mastering the skills presented and be encouraged to try the skills themselves.
Teachers should look carefully at the various ways in which the,plass-
room in Segment 2 is managed and how each act=ivity is dealt with by its
television. counterpart. Although,duplicatingthe exact management
'techniqUes used in the television presentation is not necessary, teachers.
may find'them helpful. in deciding how to approach management of movement
lessons.

Each program will be aired for in- classroom use six times .on separate
days) within a two-week period. .This is to ensure that-classes
will have ample time for viewing the program and engaging in the three
follow-up lessons prescribed in this guide- for every program. There
will be two additional air dates prior-to the six air dates scheduled
for in-classrooth previewing ofthe program. \These preview.dates will
be Scheduled two weeks prior to the Anclassroom_air dates..



If you look at the-chart below you will see that you can preview ProgramI
two weeks -before the first scheduled in-classroom viewing date. Later
on the day of the-first in- classroom Viewing,-you will be able to preview
Program 2 which will be aired two weeks from that day A d so on.

WEEK. MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

-1 Preview
Program I

2 Preview
Program I

Preview
Program I

Program I
in -class
viewing

Preview
Proiram II

Program I
in -class

: viewing

Preview
Program II

Program I
in-class
viewing

=4

.

Program I
in-class
viewing

Preview
. Program II

Program I
in-class
viewing

Preview
Program II

PrOgram I
inclass
viewing

The Guide

The guide for Leaps and_Bdunds has been designed to take-the teieher,
through the sixteen-program television-- series step-by-step. One will

find that this guide is quite comprehensive. For some the teaching
of movement will be'a new experience. For this reason much,of this
guide is written in dialogue form, allowing the teacher to fead:
directly from the guide to the class in going through the leSsons
prescribed. The document haS been designed with a spiral binding
for ease in use. Ms teachers become more comfortable with tb concepts
and skills being presented, and as their own style of presentation
developOthey may Wish to wean themtelves from the guide. We encourage
teachers to do so .as long as all aspects of the lessonsamcovered.

Each program has beenAivided into two major areas in the guide:
1) PROGRAM and 2) LESSONS.

The heading PROGRAM and its subheadings (MOVEMENT CONCEPTS,'OBJECTIVES,
FOCUS FOR THE-TEAtHER, FOCUS FOR THE' CHILD, FOLLOW-UP AND REFERENCES)
refer specifically to the television presentation. MOVEMENT ,CONCEPTS
pertainStn the concepts to be presented in the particular program.
OBJECTIVES delineates the behavioral objectives of the program. FOCUS,

FOR THE TEACHER presents a general description and the'keyrpoints of

the television presentation. FOCUS FOR THE CHILD should bepresentedtn the-



children just prior to viewing the program. When the program has been:
viewed read the.. FOLLOW-.UP questions out loud and have the class.respond
to them and any other appropriate question or comments. REFERENCES
lists furtherinformation on the-specific skill-area or to related-
..activities to expand on what has been presented:

The next major heading.is,LESSONS. LESSONS and its subheadings (LESSON
CONCEPTS; LESSON FOCUS, LEARNING ACTIVITIES, CULMINATING ACTIVITIES
And FOLLOW-UP) refer to the three follow-up lessons deSigned for
each-program in the LEAPS AND BOUNDS series. LESSON CONCEPTS contains
all of the concepts (new or review) that will be presented with each
lessen. LESSON FOCUS gives an overview of the. lesson's objectives.
Under the subheading LEARNING ACTIVITIES is the actual classactivities.
This section is written in dialogue format so that the teacher can.read
it directly from the guide to students as they go through each activity.
Here, clarifying notes to the teacher are writtew(parenthetically).
CULMINATING ACTIVITIES drawstogether the skills s-learned in this lesson_
and,skillS previously taught to make certain the.students. reable to
integrate the newly learned skill or skills-. In FOLLOW-UP students
are e,sked questions about the activities to evaluate their knowledge
of th' concepts covered:



Program I

Body
Awareness
and
Control I

Movement Concepts
, .

Personal space, shared space, boundary lines,.body parts, relationship of
parts, body ,surfaces, leading surfaces,Airections, speed, level, bubble
shape, size, body control anefreeze.

Objectives

After three leso s related to the concepts covered in PrograM I,
the children will s wevidence of understanding:

Their own body by their ability to:

touch and name specific body parts,
touch and name specific body-Surfaces.
name leading body surfaces,
name body parts at varying_levels,.
determine the relationship of body parts.

2. Their own space by their ability:.

tO identify their. own personal_.,space,
er to move within a space designated by boundary_ lines_.

to share space without touching. anyone.:

Ways the body moves by their ability to:

travel in and name forWard, backward, and sideward directions
travel in and name quick and slow speeds,
place parts and move in varying-levels,
demonstrate and use varying sizes,
combine two concepts in one movement (i.e., direction and speed

4. Ways to control their body in movement by their ability to:

stop at a specified external signal (""freeze" ",. "stop " ", a drum
beat, etc.),

o stop at an internal signal to avoid buMping someone when
sharing_space,

O Change.Tevel to avoid collisions,
change direction to avoid.collisions.



Focus for the Teacher
. .

This-progrAM and its three follow -up lessons are designed_ to introduce,
review, and apply. concefts about the body, its parts, and the-use of
space. The children will identify body parts and surfacesand will
explore their personal "bubble-space. They will learn about sharing
space with others as. they travel us4ng different directions,. levels and
speeds.

Focus for the Children WLotke th.i.taiLth thitcOmil pitio4 to Vigigtng.)

This television series will help you learn more about your body and how
it moves. Today you will-learn about body parts,-,the -space-around
you, and some of the many ways you.-.can move.in that space.

1. Can you touch and name three body parts that the children named
on television?

2,- Do you have a bubblespace right now ? How big-is it?. What shape
does it havel

3. Do you,see any,eMpty spaces in this room? Point to them.
4. What was the word that the teacher used when she wanted the children

to stop? Can you think of anything. that is frozen? Does it move?
Let's see if you can freeze right now. Ready? Freeze!

References

1. Hanson, Sue K., and Curtis; Delores M. EduCatino Children for
Movement, HonolUlu, Hawaii: Edu-Keiki, 1977.

Rockett, Susan & Owens, Martha. Ever- Child A Winner _Lesson
Plan 1. Ociliatgeprgia: ECAW.



PROGRAM I = LESSON 1

Lesson Concepts

New: boundaries, body parts, size, bubble shape, personal space, shared'
space, direction, freeze, control.

on Focus

This lesson-helps the child get to know more about his/her own body:and to
feel good about moving -in unusual ways. ,Encourage the children to feel free
to be themselves as they create their own bubbles, as they move in varying
directions throughout space, and aiso as they learn how to stop at a signal.
Relax and enjoy experiencing these new ideas with the children.

4.

Equipment and S atial -Needs

4 cones, plastic bottles, or other markers 6 designate boundaries.
A space about 30! x 301 depending upon the size of the class If the
area is too large, however,- the children will not learn'to share the
space as readily.

Learning Activities
f.

(Have the chitdAen seated-in_the cente& o4 a &ectanate designated
with cones, botttes, etc.) Who can tell us where the boundary
-lines are for our space? See if you can stay inside the boundaries_
as we work today.

Can you point to your shoulder? Your elbow? Etc. What is the name
Of this body part? , (Po4:41X to- youA own kip, neck, etc. :Wait go4A*efo.
to name ae pa&t.)

somepretend we have some of that same bubble goop we saw on TV.
Squeeze-out just enough from your tube to make d medium size bubble,
Roll the'goori in your hands and get it hot. Put it On yor straw and
blow up yourown bubble. Make it any ilp.,yeu want.

How high is,it? How wide? Is it bumpy or flat? ShoW me with your
hands what it looks like so that I can almost see it-too. (I can sec
tong ones, and thin ones, and 4ound unes, and Bumpy one

Can you let a little air out of Your. bubble so it's.smaller and,
doesn't takevp so much space? How high can you hold it? Now, blow
thd bubble high into the air and let it float away,.

This time take a lot of goop to make a bubbleig enough so you can
inside. As your bubble gets bigger and takes up more .space, people
will have to move apart so the bubbles won't touch. Your bubble is

Your inaqa911-

gq

Can you find-a'iRKt inside the noonAD241ines that is-big enough for
your bubble and you? Can you reach to each side and not touch anyone
else's bubble? Can you reach to the front?-:Tho rear?' (14 the/Le is

cliowding, ask-one o& two chi-Coten byname to move into an empty Space )

Can you find a way to curl up and be very small?

6 11



Now let's stretch'way to the- top of"your bubble and feel Very Lia.' Poke
the bubble with your knee, your head, Your elbo4, your foot ... This is a
magic bubble eclp: you can never pop,it! It"just Changes its shape!

We're going i-llare aj sl 'the ece.and see if we can move without touching
anyone else s buyble. If you are wearing. tomething-red: (gAeen,(b.tue; etc.
you may begin o travel in our-sit'ao... LoOk for empty- spaces where you can
.move freely. Keep watching for bubbles... BEsure-yOu:iFi'inside the
boundary lines. Gd'od traveling...- and... stop! ,

,
.

Now watch as the-people wearing Ibiae) move through- out the space .Yes,
i

keep traveling... watch for bubbles. Good:-control, bumped!

This time everyone. travel. and let's see:you move with control even though
E.,

it's crowded. Keep looking for empty spaces.

And... L'reeze! ...-When you hear that signal, see if you can hold very
still and,not move atall. Hold your position. and count to two Then relax
and listen .for direc n' .

Let's try it again. :Readyii?-Begin, Travel all around our joji.Be-sure
you're inside the boundary lines. Keep-looking for open saces.,'Apd.,..
Freeze! Hold it,'.-.. one ... two .... and relax.- That was .muelr better!

(16 it was. )

Everyone has been traveling forward in our big 122e.- Can anyone name -

another direction? Yes, backward ... and sideward. 'See if you can travel
using oni76f-EFgie directions and not touch anyone.

Ready? Begin. I see people going backward ... and other people going
sideward. lAnd ... Freeze! Hold it one ... two., You did-a good-jobo
of looking for L0[1, and so no _one bumped:

Choose a direction you haven't used yet. Ready? Begin to travel. Be

sure you are- using'all the space. Good movirg! And ... Freeze! one
... two ...and relax.

CulmipatingActfvfty

Do you think you could,-travel, then, free ±e for two counts,-touch' WO
body parts, and then travel again? Let's try it. Ready? Travel: forward,

... and ... Freeze! Hold it ... one .., two.... Touch your nose ... touch
your toes ... Ready? Travel backward ... and ..,. Freeze one ... two
... touch your knees touch= your Ready? Travel sideward
etc. Good job!

Follow-Dp

(Have chiZdten come ovex to ydu. and 4it down.) .Let's,think about what,you
,have learned today. .YOu did a good job of listening and'following
directions.

What is another name for your bubble space? -'(Fe/ onal apace)
What directions did you travel in today? -:

What i s this ()mix (Ppint to yo uA own -anizie, ahou,edeit, etc, )



PROGRAM I LESSON 2

Lesson Concepts

New: Body surfaces, leading surface, tempo/speed
Review: Body parts, personal space, boundary lines, direction, sharing
spate

Lesson Focus

You will see application of the material from the past lesson and with it
a certain sense of confidence begins to emerge as the children become more
familiar with the methodology and the vocabulary. This lesson will intro-
duce the surfaces of the body, the concept that a particular body partimay
lead the rest of the body, the potential of the bOdy to move at varying
speeds, and the ability of the body to flow smoothly .from one=movement to
another.

ui-ment and Space

4 boundary markers
1 yarn ball per child
An area about 30' x 30'

Learning Activities

(Have the chiZ&en seated new you in the centek oi the akea. DLO-
taibute the yakn bafiz.) Show me that you remember the names of some
of your body parts. How quickly can you touch your knee with the ball?
... your elbow? ... etc. Do quiekey, az a game. ConiiiAm thcilL

movement by touching the deziked pakt on you( own body a6tek the
chitdken have made theik own attempt.)

Use your yarn ball to scrub the front of your body_ Do the whole
front.ofsurface ...your face, the front of your neck, your chest, etc.

Pretend you're in the shower and washing the side surface of your
body. Scrub the side of your head, your ear, your neck, your shoulder,
etc. (Name the you go down.) Can you do that on the

rii

sille and name the body parts as you scrub them?

Find someone to work with ... (ok you may okganize them into cikciez
o 4-6 poop e). Use the ball and scrub that person's back surface.
Start with the back of the head, the neck, the shoulders, the backs
of their arms, their back, their okole, down their legs and don't
forget their heels! How many different surfaces have we scrubbed

_41.today? (3 ... 4ont, tide and back.) e_ the baLez.)

Remember you bble? Co you think you can find a space inside the
boundary lines and then sit down? Can you-d0 it before I count to
Ready?-__ Co! ... one ... two ... three!

I see so many people who remembered about their space! What a quick
job you did, and no one bumped! (or) Some people moved -very quickly
and found a space away from others.
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Let's all stand and everyone find a new personal space. Ready? Go!
Etc. That was better. (76 it wad.)

What directions did we travel in last time? You-choose one and when I
say "Go!", begin walkinganyplace- inside the-boundary lines. Ready? Go!

I see some-people traveling forward backward ... sideward. Freeze!

Look around, do you still have a good space? Remember to move into big
spaces when you're traveling. Choose a direction you haven't used and
let's try it again. Etc.

When you travel forward, which 12ody!urface is leading the way? Is it
your side? Your back? No, it's your front!

Everyone travel backward and decide Which surface is leading. (Back.;

And now try ... sideward, etc.

Everyone has been traveling at about a medium speed. Do you think you
could travel a little more quickly and not touch anyone's bubble? Ready?
Go! (WhiZe they au moving, comment on spacing) and freeze!

This time let's all travel at a very slow tempo. Ready (make you&
voice 4o6 and atow) ... begin. Good ... Can you travel in another
direction and go slowly? Did you fry sideward slowly?

Keeping your body in good control, let's try sideward and
now to the other side ... and ... Freeze!

Culminating Activity

.4.4 the beginning o6 the concept o6 conanaZty, AO make you/t-
wo/Lid:6 6Evoi to give that lieeting to the chitdAen.)
Let's all begin traveling slowly forward ... keep going slowly .

and without stopping can you begin to go sideward? and now
backward? Keep traveling but gradually go a little faster. Change
your direction and keep traveling at this faster speed ... change
your direction one more time ... and get slower ... and slower ...
and stoiD, come and sit down.

Follow-U

-1. Who can name some speeds that you used today?
2. Rub'your hand along the side surface of your body.
3. When you go forward' which body surface leads the way? (Fkont)



PROGRAM I LESSON 3

Lesson Concepts

New: Level, relating body parts
Review: Personal space, shared space, direction, tempo, size,- freeze

Lesson Focus

This lesson enhances the development of the child's awareness of what he/
she looks like in space. Feeling "big" may not yet look "big". These two
ideas eventually need to correspond. Knowing if one's whole body is low
or high is basic to being aware of the level of specific parts of the body
in space.

EgylpfLeht and Spatial Needs

4 boundary markers
An area about-. 0' x 30'

Learning Activities

Find a personal space and it down. Can you put your hand or_j421Jr

hip? Who can put their elbow on their knee? Can you put your hand

on your back?

See if you can touch-your elbow to_y_Loy-rtlilow? Yes, you can do it

in the,fi-ont, but now try it behind your back oops, that doesn't

work does it! Can you touch some part with your foot?

How many body parts can you make very low? Can anyone put just one

part higher than all the rest? (1 ,see an etbow, a head ...)

How high can you make your whole body? Some people are stretching ...

(I ,SCV SOMeOHC et3e juMping up ...)

See if you can make your hands move at a low level ...

And now at a medium level near your waist .,.

And at a high_level. What other body part can you move at a low, a
medium, and then a high level?

Who can travel backward at a low level? Stay low and change your direction.

Find any way to travel quickly at a high level ... ready .., and

freeze!

This time, can you keep most of your body at a medium level_ ... and travel

sidewaed. Let's try the other side too ... Be sure that you're staying

at a medium level!

Make yourself as big as you can ... take up lots of space with your giant

bubble! Now find a way to travel around our shared space. (I see peopte

at a Zow Zevet ... some people a 'Le go4:ng backward, etc.)

Slowly let some air out of your bubble so your space gets smaller and

smaller. How small can you be and still travel? (I .see 6ome peopte

who cvLe as smate as a snatt and who ane stat tkaveting ..)

10 15



What if you were as low as a worm, could you travel? Let's see.
sure that no body part is at a medium level. And everyone ...
freeze ... and sit up.

Culminating Activity

Let's play a game called -Jets". We will play inside our boundary lines
and everyone will pretend to fly a jet plane. The object is to fly
anywhere in our space and not touch-any other jet. Watch very carefully
for people and be ready to slow down or-even stop_ If you see a big
space then you may turn on more power and fly quickly. To make it even
harder you must put your arms out for wings. This means that you will
take up more space. Ready? .-.. wings out ... and you're cleared for
take-off ...thegin flying. I see people flying all over the whole
space ... good watching ... etc. And Freeze!

That'was good flying! Do you know what I saw? When two jet wings came
very close, one person went lower and the other person went higher and
there was no plane crash!

Let's try it again and see if _you can change the level of your wings
this time. Ready? ... Go! ... Etc. (Stop them comment on .good changes
96 ditectiot OA tempo, etc.)

Follow -U2

1. Which is at a higher level, the leaves on the tree or its roots?
2. What parts of.your body are at a medium level when you are walking?

,
(Wa-Lst, hips, 4tomach, tungs, etc-)
Is it possible to have your foot at a high level and your head at
a low level? Show me one way.



Program II

Body
Awareness
and
Control II
Movement Conce2

Shapes (.'wand /moved, bent/angutaA, AtAlaight/stketched, twiated, wide,
gat, navLow), bases of support, relationships (oveA, undeit, wtound,
thAough, on, between) , facing (6/tont zutaace on one pakt),

Objoctives

After three lessons related to the concepts covered in Program II,
the children will show evidence of understanding;

1. Their own body by their ability to

establish and name bases of support,
relate their own body MI-0e to an external object,
establish the relationship of the body to an obje6t,
name several j2i!At

Their own space by their ability to

change and extend RglIonal space by varying the body shape,
change and extend personal mace by the use of objects,
share space with a partner.

3. Ways the body moves by their ability to:

travel in varying sha es,
relate to an external object or other body parts,
use various facings.

4. Ways to control:their body in movement by their ability to:

libeze" while in unique shapes and with varying bases,
avoid touching an external object while relating to it.-

5. Ways to cooperate with other people by their ability to:

take turns,
hold the hoop in an appropriate manner for partner.

12 17



Focus for the Teacher

This program introduces the concept of shape as seen in common objects
and then as related to the body; the use of specific parts of the body
as bases of support; the orientation or facing of the body to external
objects; and the use of prepositions as relationships in movement.

Focus for the Children

The program today will remind you of many different shapes and help'you
to see that the body can be different shapes, too. You will discover that
you don't always have to travel on your feet, but that sometimes you can
use your knees, your hands, your okole and many 'other parts, too.

Follow-Up

1. Who can name one of the shapes used on the program?
-2. What shape was the orange? The special carpenter's ruler? 'che piece

of rattan bark?
3. Using just your arms and hands, can you make a round shape? A

straight shape? A bent shape?, A twisted shape?
4. What parts of,you are touching your Chair (-the gook)? Does anyone

remember what all these parts are called? (barse. o Auppokt)

References

1. Hanson, Sue K., and Curtis, Delores M. ,duc.atingChildren for
Movement. Honolulu, Hawaii: Ldu-Keiki*;\1977.

Rockett, Susan & Owens, Martha. Every Child A Winner, Lesson
Plans I. Ocilla, Georgia: ECAW.
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PROGRAM I I LESSON 1

Lesson Conce is

New: Shapes mound/ curved, _tk-iched/4tAaight), relationships (oveA,
undet, ajtound)
Review Personal space, shared space, direction, level, freeze, tempo

Lesson Focus

This lesson continues to emphasize the child's awareness of hoWAie/she
looks and feels in space. Two general shapes, curved and straight, will
be seen in objects and then applied to the body. The child will continue
to relate to the object by traveling at varying tempos, levels, and
directions while beginning to find ways to go over and around these
objects.

T___atliprIlent and Spatial Needs

1 round object per child ((Ise a rn ixtuAe QS baUs o rJc o u .Lze6, haops,

4,fifLO: ok °their_ wound objects)

1 straight object per child (Use a mixtuite 06 peastic tabu, wooden
doweEs, etc.)
A space about 30' x 30'

Learning Activities

(ChadAen 4shouLd be zeated inzide the boundaky
Who can name one of the shapes used in the TV program. ()wand ved,
stAallght[stitetehedi bent/angulak and twisted) Look at things
on the playground (in the. activity /Loom).

Do you see anything with a round or curved shape? (Viscusz bow about
30-45 6econds.) What do you see that has a straight shape? Can you
think of a letter in the alphabet that uses a straigi2I line? Etc.

As I call something that you are wearing (AhoAtz, T-shir/t, zock,s, etc.),
you may come and quickly select one of these objects. (Have at the
wound object avaiZabZe in one atea.) Take it back to your own personal
space and sit down.

What shape is your object? Can you find a way to go over your object
without touching it?

What other direction could you use? Try it again and use another way to
go over Can you go around your object? Who can go around at a very high
level? Can you keep one body part high and one part low as you go around
it Ready? ... and ... freeze! ... Hold it ... one ... two ...- Good job
of remembering how to control your body!

When I say "go," leave your object and begin to travel through our big
space. When I clap my hands one time, find another object and stop.

What shape is this new object? Find a way to go over your piece of
equipment. Can you put it under your knee? Under your foot?

Do you think you could go over your object very quickly three times in a
row? Who could go around it very slowly?
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When I say "Go," begin to travel through space and when I clap , find a
new object and sit down next to i ... Ready? "Go" ... clap ... Repeat.

This time see if you can make your body as round as the shape of your
object. Be sure your chin is tucked so your neck and back will be curved
and smooth. (I Aee Aounded abottLs ... and cutving ingeks ...)

Who can travel around their object in a curled shape?

Keep traveling but increase yoUr speed a little. And ... Freeze! ... Do
you think you could go slowly over your round object and keep your body
round too? Maybe you could find another direction and try it again.
(Coteect baits and distkibute. tube, dowel, oiL othek Ltkaight objectz.)

Let's see you make your body stretched and straight just like your tube.
Stretch all the way from your fingernails to your toenails! See if you
can travel around your tube in a IrAight shape. (The tubes do r-ot need
to be on the gkound.)

Can you use your tube to make your body feel longer and very strai ht?
Be sure to keep control of the tube. Since it's in yoUr-persona space
you are responsible for it.

WhO can find a way, to travel with the tube and have each end touching a
part of your body? Does your body feel st retched in a different way?
(Cottect tubes.)

Culminating Activity

Who can make a round shape with only a part of his/her body?
one azing het. ... and wmeone else using his runs
make that round/curved shape at a low level? Who can think o
way to make a round shape and have it at a medium level?

/This time, see-if you can make a straight sti_pq and use just/a
your body. Can.you have a straight il:q21 at a high level? How
straight can you make your whole body? Relax and come over/and

I ,6ee .60

Can you
/another

art of
16W-and
sit.

Follow-Op

1. Can you name one shape we used today?
2.- -Who can name one object (in the 400m, in you4 cakpokti te.) that

is round? That is straight?
3. What should you do with your chin .to keep your back round? (Put it

on your chest.) Everyone,put your chin on your chest and feel how
round it makes your body.
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PROGRAM I I - LESSON 2

Lesson Concepts

New: Shapes (bent, twisted), joints, side by side space
Review: Personal space, body parts, round and straight shapes,
relationships,: tempo

Lesson Focus

You will find that the children are becoming more comfortable with the

use of space and with the new terminology. Today two'neW-thapes, twisted
and bent, will be introduced. When the children use the long jump ropes,
or stretch ropes, they will need to learn new techniques for sharing the

space as they go under or over the rope. The ropes give an external con-
traint for the body which should enhance the visualintion of the bodg in

space.

Equipment and Spatial Needs

1 short jump rope per child
4 boundary markers
2 long jump ropes or "magic" stretch ropes
A space about 30' x 30'

Learning Activities

(Chaditen shoued be betted side the boundaky ahes.)
If someone asked you to draw a picture of lightning, would you do it?

Show me withyour hand what it lookslike ... with your whole arm

with your leg ...

When I call your group you may get a rope, then find a personal space and

sit down. All people who had milk for breakfast (cekeetZ, liwit

/Lice, etc.) get a rope and see how quickly you can find your space and

sit. (Comment on quickne4, good 6patia awalLeness and -theme 6oLeowing

og 4.kection6.1

Put your rope-on the floor in a zig-zag shape like the lightning.
-Remember that special :carpenter's ruler on TV? Try to make each bend

very sharp! (Sometimes they wia need to pinch the ,wpe to make a

"coAnek.")

Oo you think you could make your body very sharp and bent? What parts

can bend and make sharp corners? (etbom, knees, ankZes, wtistsetc.)
These are called body Joints and are places where two bones come to-

gether. -Joints let you bead your body in different places. Can you ,

bend one joint? IT see ankles, hips Can you bend a-different one?

Who cam bend two joints at one time? Can you-name the joints- you are

kgasnly 0-kinking about pants inc./teases body awateness.)

How many joints can you bend at the same time?

Who can find a way to,travel around his/her own rope in a very bent/
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an-ular shape? Ready? ...Begin ... (I see ve,ty shatio s!

tune t_eke cute no cowed patts!) And ... Freeze! ...

This time. let's travel in our shared space in a bent shape. Ready? ...

Begin-.. and now change your body so it is bent in another way. Ready?
Freeze!

Now how quickly can you go straight back to your own rope and sit down?

Can you make a twisted shape with your rope on the ground? Maybe you
can create your-own twisted-pretzel.

Co you remember what body parts can twist? (A4m, teg, tkank)
See what parts of your own, body you can-twist. (I see an alLm being
twisted. ... -etc.)

How many parts of your body can you twist all at the same time?

.Begin twisting one part and see if your twist can be so strong that your
whole body will folloW. Can you feel your body changing its !hARt as you
continue to twist?

Use your rope and make it any shape you choose. Who can name the diff-
erent body shapes we_ have (AoundicuAved, .ottaight/4ttetched,
bent and twisted)

Choose one.haRt and find a way to travel over your rope. Let's see if
I can guess your shape. (TAaveZ Aapidty among the chiedt n naming what
you see.)

Find-another shape and go around your rope at aledium tempo. Can you
go over it quickly?

When I say "Co" travel quickly in our shared space psing a Tetched
shape ... you can be wide or.tall; but feel -very stretched! Reidy? .,.

Culminati

(Use two tong jL ' JLopes olL.two "magic" stAetch 'topes. Ask the chitdAen
.to had the ends so that you ate nee to mope. Exchange end peopee
6tequentey. Caution! When using the sttetch tope's, teach them to-peace
.theme hands taough the toop and then to had onto the Aope itsee6. -When
exchanging, AeZease ate tenvion on the tope by moving-ctoseA togethe&
and onCy then Aemove the hand ii/Lom the toop.)

(We one hope and begin with it hetd about waist high.) . Can yop find a
way to go under the rope without touching it? ,lat if it were a little
lower? What shape is your body?

(U .e. one hope and begin with it about one Pot o66 the gAound.) Can you'.

find a way to go over, the rope? Can you hav'e your body twisted (OA beat)
as you go over?

(U 4e twotope4, ohe atectty ove& the-otheA, the bottom one about 17'
o the mound and the top one about a chitd14 waist high.) Can you

go between the ropes? Do you think you could go through backward?
Could you have your right hand (etbow,2 6o0t) go .through first and lead
the way for the rest of your body?.
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1. How many different body joints can you name? (wt at, ankt.e, knee,
etc.)

2. Who can name four different shapes that we have worked with so far?
3. If-you made your body look like a ball, whattshape would it be?

('wand) If it looked like a telephone pole? Like a pretzel? Like
the letter "Z"?
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PROGRAM I I LESSON 3

Lesson Concepts

New: Bases of support, facing, relationships thAough nside, a/wand),
workingcwith a partner

Review: Boundaries, tempo, freeze, direction, shape, body surface, shape,
body parts

Lesson Focus

The lesson today has a built-in fun factor the hula hoops! They are
used to represent a specific shape and thealso allow exploration of
relationships of the body to an object. Partners will experience
cooperative play as they assist each other by holding the hoop.

E ui ment and Satial Needs

1 hula hoop per child
4 boundary markers
An area about 30' x 30'

Learning Activities

Find a way to travel any .place inside our boundary linet ... increase your
tempo ... Fill all the spaces!' Ready?'... Freeze! ... one ... two ..a

post of you were traveling forward. Can you find another direction.to
%travel? Ready? Begin ... (Yes, I see peopee going backWakd Sidewaltd)

How many parts'of.your body are touching the ground? Can jail name them?
These are called your tifa!!gpRort. Can you travel and have four Oases?
I see people on-two hands and two feet ... c

Who can find a way to travel on five bases of support? See if you can go.
b'ackward using those bases.

Can you tave your body very wide and low? Now what parts are touching
the ground? Is it your whble front surface?

Can you have your side surface as your only base of support?

When I call your group, come and get a hula hoop, take it to your personal
space and sit down inside it If you name has a curved letter like an--
"o", "c", "s," etc. you may get a hoop.

If your name has a straight line in one letter like a "t", "i", "1," etc.,
you may get a hoop. (Give the chitditen about 2-3 mindtes to exgyite with
the hoops. Then have them 5Jnd a pona space and sit down.)

What shape is your hoop? Find a way to travel around the outside of your
hoop in a curved shape.

How many bases of support are you using? Can you add one more base and
then travel backward?

WhO can be curled and travel inside their-hoop? ...Try not to touch the
hoop!
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How quickly-can you get a partner and sit down? Ready? Go!

If I asked you to have your palms face each other, what would you do?
(Yes, they aae towdad each othea.) Can you do that?

See if you can have the whole front surface of your body face your partner.
Can you have your backs face each other? (Have them put one hoop outside
the boundaay tike4.)

Find a way to help each other so one person can travel under the hoop
with his/her front facing the ground. Trade places so nach'person gets
a turn to go under.

Can the other person go under, facing the sky (ceiling)? Trade places.

This time find a way to hold the hoop so your partner can go through it.
Trade places. Who can go through in a straight /stretched shape? What
other shape can you try? (I see .someone who aound ... twisted ...)

Is it-possible to go Ihrogh it baCkward or sideward? Cen you do it without
touching the hoop? hold your hoop flat (hoaizontat) and low so your partner
can jump over, land inside and then crawl under to get out.

This tide, see if you can land inside on four bases and then -go under
facing the sky (cetting).

Culminating

(Each pen.son 6houid-have own hoop.) Who can find a way to have the hoop go
around your own body? Around your waist? Your wrist? Your knets?

Can anyone twirl it around like a jump rope so it goes-over your head and
then under your feet? Can anyobe turn it backward?

And one thing to do with the hoop you've never tried-before.

Follow-Up

1. Show me how you face the sky (ceiting) the ground (gook). (Is

the whole 6/tont Auf4ace 6acing up?)
2., Use your hand and.make it travel around your other wrist .. under

your leg.
3. Make a round puke_ (hole) with one part of your body and.place one

finger inside the puke.. Can,you,make your whole hand and arm go
through a puka?-
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Program III

Body
Awareness
and
Control III

Conce ts

Pathways (stAaight, at/wed, zig-zag, diacet, inditect), amount of force
(AtAcmg/heavy, genteatight), focal point, quality of movement (smooth,
owing, gZiding, judzy, bumpy, shaking) .

Objectives

After three lessons related to the concepts covered in Program III, the
children will show .evidence of understandifig:

1. Ways tfie-body moves by their ability-to:

travel in varying pathways,
useyarying.amounts_of force,
use.different qualities of movemen

-2. Ways of controlling their body in movement by their ability to:

travel in a self-determined kgttio-- without touching anyone, -
move with greater.than average amounts of force without losing body
control,
elect and move directly toward a focal point,

3. `Imaginary objects and movement qualities- usually' associated with them
by their ability to:.

climb an imaginary mountain which has varying degrees of difficulty
,due to steepness and obstacles,
walk acrosSAmaginary wet sand and "see" their trail,
imagine the Oceafiwhen it is gentle or roaring,
imagine the contesting feelingsof gliding or darting through the
air;

4 Ways to move that Communicate-.a particular characteristic or quality
by their ability to:

4 move in a way. that.is cha racteristic of an animate or inanimate
-object,
utilize .sizo'or shape to convey a message,
move with varying amounts of force,'
use a particular movement quality that indicates a feeling, attitude
or attribute;',.
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Focus for the Teacher

The program today introduces the concept that movement can be varied by
. its quality.or, in other words, by a particular-combination of force and
time. The ability to,perceive and then express through movement a particular
characteristic or quality is an import=-* "art of the follow-up lessons.
The children will see and move in varying pathways on the ground and body
parts will make pathways in the air. The use of a focal point is introduced.

Focus -for= the Children

You'll-need your imagination today, because later we'll be taking a pretend
trip up a mountain. If you were in a helicopter looking down at a mountain,
you might see a trail or pathway. that the hikers use to get to the top.
See what you can learn about pathways befdre we start our hike.

Follow-Up

1. What are the three pathways that were used today?
2. Can you move your-hand in a straight pathway? In a curving' pathway?

In a zig-zag pathway?
3. If you move in a gentle way, are you using:strong or light force?
4. Can you think of a time when you use strong force?

References
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Honolulu, Hawaii: Edu-Keiki, 1977.

2. Rockett, Susan & Owens, Martha. Every Child a Winner, Lesson Plans I.
Ocilla, Geol-gia! ECAW.
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PROGRAM III LESSON 1

Lesson Concepts

New: Pathways: ground and air (ztkaight, cu v. zkg-zag, dikect,
indikect), amount of force (stung/heavy, gentZegight), focal
point, quality of shaking, communication through movement

Review: Direction, bases of support, level, tempo

Lesson Focus

Be ready to,"hike" up the mountain today! This lesson repeats the
second part of the TV program. First the children will make rope
pathways and travel using various amounts of force, and then apply the
,ideas to the imaginary setting.

ui ment and S-atial-Needs

4 Boundary Markers'
1 short jump rope per child
An area about 30' x 30'

Lea,:nAhig_Acti_vities

(Ai:stAibmte the 'Lopes and have each chi.ed &End a peAsonaL space and 4L
docdn.) See if you can use your jump rope to make a straight pathway with
it on the ground. Can you start at one end of the rope and travel right
next to it all the way to the other. end? Check your feet to make sure they
are pointing straight ahead. Can anyone walk in a straight pathway next
to the rope but travel in a different direction? (I zee people going
backwaiLd zdeloakd.)

What_other pathway can tau draw with your rope? Yes, let's try curved.

Do you thirik you could travel next to your rope using three bases of
support? Try to follow the rope exactly!

This time, can you make your rope look like a 0IIKgEath? See if
you can travel making a zig-zag trail with very sharp corners! Can you
make your arms travel in a zi -2a too? This is called an air pattLay.
Find a way to make your arms and eet travel in liamKag at the same time.

Now, curl your rope into a small circle on the floor and sit down. When
I say "Co," I want you to choose a spot some place inside our boundary lines
and walk directly to it If someone is in your ti just-wait until they
go in Do not change your atiwqa and do not make anyone else change theirs.
Do you know where you are going? Point to it and keep looking at that
spot. Ready? Co! That was very good. That spot is called your focal
point because that is where your eyes are to look as you travel. tWs
try it again. Choose another focal point to watch. Ready? Begin.

This time, look at your own rope for a moment. Now, instead of walking
directly toward it, wander through our big space. Finally when you decide
to go to your rope, look at it and travel to it Instead of being direct,
this was very indirect.



Who can make a direct movement with his/her hand? (While they ate m0,

gale sevuut't vaniationz with yours own hand. Foe exampZe, move it ztAaigh
out in pLont 06 youk cheAt, move it ztAaight out to the ,side on zt4aight

upwa4d.)

Now, let your hand travel many places through
they have water on them. Is that a direct or
(- indirect) Shake your hands high ,.. and low
to the sides.

How many ways can you move your hand and-arm-at-a show temp?
move slowly and make a very straight, direct path with one hand? Make

that same straight, direct movement, but this time do it quickly. Did

it feel differently from the slow movement?

Can you keep your rope at a low level and move it in an indirect

Hike "znakez") Can you do it 21y.41? Can you do it quickly? (Cagiect

the /wpm.)

Move all around our space using a curving pathway and very light force,

Can you travel so lightly that no one can hear you? And Freeze!

This time use more energy and make strong, lieTly movements as you-travel

in curvingi_pathways.

Keep using strong force travel in another

space. Shake your hands as though
an indirect pathway?
... but in front ... and out

CulminatinaAciti!LAy

Have you ever hiked through the woods on a path? Are the paths always

straight? No, sometimes the trails, or paths, curve or zig-zap,

Let's pretend we're on a hike up the mountain. At first the path is

very straight and it's easy to climb so you use a light amount of force.

(Wow ch-Lediten to weak OLeety up,titeiA own mountain. It iZ not Aecommended

that you tity to cookdinate thein movementz az a group. )

Now it's getting a little steeper and so we have to weave back and forth

up the side of the mountain. What kind of pathway is this?

Pretend that near the top there are many roots and branches so you ,

wil) need to zig-zu to get-past them. Keep traveling zig -zag all the way

to. the top. Can you imagine how much more energy you need when the path

is so steep?

Here's the top! Stop and take a look at the neat view of the trees and the

ocean. Look how close we are to the clouds!

Now begin to zi gnzkg down the mountain again. Go over the branches. Here's

a tree that has fallen across the gat11. Can you get-over it or under it?

The next part of the trail is curving back and forth.

banging vines and branches!

We must be getting near the bottom, because the patb is

we are ... that was a good trip! Come and sit down.

Follow-U

Watch out for the

straighter. Here

1. What were the three pathWays we used today?. Which one has sharp

corners?
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2. When you brush your teeth, do you use strong force, light force, or
medium force?

3. When you run a race with someone, would it be a good idea to run in
a straight, direct pathway or one that is indirect? ldikect)
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PROGRAM III - LESSON 2

Lesson Concep

New Qualities of movement ( c omtng, of ng, jeAky, dakting, bumpy),
perception and the expression of a specific quality of movement,
pull.

Review: Pathways, amount of force, level, direction, tempo

Lesson Focus

This is another imaginary trip, but today it's to the beach! Many of
the childrenwill have had the experience of walking through the wet sand
and then noticing the trail or path they left behind. They have probably
thought about how.the ocean is sometimes flat and smooth and other days
it is rough. These contrasting qualities will be discussed and used in
movement. The last activity gives the children a taste of swimming on
their boards, pulling hard to get out and then the joy of riding different
waves back in.

E-ui ment and S #atiai Needs

4 Boundary markers (cones)
A JO' x 30' area-

Learning Activities

(Have the Ch-ii.dIten seated neakthe edge o the area..) Let's take a
pretend trip to the beach!- Don't forget to take your surfbdard. When we
get there, it's early and the lifeguard isn't on duty yet, so we decide to
put our things in- one place and jog on the beach. (Begin an easy jog in

a stAaight path.)

Stop where you are and turn around. Can'you "see" our footprints in the
wet sand? Let's jog back the other way making sure that you travel in a
straight path ... Think about how it feels to run in a straight line.

Let's stop and look again. This time can yo0 see your own foot prints in
the sand? I can imagine where mine are.

Find a personal-space and sit down. Take youi. hand and draw in the sand

the that your footprints made. Now make that same straight patI w

in the air with your hand. Can you-make altratatitgttin y wit4 aneVitr
body part?

Now draw a curving pathway in the sand and then in the air. Can you feel

that your movements are curving.and smooth? icaverthrough space and make-

curving.pathways. How many different parts of o6,fspaCe can you travel
,--

in? Are yooAsing your arms?.

And ..,, Freeze!' Who can-make a-zig-zag path in the sand-' Are-the corners

of your pathway very4Oarp? Find a way to travel in a zlyzaLg_prth using
four bases of support in the sand. Can you find any shells -11- coral?

(aaaw giLoap togethek.) Let's sit down and watch the water -for awhile.

Sometimes it is very smooth and calm ... It just rolls in w%,thaut any big

waves. Can you make a smooth, flowing movement with some part ,of ymur
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body? Use just a ligntamount of force so the movement is gentle.

Who,can travel in a curving pathway using smooth, flowi movements? Can
you changeyour level? Your direction?

And sit down. When the surf is "up", and the water crashes down on the
beach, it is strong. Can you make strong_ moves like a hard, crashing wave?

Sometimes when the water hits, it flies up into the air and splashes.
you can-feel like the water crashing dowriandtilen_guickly splashing

upward. Can you make a!& movements that show the power Of the
water?

Can you move smoothly and gently as the water moves ... and then as the
surf builds up, can you crash the water and make it quickly fly up toward
the sky?

Culminating Activity

The lifeguard is on duty now. Let's take our boards Into the water. Who

can find a way to glide gently across the top of the water? Are you making
smooth, gentle movements with your arms? See if you can pull yourself in a
straight- pathway. (Ma a not to be taken WzA4Lty.)

Can you use more force and pull yourself quickly through the water? Can

you feel yourself moving strongly? Make strong, firm strokes and travel
all around our space. that you are riding on big, smooth waves
that move your board and low.

Are you able to stand-up on your board and move through space In a smooth,
flowing way? Make yourself firm and steady on the board. Ride your board
in on the next smooth wave. Can you curve back and forth as you come in
toward shore?

Swim out again and catch-a wave that is bigger and more forceful. See _if

you can 112:aat and forth. Cut sharply one way and then the other.
Come on into shore, bring your board .and sit down.

Follow -Up

1., Draw a pathway with yo0r hand. Now close your eyes and try to "see"
that same pathway. Cah you describe the way it looks?

2. Use your other hand this time and draw a curving pathway using very
light force. How does your arm feel when you move gently?.

3. Use both hands-and arms this time and draw a pathway using strong,
forceful movements. Can you think of me time when you might move

your legs very forcefully? (kicking)
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i ROGR,AP1 I I I LESSON

Lesson Concepts

New Quality of movement (gtiding, ,smooth, .ecatinuouz, chytting, je f;:y)
Review: Shared space, size, level, tempo, pathway, personal space, focal

point, amount of force

Lesson Focus

Today's lesson is on flying ..., well, not Le- ally. However, the children
will be using jets, gliders, flies, leaves and feathers to capture the
feeling of objects that may fly through the air. There is a review and
modification of the game of "jets" and the experience of the contrasting
feelings of gliding and darting.

EqOpment_and Spatial Needs

4 Boundary markers
An area about 30' x 30'

Learnin Activities

(Have the chitdten ,seated in the cemtet o6 the a4d4.) Remember when we
played that game called "Jets?" What were you trying to do in that game?
(Fty the jet att akound the zhaAed zpace without bumping into anyone.)
How did you make yourself look like a jet? (AAmz were out az "wings. ")
Did it make you feel bigger to have your arms out Did it make your personal
space bigger? (yes) Let's play "Jett" again. What will you do so you

_won't trash? (Stow. down Olt 6.tor4 change tevet, ditection, of pacing)
Ready? Begin. (Comment an theiA uze o6 space, tevet,tempo, etc)

Come and sit down. Did you ever watch a jet way up high and see a white
trail behind it Is that like its pathway? What kind of a trail does-
itusually leave? (stAaight) Can the plane travel in a curving pathway,
too? This time when we- Olay-"Jets," think about the pathway that-you are
leaving behind. Sometimes can it-be straight and sometimes curved?
Ready? ...Begin.

Let's rest for a few minutes ...Lie,down and look up at the sky. Pretend
there is a plane, but it's not making any noise because it doesn't have
an engine. It's called a glider. Once_a glider gets into the air, the
air currents move the plane. Can you imagine how it feels to,fly in a
glider?: Do you think it- would move directly ahead in a straight_lwa-,
or do you think it might move in a curailamgyI Everyone stand and
see what it feels- like to fly in a plane without an-engine ... Ready? ...
Begin, Try to make.yoUr movements very smooth

Think how quiet it will be with only the wind to move your-plane., Can you
glide high? Low? And at a medium level?

Imagine a gust of wind and your glider soars on ahead,-but its movements
are always smooth and the plane seems to fly forever and ever from that
gust of wind.
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Let the wind change your pathway, too, so that you fly all over our big
space.

Come and sit down. Can you think of other things that float through the
air that don't have an engine? (Hang gideu, teauu, kathem)

Choose something that floats through the air and allow the wind to blow
you all:aroundtbe. space, Feel how_smoothlvyou trAYO_eyen_thooghyoo_
are blown to many different places ... some high ... some low.

Let's think for a minute abouttfieflies that sometimes buzz around. They
have their own power don't they? Do you think they can move quickly to
a special place, or do they have to wait for the wind? Pretend that you are
a fly. Focus on some place inside our boundary lines and see if you can
fly directly there. Ready? Choose your spot. Gici! 'Good flying and
stopping! I could tell when many of you got to your spot because ,you
stopped so quickly. Let's try that again. Choose a different focal point
and make your fly dart quickly right to that spot. Ready? Go! (Comment
on good movements you saw.) And choose another spot. Ready? Go! Can
you change your level as you fly?

Culminating Activity

This time we will use both smooth, gliding movements and darting, direct
movements. Decide which one you want to use first. When I say "Go,"
keep traveling until you hear "Freeze." Ready? Go! ... and ... Freeze!
(I IA= vety suite which way some peopee had chosen to ttave.e. Can you make
zulLe I can tat you ate gy -Lng smoothty at dattingty and qui.ck.ey.)

Now use the other kind of flying. If you were flying smoothly, then this
time dart about like a fly. Ready? Go! ... and ... Freeze!

Follow-U

1. When you moved in the glider, were you moving with light force or
strong force?

2. How would you describe the pathway of the glider? Of, the fly?
3. How do your muscles feel when you-use a lot of power or force?

(sttong, powequE, tight)
4. How do your muscles feel when you do something that needs just a light

amount of force? (gentle, Ao6t, telaxed, smooth)



Program IV

Locomotor
Skills I

Movement Concepts ,

Walk, run, leap, hop, body parts zot.e., 4:Astep, baU caZ6), push,
kinesthetic awareness (*At that ..touche4 64=A4t, 4t/waght back) ,-size of
step, body lean, efficient start, efficient stop, sharp turn, even and
uneven rhythm, control at landing, cooperation

Objectives

After three lessons related to the concepts covered in Program iV, the child-
ren will show evidence of understanding:

1.' Their own body by their ability to:

receive feedback_ from various parts of the body regarding placement,
alignment, etc.

2. Ways the body moves by their ability to:

travel through space using the locomotor skills of walking, running,
leaping, and nopptgi,

o ush-off to gain greater momentum in locomotion,
respond correctly to an even or uneven rhythm.

Ways to control their body by their ability to

o run to a line, make an efficient turn, and return to original place,
take-off and land lightly,
stop efficiently with joints flexed to lower center of gravity,
weight over base, and body lean reduced.

4 Ways to Cooperate with other people by their ability to

play a non-competitive game without trying to make.i.t competitive,

o play a game which requires that individuals take turn
o play a game that includes the declaratiOn of a winner.
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Focus for the Teacher

If you've felt at all uncomfortable working with the "abstract" concepts so
far, you should feel "at home" with this program. It introduces four of,the
basic locomotor skills: walking, running, leaping and hopping. ProbablY-
_you_baYe_seenech of your children using_these skills, but the emphasis today
is on awareness and efficiency of movement, It will be essential that-
each child be able to perform these skills well for they are fundamental
to complex patterns (i.e., huilAtikg,- Ootwokk in tranita.).

Focus for the

The program today will help you understand some skills that you've been
doing for several years. You probably learned to walk when you were
about one year old, but have you ever discovered which part of your
foot touches the ground first as you walk? Do you knoW howto get off
to a fast start in a race? Do you know that your arms can- help.you_run,
faster?

1. Can you name some of the locomotor skills that the children used in
their last activity? (Atm, teap,hop)

2. Did you find out what part of yogi'. foot goes down, first? (heeL)

3. How many feet are touching theground while ypu hop? (one)

4. Can &nyone think of some time when you have used a leap? (teapag
civet a paddIe)

References

1. 'Hanson, Sue K. and Curtis, Delores
Honolulu, Hawaii: EduKeiki, 1977.

2. Rockett, Susan & Owens, Martha. Ever Child a Winner, Lesson Plans
Ocilla, Georgia: ECAW.
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PRO RAM TV LES ON 1

Lesion Concepts

New: Walk, run, fast stop (cont)L oe '96 6o/Lce), efficient start, parts of
the foot (6afe, hut, bate) , awareness of body (back 6-ttaight, fleet
pointing 6.tiutight aitead, a.&m swing, past o6 60ot tbuching), size of
step

Review: Body parts, tempo, push, amount of force, body part relationships,
focal point, direction, level, amount of force

Lesson Focus

The walk and run are the earliest of the locoMotor skills and..riii many
ways appear to-be the easiest. This lesson, however,. shows the complexity
by focusing on some of the finer points and by introducing related skills
and concepts.. For example, the ability to start and stop qu'Ickly are high-
lighted-and-then-appIted-td-an-excitiog-game,;-

iment-and S atial Needs

-A hard top surface which-is_marked with various lines would be best. You
will need lines to walk on and two lines about 20-30 yards apart to
designate starting and stopping for a game. If no hard surface is available,
the lesson can easily be modified to- be used in a grassy area., Lines could
be made with ropes, and ga.ile boundaries could- be'clesignated with cones.

Learning Activities

(The chitchen showed be eated in a gaoup inside the designated ateaj
Let's see.how many parts' of your leg and foot you can name. What,joint-
is this? (Point to yoat hip, knee, ante, etc.) What-is the bottom of
your-foot called? ("sae) The top? (imotep) What,is--this? . (point to
heet, bate o6 600t,' tots) This is called the outer edge of the sole of
your foot. It's important because when you step, your weight is on that
edge some of the time

Cross your legs and put your hands on the inside of your kneeS. Gently
push down toward the ground. Be sure to,do it gently because you are
stretching thosemuscies, See if you can do it with the Soles of your
feet together! Some people's legs may go farther than yours, but don't
worry. Everyone's- body is lifferent.

Find a personal space and stand tall Show me your very best walk as
you travel throughout our big space. As you walk, think about your-back.
Is it straight and tall?,

Find a line and see if You can walk exactly on it Watch your feet. Are

they bintin straight ahead? Do you have to look at your feet to know if
they're. straight? Can you feel them pointing ahead?.

Where-should you look? You might choose a focal point at the.end of your
line and walk:righttoward it Or, you could walk in an indirect pathway
and keep looking around to see people. Ready? Let's try some direct
walking right:toward-your focal point. Begin. This time walk with,a
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tall back and swinging arms as you travel. (Check to make Mute .theite mac'
no hands in POCket6 OIL alms Saeded.)

Can you go faster, but keep on walking? And freeze! ... Let's think about
thaf becau-se some people started to run. What part of your foot should
go dowh first when you walk?.. (fleet) Try it out and see what you fepl.
_Is itaur toes? The ball of your foot? -The outside? The heelT

What part touches after your heel? (outside 06 aae) And what .part
touches next? (bat) And the last part? (the .toes) Can you decide
what parts ush off? (bdet and toes)

_Ready?

try walking very quickly again. Be sure your heels go down first!
Go! (Say,.-"HuNLy, hunity, huimy, etc." verLy kapiay as the chi:token

watk 6a -.t.)

Who_ can walk in a different direction? (backwa&d, sidewaAd) How many
different ways can you find to walk sideward? (step togethet, step and
cA04,6_0ve-A, ete.) Can. you wal.k_nackward down aline?

.

Do you think you could start walking at a high level, get your body lower
and lower, then go back up again to -a medium level?

See-how,big_a step you can take as you walk. Ready,
them

out with your
foot! Who can take very small sIpit5? Can you make them teeny-tinY-and
fast? ( Teeny - .tiny, teeny-tiny, etc. to inotease theiA tempo. )

Now takephOrToyj10, ajlta s ... make them long ... and slow long and
slow. And change to teen] tiny, teeny-tiny.

Who can run lightly, all-around the space without touching anyone? ,Ready?
Go! ... -and freeze!

What makes a run different from a walk? Yes, it's faster. What makes
You go faster?- (You .dean ScouvaiLd and push oSS haAde/0 Try your run again
and think about what happens to your feet.- Do your'heeis go downfTrst?
(PAohabey not, iS they a/te going 6a a-st enough.) Can you feel the ball-and
toes pushing to makeNyou go faster? Are you using your arms to help you
go fast? Are they straight or bent?- (Bent) No they swirl forward-or do
they go ,around your body? (They shoutd swing-Solwakdanarst y inwakd.)

How can you start running quickly? Show me how yoLiAiave your feet when you
start a race. Yes, I see people with one foot out in front. What are you
doing with your knees? Are they bent? See if you can lean forward over
your leading foot. Are you ready? Go!

'.Get.ready again to start quickly.- Check your feet and your knees. De you
use a push with any'part of your body? Yes,"the ball of your foot and your
toes should push off hard and. fast. Let's try it with a push off this time.
Ready? Go!

Can you find -a way to Ready? - Go! ... and Stop!
(Meeze ok.t4.kistte) How do-youhave- your feet? Are they together_or
apart? Did anyone try 'stopping with them together? rid it work?

No, because your feet need to be apart. Try stopping with them wide in
different positions. Which way works the best? (ApaAt in 66.1watd stAide)
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What happens if you lean forward when you want to stop? (Youite keep on
going!) This time when you stop, try pulling back with your arms and_
body.

Are,you doing anything special with your knees'-and hips to help you stop?
Yes, they should be bending so that you are at a lower level.

Try stopping one more time and try to remember to have your feet apart,
bend your knees and hips, and lean back Ready? Go! Stop!

Culthinating Activity

Let',slolay a stopping game. (Deb ,gnats -two appaoxioatety 20-30
ywui apart.) Stand on this lineu5ing good spaces, and face the line
at the other side. When I say "Go," I want you to run quickly-to the
other line and stop as fast as you can. Ready? (Ate theit 6eet behind
the 4tattlIng -eine?) Go! (Join them at the other ,side. and comment on
.their aunA.)

This_time we will_play "Red Light." What does the red light mean? What
does green mean? Vel l ow mean l steri Carefully-beciuse-the-Itght-is-
changing. Whenever you hear "Red Light,' stop as fast as you can and stay
frozen until you hear .- "'Green

Ready? "Yellow light!" What does yellow mean? Listen carefully because
the light is changing Ready again? Red light, yellow light, green
light! Red light! Etc. (Add octet caoao 4,6 you suet. P1ea4e avoid
dectating winneAs. Kay untie eve/wane gets to the opposite side. Then
.tin around and peay back to the pAiginat tine. Emphasize good stops and
p.(cji: contact.)

Follow -Up

1. What different directions can you travel when you walk?
2. Where should you look if you are trying to wall( in a straight line?
---(-taight ahead) Do-you_remember what that place.is called? Hlocat

point)
When-you walk very fast, are you running? (No, you& heet.4 ate
going down. 6iA4t then ybuite stZet waking.)

4. What should happen to your knees when you stop?' (bend)

5. Should your feet be together or apart when you stop fast? (apatt)
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PROGRAM IV LESSON 2

Lesson Concpts

New: Leap-for height, sharp turn, leading foot
Review: Amount of force, pathway,_ walk, run, tempo, quick stop,-quick

start, size of step, focal point, _shared space, level.0

Lesson Focus

Many children appear to be slow runners because they are not applying
the principle about "the-shortest distance between two points ..." This
lesion should improye their ability to run straight toward a goal and-then
make a sharp turn -Co return to the starting place. The start, straight run,
sharp turn and controlled stop are all used in a game called "Fire Engine."
The leap for height develops rather. naturally from the run, Objects of
varying heights will be extremely helpful in eliciting good performance.

gailoment and S-atial Needs

2 plastic bottles or pins, cones, or other markers per child
1 bean bag per child .-

A variety of objects of varying heights --f;-om 12-18" high, 1 per child 'or
the children may work with a partner and take turns

Plastic hurdles, blocks, and tubes or low jump_standards, as available
An area about 30' x 30', ideally a hard surface with lines, and sufficient

space nearby for a running game.

Learnini.Activities

Quickly find a personal space. Who can run very lightly all through our -\

big space? Change your pathway and-begin to_walk. What, part of your foot
are you feeling touch the ground first?--Can you-walk faster? ___How fast can
you walk? Are your heels still touching first?

Change to a slower speed and take bigger and bigger steps. And ,.. stop.
Who remembers how to stop quickly? 'All, of you show me.how to do it. Ready?
Go! ... and ... Stop! (I Lee 6eet kneeA bent, and peopte puZZing
back) Good! Try it again ...

Do you remember how to get a fast start? How should your knees be? How about
your feet? Are you leaning fbrWard-ready to push off? Are you ready? Go!
And.... Stop! Ready again? Got And ... Stop!

Who can run in a straight line? Let's see. (Obserwe pathways) Let's
put up some.(buttem, cons, pinz) for markers. Each of you get one (pin)
and place it on this line. Now get another (pin) and put it on this line_
(about 30' away), right across from your other (pin) .

Begin your run from the pinyou just put down. Use the.pin at the other
end as your guide. Look at it all the time to'help you run strai ht. Ready?
Go!

,

This time fotus on your pin, and run straight toward At. When you get
to the pin, make a sharp._ turn and look for your other pin. When you see it,
then begin to run ldickly straight toward the pin. Ready? Go! Remember
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sharp turns! Yes, good job. I saw people really staring at their pin all the
time they ran. Was it hard to find your own-Tin when'you turned around?
Try to imagine that straight pathway you just left on the ground. What kind
of turn did you make at the pin? Didmou Use 'a curving pathway or was it a
sh4rp corner? (AhaAp is mote e66icent) Try it again, and see if you can
get an extra push off as you turn and Start back again. (Coteect p{ 4.)

(Have att chadten 4t4114 on one tine 6acing the opposite Line.) We're goiog
to play a game called "Fire Engine."- It uses a fast start, a straight run,
a sharp turn and a good stop. Please number down the line byqours. Pretend
that you are driving a fire truck. When the fire chief calls the number of
your truck,-you are to drive to the fire, which is dOwn at the other line
between the two cones. When you get to the line, touch it with your foot to
put the fire out, make a sharp turn and return to the fire station as fast
as you can. -Stop when you get back to the station. The first 'person back
gets to be the new chief. (you may atsb coat "boys' atatin," "g4,Ats'.atailm,"

otw nambeu, on 6aLse aZa/m. No one is to /bun bon the "6atse ataAm.") Play
for a maximum of 5 minutes.

(Have chied4en get a bean bag and then 6ind a pviAonet Apace.) Who can find
a way to run and get over their own bean bag? Can- you go over and land on one
foot? Does it feel like a giant running step? This is called a lead.

e
This time, run and leap over you'r own bean bag and keep on running. Be sure
you don't stop when-you land! Run through our big;-_-Shared space, and when
you come to another bean bag, leap over it ... and keep on going ... Flow igh

can you leap? Are .you reaching out with one foot? Can you feel it leading
the rest of your body? Are your knees high?

Go back to your bean bag. Bring ,t in and exchange it for an object that is
a little higher. (Have a. Aetection objects o6 vaving heightA.) Take
the equipment back to your personal space_ and .see if you can leap overit.
Try it 'several times. Are your knees high? Are you landing lightly? i

Now letTStravel in our shared space. .After you go over your own object,
keep on running through space and leaping over other objects. (16 youhave
pea-stic hu4dZes, bZoefa and tabu, higheA coneA, OA other objects- thatwoutd,
eficit a highek Leap, continue with the wiactice.)

Follow -Up

1. When you want to run a straight race, where should you look? (At your

6ocat point)
2.. When you want to leap high, what will you do with your feet? (Push o6

hand_)

How can your knees and arms help you get up high?. (Reach il0)
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PROGRAM IV LESSON 3

Lesson Concepts

New:' Leap for distance; hop, whistle signal to stop, moving in a specific
rhythm, relationships (inyile/outoide)

Review: Stop, pu-sh off, body lean, size of step, part of foot, shape,
amount of force, direction, pathway, base of support

'Lesion Focus

If you haven't used your whistle during this series, this can be the
day to introduce the meaning of a short, definitive blast. The children will
review leaping for height and then experience leaping far across "rivers."
The i'iajority of time, however, should be spent on hopping. After the
introduction, the experience you develop is flexible depending on the
availability of hopscotch patterns, etc.

-ui n_ and S iatial Needs

1 rope per child
Whistle
A grassy area about 30' -x 30' for leaping
A hard top area with hopscotch games painted on the surface or hula hoops,

bean bags, etc. to hop over or around

Learning Activities

(Chitdken begin in pch.suttaL pace inside the boundaky Zine4.) Run lightly
through all our space. Try to go to as many different spaces as you can
within the boundaries. And .. stop!_

The time when I want you to stop I will blow my. whistle using one short
blast, Get your feet ready to start. qujckly. Ready? Go! _(in £e,54 than
10 .seconds, b1utt the AL$tee.)- Check your feet ... did you stop with one
in front? Are your knees bent? Let's try it again. Ready? Go! WW,t-W
Much better ... etc.

When I call you, come and-get a rope and tak! it to your personal space.
All people who are wearing (4hoetace4) may --me and get a rope, Place
your rope-in a straight line on the grass.

We're going to pretend that the ropes are poison! Do you Ohink that you
could-Old run throughout'our spaceand get over the ropes without bumping
anyone? Ready? Begin. Again stop! (on. cohbstee) This time see if
you can take a bigger running step as you get over the rope. Ready? Go!
(W1:24t-W

What do you think that big running step is called? It's a leAp. Today you
are leaping to see how far you can go. Last time you were leaping very high.
Now make your rope into a circle. Do you think you 'could leap all the way
across it? Try.leaping- over your own rope. Let's travel throughout our

_space and every time you come to a rope see if you can leap-far across it
Ready? Begin._
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Co back to your own rope and fold it in half on the ground. Can you
open up the rope so that it looks like the letter "V"? Do you think
you can leap over the rope near the point? Can you leap over the nest
part where the ends of the rope are farther apart? How far up the "V"
can you -1!E?

Who can-travel in their own space using only one base of support? Can
you travel on one foot? The other foot? Who knows what this skill is
called? (Hop) What part of your foot are you landing on when you hop,
softly? (8m-et) Try it again. See if you can hop lightly to one side
... -and then other. What other direction could you use? (Backwatd)
Try your-other foot.

See if you can hop in a straight path- Can anyone hop in a circle?
What pathway can you make with your other foot.?

Listen to my hands as they clap this rhythm: -- -- (an even, 4Zow
tempo) Let's all clap that together. See if you can hop as I clap that
rhythm. Ready? -7 (Say) ONE-foot, ONE-foot, HOP ..., HOP ...,
Repeat.

-Make your rope into a long straight path and see if you can hoR down one
side and back up the other. Can you use your other foot?

Who can hop back and forth across the rope? Can anyone hop across sideward?

Find another shape for your rope,. Can you 1292 around the outside of your
shape? Make another shape that has an "inside" (Zike a zquaite) which is
big enough for you-to hop into. See if yOU can 12R "inside" and then
"outside." Use your other.foot and hop in and out.

Do-yOu think you-could hop all the way over your shape? Can you
land softly? Try it again and see if you can get high into the air.

ICaZect kopes. T{ i.6 Might be a good time to ilitAoduce to you/ students the
hopscotch pa ens on yowl. Lanais and-ptaygkound. Allow the younger
chadken to make up,theik own ways to use the_vakioUs fay outs. Do not
encoultage competZtion, but nathek .the Aun oA hopping. IA you pkeAek not
to use hopscotch, then you cowed cont.Lnue hopping with hoops of geometkic
shapes.) .

Follow-Up

1. How Many feet do you use when you hop? (one)
2. What part of your foot should you land on when you hop?
3. What. size ,step will you take if you want to leap far'?
4. -Will it help you leap far if you lean forward and reach out?
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Program V

L000motor
Skills II

Movement Concepts

Jumping: high, far (standing and Aunning), over, down, rhythmically,_
light landings (absorbing pAce), developing force (size (36 swing and,
speed 06 movement), direction of force (Aeach and Zean), push off,
variations in expectations: related to height, cooperation.

Objectives

After three lessons related to the concepts covered in program V, the
children will show evidence of understanding:

1. Their own body by their ability to:

identify with their own height and their_own-reachinn_capacity,
receive feedback from various parts of the body regarding placement,
alignment, shape and size.

2. Ways the body moves by their ability to

UM h -h far over down from
increase and decrease the amoun
for each jump,
lump in different

Ways to control their

in rh thm and in lace,
of force and body lean required

directions, levels and shapes.

body by their ability,to:

jump and land so as to abs xbrarlat for a controlled landing,
IUMR, Ian in the air, and land solidly facing a-predetermined
direction,
jumpvertically and return to the same spot.

4. Ways to cooperate with other people by their ability to

allow people of varying heights and abilities to have correspond-
ingly different goals,
play a game which requires one child to spin a rope at a low level
using medium temp*
share the equipment and the landing spaces,
select equipment and design a practice station. for their group
of 3-4 children.
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Foc

Some of the basic principles of movement by their ability to:

i_umwithMOretQrce by increasing the action in their legs and
arms
luMP in a specific_directim by changing their body lean and their
arm swing,
tsorb_force by "giving" With various body .parts_

s for the Teacher_

This second program on locomotion gives an in -depth look at jumping because
it is a multi-faceted skill. The children will experience jumping over
obstacles, jumping to reach an object, jumping for distance, etc. Many
of your children will use an immature pattern and therefore your encourage-
ment for two-footed take offs and stable two-footed landings will be
important in the further development of the skill. Some fairly meaty_
theory about force development and directionality is-introduced via the
jump, but it should be easily digested.

Focus for the Children

The program today will remind you of many ways that you have jumped and

will show some that you may not have tried before. See how many of them

you can remember. In the second part of the program you will see the
children jumping at different stations or places. Notice how well they
work together and how hard they practice even when the teacher is with

another group.

Follow-0R

1. How many different Ways of jumping did you see?

2. How many feet should you land on when you jump? (Two)

What will you do with your knees so that you can land lightly?

4. How can your arms help yOu when you want to jump far?

References

1. Hanson, Sue K., and Curtis, Delores. M. Educating-Children for Movement.

Honolulu, Hawaii: Edu-Keiki, 1977,
2. Rockett, Susan & Owens, Martha. Every Child a Winner, Lesson Plans I.

Ocilla, Georgia: ECAW.
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PROGRAM V LESSON 1

Lesson Concepts

New: The jump pattern, jumping high, jumping far, development of force
(Zegs bend and s.tne.teh, alum4 swing, beet push 066), direction of
force (body Lean, arm swing), awareness of body (Zanding on two

degree ,o6 Zean)
Review: Level, intensity, speed, body parts, direction

Lesson Focus

The lesson today introduces the jump pattern and then applies it to jumping
high-and jumping-for distance. Be sure that they get the basics so that
they are ready to apply the jump to equipment. The major emphases should
be on the use of a good arm swing, a strong two-footed push off, sufficient
lean, and an "easy" light landing.

Lunt and S atial Needs

2-4 jump charts
2-4 tumbling mats
2 rubber strips per child (on topes in some c ances)
Masking tape

Initial practice can be done on a wooden floor or in a grassy area that
isn't wet. The "jump and reach" practice will require a flat,'unobstructed
wall for the jump charts. The charts are made on tag board or other heavy
paper which is about 8" wide and 36" long. Draw lines every two inches
using four repeating colors (ted,-yeZ4oW, ELCue, green, red ...). Tape the
charts to the wall at appropriate heights.

To practice jumping for distance, the rubber strips are about 1"' wide and
10-12" long. They may be cut from any substance that will not slide when
jumped on. If strips are not available, you may use ropes to mark the
"rivers". only if you are working in grass.- Do not use ropes to mark lines
on a hard surface)

A minimum of two-tumbling mats will enable-several children to work-
simultaneously. Depending on the height of the children, the width of
the mats could-be used to further increase participation. PTace a
piece of masking tape on the mat to indicate the starting line. Have
several rubber strips available to mark the children's heights.

Learnin Activities

(The ehitdIten should have thein own pet4onat. .space within a d- ignated
atea.) Let's see each of you jump in your own personal space. How many
feet are you using? Can you feel both_your_feet pushing of What parts
of your feet are pushing? How many feet are you Tanding on?

Can you jump just a tiny way off the ground? Way -high enough bon a bug
to scoot undet?) And now, can you jump higher? (High enough 404 a
mongoose to tun untleA your Oa?) How high can you jump? Can you.feel
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how your feet help you jump? Your legs? Your arms?

How many ways can you find to swing your arms? (Experiment with one and
two aAms, moving in opposition and tegethet, moving across the body and
beside it, etc.) Which way helps you jump high? Can you feel your arms
as they come forward and upward really fast? win and refi4p!

Find a mark (tea6, spat on goon, etc.) and stand right on top of it. Do

you think you could jump up and land right on the mark again? If your
landing was off to one side, can you figure out why? (Hander pu,sh o66
'nom one Soot, aims not inging -.tic ghat up _to the,aky, 15d teaning.)

. ,

This time instead of jumping high_,=shOw mehb4-'fdeyou can jump. Did you
remember to land on two feet? Flowr4b your legs help you jump far? Can
you feet them bend and stretch? What parts of your feet do you feel
pushing off hard against the ground?

How-far forward can you lean as you jump? Put your feet together and
see how far you can lean before you have to take a step forward. This
time when you jump, try to lean way forward. Did you go farther?

How can your arms help you go farther forward? Find a way to swing them
that will almost pull you forward. Pretend that you are reachirig out
with both -hands to "give me-tem"--How-far-back-oaft-you-swing7your-arms-as-
you get ready for a big-forward swing? What happens if YOU swing them
backward just a little, do you jump as far?

(DistAibute imbibe& stAips.) Place one rubber strip on the-ground in your
own personal space. Stand right in front of it and put the other strip
in front of your toes. This will give you a narrow "river." Can you put
your toes at the edge of the "river" and then jump lightly to the other
side? Try it again.

When you land, can you be so quiet that no one hears your feet:as they
touch the ground? Good job! How did you land so quietly? What did you
do with your knees? What part of your feet did you land on?

(Havehi stAicedAen move ps apatt one boot at A time a4 appAoptiate.) Try
jumpump again and see if you can still Are you remembering

to swing your arms forward and to-reach out in front? Try leaning farther
forward as you push off-hard and fast.

Culminating Activity

(Take_the_chitdAen to each 06 the ,tation-6 whtleh have been set up. Exptain
the jump and 'Leach chant whae demonstkating with-one &Lad. Have the
chad atand with W./hex side to the watt with the beet gat. The
pxe6exxed aim atAetched up the chaxt and the coax noted where the
641ngek tips /Leach. Then the chad netaxes and pn.eparee4 to jump straight
into the air. At the top o6 the jump, the child hita the chant and again
the cotok is noted. You may want to have the chid use chaek to indicate
'Leach and jump spots. A good jump 06 8" is easity mecauxed by -the cotou.
ion exampte, i6 the child xeachez the /Led tine white standing, he/she should
be aiming 60x the next red tine. See equipment section ion instkuctions
an how to make chaAtz.)

(The ,second 4tation is the jump 604 distance. See equipment ,6ection bon
oxganizationat in6oxmation. Demonztxate how to measure uaing a'chad
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oa (.5 ileA back art the mat. Have. the. 6eet at the aAt.cag ti
nd ptace a maAkeft at the top o6 the head. A good. jump is appkoxmatefy
e individdae16 he,Zght. Encourage the chadnen to aist each others
the measunement,s.)

(i) .v- de the 9/Loup into the two 6tation4. Have .their ptactice 604 about
6i_ve M-k _tes and then have the gtoup6 4otate.)

Fe l W:rU

1. What two kinds of jumps did you practice today? ('Lvnia
jumpZng tcan)

2. How many feet should you push off with? (2)'

3. How many feet should you land on? (2)

4. How do your arms help you jump forward?

5. Which way should your arms swing when you want to go high?

Wftith-Way-thoard'yourbody lean if- you- want- -to--Tjump

9 and
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PROGRAM V LESSON 2

Lessononct2t

New: Jumping over (uokng 4tanding and AUM1.9 4taAt4),.jumping rhythmically
in response to sound, jumping in response to a moving object, distin-
guishing between a hop and a jump, cooperative planning and .sharing

Review: 'The hop, the jump pattern, force development, direction of force,
light landings, relationships (Wween, an, around, oven), body aware-
ness, shared space, direction, pathway

Lesson Focus

There-will be a lighter quality to the lesson today. You will be reviewing
the big concepts from Lesson 1 and applying them to several enjoyable
activities. In the more relaxed atmosphere, do not forget to look for
and comment on "good" performance.

is -ent and Satial Needs

_

Plastic bottles, low cones, plastic bowling pins,- and other low obstacles
to be jumped

1 Long jump rope with a bean bag tied securely to the end ( "Jump the Shat ")

You may want several shorter ropes for second grade.

Learning Activities

(Aft chadten within the de6ignated area in thein own penzonae zpace.)
Listen to my hands (,stow, even beat) One foot, one foot, hop, hop

Ready? Let's do that (See Pnognam IV Leoson 3) Let's go backward ...

etc. And sideward ... etc. And rest.

This time let's try two feet, two feet, jump, jump. And backward ...

Two feet. etc., and ... two feet .., etc_ (Continue by aZtet-

Hating betveen hopping and jumping.)

Find- your personal space. (Diz.t/Li.bute the yarn buil) Can you hold the

ball on your head and jlgo lightly five times? Can you hold it between
your knees and jump forward ... and backward? See if you can hold it
between your ankles and jump forward, backward and then sideward. Are you

Wingyairjeet_i .ndtng__togettler?

Put the ball on the ground. Can you find a way to jump around your ball in

a circular pathway? Who can find a way to jump over'their ball? Are you

landing lightly-on the other side?- Try it again. Yes( That was very quiet.

What did you do to make-it so quiet?

Stand facing your ball again and see if you can use your arms to help you

go up and over the ball.- Are you swinging and reaching?

Leave your ball_ on the ground and let's travel throughout our pace. Any-

time you come to a ball jump over it Ready? Begin ... run andjump

and keep on going. Go back to Your own ball and stop.
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This time take a few steps back from your own ball and see if you can
run up and without stopping take off from one foot and land on two on

--thebther side. Did you go fartherthis time?. See if you can let the
run help you-go farther.

Let's travel in our big space again and see if you can use the run
to help to L4nEjliark_nqLE. Ready? Go! (Comment en what you bee.)
Ready? Freeze. Let's try it one_more time and you- diScover how long
you can stay in the air before you land lightly on two feet. Begin.

(Cottect baLtA and diAtkibute-empty detekgent bottteA, tow cones, peaAtic
bowting pink and othet tow object Got jumping-ovet.)

Stay in your- -own space and see if you can find.a way to jump over this
higher object. How many things can you think of that will help you go
higher? (Aun, paAh 066, bend and Atketch the ZegA, Awing akmA back and
-then 6o,uuditd and 'upwatd)

This time travel through our shared space and jump over each object you
come to. Be sure you are getting up high and then landing lightly on
two feet.

Wave_ the- -a-nd second -kadek6-{own-AmatZ-gkoupA-,--1.(A4m6-the-egak
ment which LS avaitabte have them plan and then toe a Amatt obAtacte
coukoe which tequike4 them to jump d ekent objects white ttaveLihg
in a designated pathway,)

Culminatipg_Acuivity

(Form a cikeZe to ptay "Jump the Shot.1! We 'a tong jump tope with a bean
bag tied secuneey to one end. The "oinnee .stands in the centet and.
swings the nape in a eikcaat pathway undek the 16eet oi the jumPekA. The
tope i.6 to ttavet at a medium tempo and at a Eow ZeveZ. The chiZdken
shoutd liace the oncoming tope and jump to avoid being . fiat. Do not
eliminate thoAe who ante unable to jump AucceA46utty. kteow Aecond gnadex-s
to Ot smatt ciActeA and to detect .their own initiat "Apinnek.'" ThL
person should Leann to exchangt the nape behind his/het back instead:

-06 tukning the whole body. Othetwize theke mitt be a tot a dizzy chitdkeni)

Foll ow -Up

1. How many feet do you land on when you jump? When you hop? .

How do you make your landing soft and quiet?

How can you jump higher?

How do you know when to jump when playing Jump the Shot?
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PROGRAM V - LESSON

Lesson Concepts

f New:New: Jumping down, jumping and turning
Review: Body awareness (kips and ankZez), light landingS, body shape,

level, facing, direction of arm swing

Lesson Focus

After a review of the jump and a brief experiment with jumping-and
,turning, the lesSon allows for a great deal of flexibility. The

availability of physical education gymnastic equipment and the playground

equipment will determine the type of jumping experiences your children

Will have The more stations you can "dream-up" the better!

E ui-ment and S atial Needs

Provide opportunities for the children to stand and jump from varying

heights and to stand and drop down from different heights. Outdoor
might-tnctudeorizont-alladders, turning-barsrings, steps,

benches, etc. equi could include vaulting boxes, a climber,

a stack of mats, an old table, a springboard, tires, steps off a stage

onto a thick mat, etc.

Learning Activities.

(Chit.dten in peasonat Apace within de.. gnated akia.) Who remembers how

to jump and then land softly? In your own space, jump just a littleway

and then land lightly. Try it again but jump higher. How are you

landing? (bent kneez, on batzo6 beet) Jump very high this time and

land with

Today, see if there are other parts of your leg that bend as you land.\

Try it out Who can name some other ,joint that bends? thipz and AnkteZ1

When you jump this'time jump and land lightly but then freeze.. Ready ?`.

Jump! Now point to every joint in your leg that is bent. Can you name

all three? \

Who can jump and land at a very low level with their,hands near the ..\

floor.. (Caw ton ehitdrten that i6 they cotZapze theiA kneez wU poke 1

into thei/t eyez az they sand.) Be sure that you are ;§nding with-control.

This time can you land and-feel your body curled at a very low level?
When)fou jump from a high place it will be important to be able to land

in this curled shape. Be sure you always land on your feet! (A humbet \

o6 allied/ten wilt Sand on theist knee4 untea4-otheatot4e daiLtioned.)

Who can jump high into the air and land facing another way? How should '

your feet be.when you land so that you won't lose control of your body?

Are-they together or apart? Try it out (Apwtt) Are your knees bent

or straight when you land? (bent)
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Who is using their arms to help them turn in the air? Which way
should they swing? (around and up) Try it again. Can you feel your
body.twist up and untwist as your arms swing one way and then the other?
Swing hard and fast as you push off.

(Second gtadet4 may be coked to begin iacing you and then jump and
tuAn so they Land a6teh a quattet to .n. Most wilt be able .to do a hal
tutn-without diii6iculty and a liew will do three-quattet and -Su& tutns.
This may be a helpiSul ittu4ttation 06 Otactions.)

Jump straight into the air this time and see how long you,can stay in
the air. While you're up there this time, see if you can make your
body into a wide shape. What other shape can you make white you're off

\ the ground?

Culminating Actives

(Decide on the equipment that you 14-Let utitiz- 04. jumping it= a height.
Have the children hap you with the amangement in 40 San as id possibte.
\E6tabZiAh an odder On the vatious 4tation4. I6-possibte aftetnate
between landing and &topping and standing and, jumping. Teach them the
impoktance 66 taking tutn4-and 66 not jumping until the landing atea:-L4
44eak. Allow .them to pima-Lae at one station ion seveAat minute4 beliote

king them to notate. Thi4 encoutage4 gteatet explotation and concen-
4ation On the SkLet. Continue to di4eu4s the aatnaZ skiet o6 jumping

\ and Zanding as you move among the childten. Comment and Aein6o4ce!)

Foil t.4,Up

At which piece of equipment was it hardest for you to land lightly?
(pAoballey the highest)

--mow did your body look when it landed? Was it stretched or curled?

3. After you takeoff for a big jump, and before you land, is your body
Stretched or curled in the air?

4 bow many different ways have you found to jump? "jumping high,
jumping (yat, jumping (wet, jumping down, jumping over the tope)
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Program VI

LOCO mokir
Skills III

Movement Concepts

.New: Slide, galldp, skip, body part relationships (apant-togethert,
Leading-tAaaing 600t), body part awareness (tAaiLing 60ot dtag4
°A. Zilits), cooperation with different partners, recognition of

,skills by their rhythmic patterns, dodging stationary objects
,dodging moving people and "taggers"

Objectives

Aftei- threelessons related to the concepts covered in Program VI,
the children will show evidence.of understanding:

1. Their own body by their ability to:

;'receive feedback from various parts of the body regarding
\relationhiOs and level,
',see a space and determine if it is large enough for their
body.

2. Ways\the body moves by their ability to:

slide, gallop,_!Ki2,
arighe two skiffs and form a new skill,
dodge using various components-of space, time and force.

Ways to control their body by their Ability to:

move to a specific rhythm,
skip to a specific pattern as determined by the phrasing of

respond quickly when a new skill is named in a game,
dodge stationary and moving objects,

Ways-to cooperate with other people by their ability to:

move in a circle with the whole group,
move through space with a partner,
take different roles in aAame.
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Some of the basic principles of movement by their ability-to:

identify a skill by its rhythm,
see an obstacle and make a quick, reasoned choice to successfully
avoid it.

Focus for the Teacher

This program introduces the slide, gallop, skip and dodging. There are
several gaMes, activities, and a dance which are not only fun but
important for the deVelopment of the skills. Remember to keep them
thinking, but it's impossible to learn motor skills without practice.
Limit your comments to brief "breathing spaces" so that they can keep
moving!

Focus for the Children

Today you will get a close look at sliding, galloping and skipping.
You may already .be good at galloping= The last skill on the program
today is called "dodging." it combines all-the skills we've .used in
all the Tessons. See how many you'can name.

Follow-Dp

1. What -were the three new locomotor skills we covered in today's
program?

What skills did you see people using when they were dodging?.
(waltz, 'tun, 4t de, gaZop, jump, changing 4peed, ditecti
body shape,, etc.)

References

1. Hanson, Sue K., and-Curtis, Delores M. Educating Children for Movement
Honolulu, Hawaii: Edu Keiki, 1977.

2. Rockett, Susan & Owens, Martha. Every Child a Winner, Lesson Plans I.
Ocilla, Geor0a: ECAW.



PROGRAM VI 7 LESSON 1

Lesson Concepts

New: The slide and the gallop patterns, body part relationships
(apatt - togethea, Zeading and taaLting Pot,) body part aware
ness (taa.aing 600t drags of Ei6ts), moving cooperatively

Review: Leading surface, even and uneven rhythm, direction, respond-
ing to an outside rhythm, tempo, run,-jump, Walk, bases of support,
facing

Lesson Focus

The children will move easily from the sideward walk into the side
-slide and gallop. As you change the rhythm from even to uneven, you
will see the skills develop. Sliding is similar to the gallop except
the trailing foot drags on the floor as the feet are brought together.

These'skills are needed for agile footwork in tennis, volleyball,
dance, etc.

Equipment 4nd Spatial Needs

A d rum, tambourine or other way to produce rhythm
A relatively-smooth surface about 30' x 30' (i6 chitdaen wEe bate oot

they witt appaeciate a gooa)
1 large ball for every two children
4 cones to designate area

Learning Activities

(The chiedten 4houtd be 41n the in awn peuonat...space within the designated

area. -) Find a way to travel sideward using any three bases of support

that you choose. Which surface of your body is leading the way? Change

your number of bases and travel-to the other side.

How many ways can you find to walk sideward? I see people stepping and

crossing their feet. Other people are stepping out with one foot and

then bringing the other foot next to it (Apart .-dog ethe) Try a way

you haven't used before..

This time everyone face the wan (ience) behind me. Who can walk

sideward and always face this wall? Is your body staying straight or is

it twisting as you step? Hold your arms out straight to the sides and

see if you can-keep them-even. Which side of your body is leading the

way?

Listen to the drum (my hands) as.I beat this rhythm (stow, even beat) .

Do you think you could walk sideward to that beat? Let's all use 5-t!2

wart and ste- together (step ... togethen, 4tep togethek, etc.).

(Repeat tkavaing w..t other side teading.).

Listen to my beat carefully this time, because the rhythm is going to

change. It will no longer be even, but it will be uneven and bumpy.

'.5c--1 if you can do .what the drum says. (Use:the same stow even rhythm
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aud gAaduatty change the km by adding an accent. Step-togetJek
step-togetheA, and then case the tempo stightey _so that a com6oAtabZe
pace -(14 ,set 6° a ,side _de.)

Let's try it again. This time pretend you have glue on your back, or
trailing, foot so that it has to stay on the floor as it drags up to
the other foot. t__!2 - together, step - together, etc.

This is called a slide. Can you feel your feet going apart and then_
together? Can anyone find a way to slide backward? Or forward?

All join hands and form a circle. Begin with your right foot and let's
slide around to the right side. (Join hands with them and set the
iLhythm and tempo by s'ing'ing out '1i :tide and 4Zide and stide ...") And ...
Stop! Ready to go the other way ... etc.

Can you find a partner and sit down by the time I count three? Ready?
Go! This next activity requires that you and a partner cooperate, or
help each other.

Join one hand with your partner and walk in a curving path throughout
our big space. This time run lightly and see if you can sty together
without holding hands. And ...- stop! What are you doing to help stay
with your. partner?

Now with both hands joined, decide with your partner which way you are
going to slide. Can you go in one direction, stop together, and then-
travel to the other side?

(VistAibute ZaAge bad. One pelt coupte.) See if you and your partner
can find a way to hold the ball between you without using your hands.
What body parts are you using? See if you can trade] togetherso that
you don't drop the ball. Remember you can't use your hands,. so it
will take a lot of r:ooperation. Can you face another way? Can you
slide and keep the ball in place? (Coaect bates.)

This time travel alone and begin slidin sideward. Now see how high
you can lift your knees. Can you make them even more important by
bringing them up higher?

Gee if you .can travel forward making your feet still go apart and together,
but lift those knees! (Beat the A..hythm on yowl_ din o' etap. Ga-aop,
ga-aop, etc..) Can anyone guess what locomotor.skill this is? IfiT
the7q19p.

Listen to the beat ... ga-flop. Can you clap that uneven, bumpy rhythm?
Ga7lInp, ga-llop ... Find a way to clap gently another body part and
make that same rhythm. Can you do it more slowly? More quickly?

Who can gallop quickly and lightly all around our space? Can you find
a way to gallop- slowly and spend a lot of time in the air before you
come-down again? See if your arms are helping you gallop.

Now put that sound in your feet and gallop throughout our space And
freeze. This time see if you can gallop forcefully and heavily
so that we can hear the "bumps" as your feet hit the ground.

Can you use a pathway that is new? Who can gallop heavily in a straight-
direct pathway? Now see if yoU ,can gallop lightly and freely in an
indirect-weaving pathway.
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Culminatins Activity

(Have all chiEdnen Iiind a paktnek and s.i t down within designated akea
T6 one iz:"extAa" you be that peA4on's paiLtnek and do as much a.4 possibie
white giving continuou4 diuctions.)

We're going=to_play_a_game_called "Busy Bee." I will call out different
things for you to do either by yourself or with your partner. When you
hear me say "Busy Bee," you are to find a new partner as fast as you
can (Di4comage theilt changing again a6tek they make a 4election.)
We will be using many of-the skills and ideas we've learned so listen
carefully.

Face your partner and say "Hi partner!" Put your hands on your head,
on your hips, on your knees and on your toes. Jump up high and touch
the sky. Hop on your right foot three time Hop on your left foot
four times. Sit down and turn around. Busy Bee!

(ath a new peatnek) Shake hands with your partner. Don't let go And
walk around your partner in a little circle. -Change hands and go

around the other way. Jump into the air five time Curl up small.

Make yourself wide and flat. Busy Bee!

(With a new palanek.) Touch your partner's nose. Touch your own tOes.
Take both your partners -hands and slide to one side ... and slide back

the other way. Clap your hands three time Clap once behind your

back. Clap your partner's hands. Turn around once. Busy Bee!

(Continue to give ditection4 that invotve iskit,t4 and ideas ob pkevioas

Zerson4.)

Follow-U

1.- ,When you slide is there a .time when your feet come together? (yes)

How about when you gallop? (/e4)

2. How is the gallop different from the slide? (Knees au high, ailing

6oat-doe4 not dAag.)

When you walk is the rhythm even and smooth or is it uneven and

bumpy? (even) How about the slide and gallop? (uneven)
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PROGRAM VI LESSON 2

Lesson_ConceRIA

New: The skip patterns, recognition of a skill by its rhythm, change
of role in a game, cooperating in a circle dance

Review: All locomotor skills, intensity, level, direction, pathway,
body part awareness (high knees, alms, baao o6 ket), quality,
uneven rhythm; cooperating with a partner

Lesson Focus

This last locomotor skill in our series is also the last to emerge
developmentally. Some children have been skipping since about age
four and a few at seven are still not proficient. Practice is essen-
tial! If any use a !'orie sided', skip, it indicates a need to praCtice
the hop on the non-preferred side and then a return to the skip for
integration of the step and the hop.

E ui ment and S atial Needs

A drum, tambourine or other way to produce rhythm
A relatively smooth area about 30' x 30'
4 cones to designate the area

Learning Activities

(Chiedken shoui'd be in peluionat apace in the dezignated atea.) Find a way
to travel around our space using any locomotor skill you choose. Can you
travel lightly? At a higher level?

Choose another skill and see if you can travel in another direction. Can
you travel in a new pathway?

Find a partner and decide on a way you can both travel. How much of our
space can you travel in together? And come over and sit down.

One skill we haven't talked about yet is the skip. Do people usually sjiip
when they are happy or sad? Show me a very happy slip... I see tall backs
... swinging arms ... and high knees! And stop.

what part of your foot are you landing on? Can you land lightly on the
balls of your feet? Who can skip lightly in a very indirect path all
around our space?

Lightly slap each of your own knees. This time when you skip think shout
your knees and bring them up very high. Ready? Begin. 1-716W long can
you stay in the air with each hop? Do your arms help?

Find a partner and skip together through space. Can you stay right
together?

Listen to my hands (o4 to the dtum) as I beat out the rhythm for the skip.
Skip-ty, skip-ty, skip -ty, etc. Does it sound even and smooth or uneven
and bumpy? (uneven) Ready to skip by yourself ... and skip-ty,
etc.



Culminating Activities

(Fotm a citcZe to pEay "Snap the Ttap." Two children ate 4eLected to
make the .trap by holding both hands. The test o6 the chiedten 6oZtow a
eeadet thAough the tup white you clap vatiows thythms. Foit example,

begin wi,th the tun and say, "Run, tun, tun...,"-etc. wide you clap a
bast, even beat. Aget saying the slzite sevetaZ times, whiee capping,
continue to cap only to set t-the -'thyme. A6teA about 10-15 seconds stop
efapping. At that point the trap doors ate -to come down. Anyone ca(ht
in the ttap quickly becomes a pant o6 the ttap and you continue. "Skip-ty,

skip-ty ..." To keep the game moving quickey, attetnate ate the otHF,TC-
foComotoA skitts with the /tun each time.)

(An atetnate 04 additionae skipping activity is a simple dance to the
tune 06 "Shoo Fly." Aft the chadIten lioAm a citcee with hands jciined.
Fok the verse, "Sho Fly, don't bother me," gitoup skips towaAd the

centet u4ing 6out skips. Foil_ the next Line, "Shoo sly, don't bothet me,"
they skip out again backwatd4. The eine kepeated and they skip
in us =4:4liout 4kip4 and back out to the worlds, "Foe. I belong .to somebody."
Fore the choAns,.they dtop hands and join night hands (cm, abow4) With
thei4 pattnek and skip in a Littee citcZe bout times. The wotds ate,
"I kee, I bee. , f-Tiel. Like a moAning start," and then they stop and
change hands and skip in the °the& dikection to "I beef', I 6eee, I kee
Like a moAning istat." The total g4oup joins hands in a cite:Le again
and skips 6ottootAd 6out 'steps as in the beginning. The dance is 4impZe
to feaAn especiatty i6 the chitdten have teaAned .the, song pteviousZy.)

Follow-0

1. How many locomo or skills can you name? (waLk, 'tun, leap, hop,

jump, seide, galop, skip)

2. Which one just one foot? (hop)

3. Which one uses two feet for the landing? (jump)

4. Can you name a skill that uses high knees? (skip, gat.eop, Leap)

5. Can you name one that takes you high in the air? p leap, ,skipl



PROGRAM VI LESSON 3

Lesson Concepts

New Dodging stationary objects, dodging people, dodging taggers

Review: All locomotor skills, fast starts and stops, change in Speed,
pathway, direction, level

Lesson Focus

This lesson includes the use of many of the skills and concepts as they
apply to dodging. The children will enjoy this lesson which should help to
make up for the extra work involved in getting out all the equipment. Be
sure to let them help you carry it out and back!

Equipment and Spatial Needs

8-10 cones
15-20 plastic bottles or plastic bowling pins
1 hoop for every other person
Set-of plastic hurdles
Blocks and tubes (maybe 10 bZocks and 5 tubes.)
Wooden geometric shapes
Other miscellaneous equipment to serve as obstacles

Learning Activities

.(Chititten seated in centeA. 06 desigqated caut.) How many of the locomotor
skills can you name? We have practiced all these locomotor skills and you
can also control your body with fast starts and stops. You are able- to
change your direction, yoUr level, and your speed. I think that you're
ready to put all these together-into another skill called "dodging."

Dodging means trying not to bump into people or things as you travel around.
Can you think of any time:when you had:to dodge?

Remember our game of "Jets?" Did you need to dodge in that game? Let's
play it again, but we'll make some changes as we go along. Find yourself
a-personal space.

Ready for take off? Begin ... remember to useall the space. Ready?
Freeze! I saw some good dodging. What did you do to keep from bumping
people? (Did anyOne change theiA 'speed? Did you change yowl tiacing?)

Let's try it again but a little. faster (i6 appkoptiate 60A yoult. cZa46).
Think about ways you are moving your feet that help you dodge. Ready?
Begin ... And ... Freeze!

What did you do with your feet? Did anyone slide or jump? Did anyone
walk or gallop? Did anyone make their feet go in another pathway?

Let's play one more time and think how you use your arms and body to
help you dodge. Ready? Begin-... and Freeze!

What ways did your arms and body help you dodge? (Did anyone have .to
twist of twat? Did you have to-change the Zevet o6 you& aims ?)
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Those people who are wearing something (red) get a highway cone and put
it where you are standing now. This time when we play you will have to
dodge all these cones and the people too. Ready? Go!

(Have the chiedten incneaze the compeexity by adding mote cones, pas
bottLes, peas tic piko.,, etc. when you 6eet .they ate teady.)

(Leave ate equipment aefteady in use and add hundies, btocks and tubes,
and othet obstaeZez that requite going under or oven. Have chitdten start at
one end and go thtough the obstacZe course in "waves" o6 about 5-8 peopee.
Repeat going in .the othet dine n, but ask that they use a panticutan
eocomotok zhiff except bon going under and ovek. Fon example, couEd they
sEide through the obztactez?)

Culminating Activity.

(Divide the aass in hat6. Have one group stand on one boundaty Zine and
have the other group scattek within the space. Each child within the
space should get a hula hoop and peace it on the ground in theik own space.
This witt. serve az a ma/then. The eh-Zed/Len on the Zine witt be the 6ikst
dodgets. They wite tAy to tun -through the space to the opposite boundaty
Line wahout being tagged. The dodgers wiLL need to be aware o6 othet
runners and the taggeAz. Send .them thtough kn "waves." The taggeks
must keep at Zeazt one 600t inside the hoop. Change peaces a(w.tet one

Mn oven and back.)

Follow-Up

1. What does it mean to "dodge?"

2. What skills did you use when you were. dodgin

3. Is it harder to dodge cones and bottles or " aggers?" Why?
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Program VII

Creative
Movement

Movement Concepts

Abstract thinking, communicating the varying qualities of movement of an
object, stillness, continuity, shaking, -varying the intensityef.sounds,
moving quickly into a shape and freezing, seeing an object and moving in
relationship, to it, moving into a shape and letting the movement continue.

gPlectives

After three lessons related to the concepts covered in Program VII, the
children will show evidence of understanding:

1. Their own body by their ability to

see an object, or think about an object, and reproduce the
movement in their own body.

2.. Ways the body moves by their ability to:

use a wide variety of concepts and skills to !)21.5 an iide4
isolate and move individual body parts,
move continuouslx while changing tempo,,size or shape.

Ways to control their body by their ability to:

arrive at a time of '"stillness,'"
_move freely while,gmressingAniqt1 without bumping anyone.

'4. Ways to cooperate with other people by their ability to

make sounds without interfering with the concentration of
others,
move as individuals to tell a part of an overall "story" or to
help to create a movement collage,

That moving creatively involves the ability

move in ways that communicate a me$salt, \

combine a wide variety of skillS and concepts,
move in a continuous manner which may be a repeated sequence of
movements.
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Focus for the Teacher

Don't let the idea of creative dance send you into a panic! Think about
it in terms of an application of many skills which the children have already
learned. The follow-up lessons are all "story- like" and should be easy to
present. Try to relax and let the children feel the- freedom which should
be a part of creative dance.

Focus of the Children

The program today will show you some ways that children move creatively.
They each move in their own special way to tell a story or explain a feeling.
See how many different ways the children find to move with their pretend
balloons.

FoTlow-qp

I. What happened to the balloon when all the air came out very fast?
Do you think you could move like that balloon to show someone your
idea? That's the beginning of a creative dance!

2. When all the air was out of the balloon, what did i look like?
Could you make your body look like a flat balloon?

3. What parts of your body could you use to hit a big red balloon high
into the air. Imagirie that you never miss it Imagine that every
time you hit it with a different body part, the balloon flies high
into the sky. You're ready for creative dance next time!

References

1. Hansor, Sue K., and Curtis, Delores M. Educating Children for
Movement. Honolulu, Hawaii Edu-Keiki, 1977.

2. Rockett, Susan & Owens, Martha. Every Child A_Winner, Lesson
Plans I. Ocilla, Georgia; ECAW.
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PRO RA VII LESSON 1

Lesson Concepts

New: Gradual change in tempo, stillness, abstract thinking, communicating
the varying qualities of movement of an object, basing movement on a
"story"

Review: Pathways, size, shape, intensity, level, tempo, direction, body
parts, perception and expreSsion of a specific quality Woating,
duttling, bumping,

Lesson Focus

The children may have greater confidence having seen the others in action.
However, encourage the children to move-in their own way. They should not
feel any pressure to look like the children on TV or like their classmates.

Equipment and S atial Needs

A quiet room with a floor would be best, but this lesson could easily be
done in a grassy area Often, harefeet give a feeling of freedom to the
movement.

Learning Activity

Pretend that each of you has a balloon. Can you blow it up? Remember
how hard you have to blow to start some balloons. Can you blow with a lot
of force?

How big is your balloon now? Can you make it bigger? ... And let go of
the balloon! What haens when the air comes out ver fast?

Make a pathway in the air with your hand that shows where your balloon
go. Is itsa direct and straight path or is it indirect and curving?

Use your whole body_to show the path of your balloon as the air rushed
out of it Did it move quickly all the time? No, as the air goes out it
gradually gets Let's try it again. Can you use different
levels?

Pretend that you are the balloon being blown up. Show with your whole
body how you look. Can you use-Your arms and hands to make yourself
look and feel bigger?

Are you ready for someone to let go of you and let the air come out? Show

yitlix(2LlnAcAIJ,±NItJllaatal. Ready? Co!

Some of the balloons went high and low and high again. I saw some of them
circle around very fast as they lost their air.

What happens to a balloon when all the air is gone? It lies flat and
very still on the floor.

Let's try it again and this time think about what pathway your balloon is
taking. Does it circle or zig-zag? Is it low and then high?

might
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Ready? Co! Yes, I see balloons going in many different pathways.
see some balloOns travelin:- ver fast and then ettinslower and
slower and slower.- Can You feel all your air gradual_y going out? I

see flat, quiet balloons lying on the floor ... Good job.

(Gen e. voice) This time let's blow up the balloons and tiethem so .the
air can't come out. Showtheballoon with your whole'body. There's a
gentle breeze and the balloon goes up a little way and then slowly and
smoothly moves around the space. It slowly twirls and moves in a curving
pathway. (And continue the 4tolLy az they move...)

Sometimes it moves forward, sometimes backward, and sometimes to one side.
It moves high and low ... and then it comes to rest next to a soft flower.
Wave chitdaen tie quietty liat about 15-30 zecondz but not tong enough
to eo6e the thead o6 the ztoity. Than continue...)

A child sees that brightly colored balloon, picks it up and hits it into
the air. . Can you hit it with your knee? With your hand? With your
elbow? With your foot? With your head?

Can you hit the balloon when it is still very high in the air? Can you
hit it just before it floats down and hits the ground?

See if you can catch the balloon as it floats down, twirl around with it,
and then throw it high into the air. Balloons are hard to throw and so they
won't go straight upward, but instead it blows around. Try to run after
it and catch it again, twirl around with it, and then sit down with it in
your lap.

Untie your balloon, but hold on to it very tightly so the air doesn't
come out. Slowly let the air go out. As the air goes out what happens to
the balloon? Can you make yourself- get softer and softer as the air
escapes? When it has all gone, feel yourself relaxed and flat on the
floor next to your balloon.

Follow-UR

1. How did you feel when you moved like the balloon with the air coming
out fast?

2. Did you havea different feeling when you oated with the gentle
breeze? Can you tell us about it?

3. Aow does your body feel when it is relaxed? (406t, Zoo,$e)

4. Did you feel as though yOu were telling a story with your body
about a balloon?
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PROGRAM VI I - LESSON

Lesson Concepts

New: Abstract thinking, varying movement according to own ideas,
continuity (change n on speed to ane:TheA without ,stopp-Og,

111 cute .t:=e_ to ano /tom one -shape to anotheA.)

Review: Twist, level, tempo, size, body part awareness, body part
relationships, shape

Lesson Focus

This lesson takes you on a deep-sea dive. The children will explore
moving like small darting fish, like plants that twist with the currents,
like a manta ray that ripples its flat body, like the puffer fish that
changes its size, and the clam that opens, closes and rolls to a new
home; Take your face mask!

Equipment and Spatial Needs

A quiet room with a floor would be best, but this lesson could easily be
done in a grassy area You may wish to select some background music for
the concluding portion when all the sea comes to life.

Learning Activities

Have you ever watched the fish and all the growing things under water?
(At the Aquatin, at Sea Li6e Pak, with a 4nokkee?)

Do things all move at the same speed under water? Are they all the
same size?,___The_same_color?._

Many interesting plants live under water along with the fish. Have you
ever noticed them? Do they stand very still? (no) What makes them move
under water?, (The watel_ cteftent4 and tiish moving in an out oti them.)
What makes the plants in your. backyard move? (wind)

,

Let's see if'you can reterpave very deep, deep roots, bOt your body
is very loose and flexible. Any way that the water pushes, you will move
that way. Can you twist slowly without moving your feet?

Would your arms be stiff? Allow'them to be moved by the water too ...
and your head ... and your shoulders ... Feel very loose and relaxed.
Can you move at different levels? Tour stem may bend way over and take
you close to the sandy bottom of the ocean.

There are clams that live on the bottom too. What do they look like?
They have two rounded shells that are their house. They can open and
close their shells. Let's see what_ our clam looks like .-.. Make your
shell round and smooth. See

see_ what_
can slowly open up and then close.

Curl up tight and let the next wave roll you along the bottom. Open
and close ... and curl up tight -.. and r011

What else liveS in the water? Small fish that dart about very quickly.
They often go in zigzag pathways as they search for food. See if vou
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can swim quickly, eat something, and then swim off in another direction.

Have you ever seen manta rays? What do they look like? They are flat
and wide ... The water just ripples their bodies as the manta gently
moves through the water.

See how wide and flat you can feel and still travel. Can you make your
body flow and move very smoothly? Can you feel as though you will move 'On
and on forever?

Have you seen a fish that can make itself bigger? It's called a puffer
fish. Make yourself into a small looking fish and swim all around. There's,
a dangerous looking fish coming along that might be interested in having
you for dinner. Puff yourself up so that you look too big to eat and too
fierce to fight. Get bigger and bigger ... and swim around more slowly
like a great big fish.

Culminating_Activity

Decide which part of the ocean environment you would like to be. There
are plants, the clams, the darting fish, the puffer fish, and the manta
ray

When I say "Begin," (on when I put on the muz c) start moving through our
space the way your fish or plant would move ---

Let me see if I can guess what you've chosen to be. I see clams opening
and closing and rolling. I see plants that are gently moving and twisting,
but their roots dren't moving. There are some small darting fish, some
rippling manta and there's a puffer fish. Would you like to choose another
part of the ocean environment? Let's try it again.

Follow7UR

1-.---Did-the-Mittle-fish-and-the-big-manta ray move the .Same way? (One

datted quickty and the otheit, moved 6Zowty, giLace A.ZppLing thkough-

the watea.)

How are the underwater plants able to move? If the ocean were very
rough, how would the plants look?

Can you name anything else that lives under water that moves in a smooth
and gentle way? (Tuatte.6, angeZ61sh, etc.)

6 .
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PROGR VI I LESSON 3

Lesson Concepts

.

New: Shaking an instrument, shaking different,body parts, making a sharp,
chopping movMent,.body part (hea 66 hand),, making sounds of varying
intensities, making a sound and moving simultaneously

Review: Intensity, level, tempo, direction, body parts

Lesson Focus

Often it helps people learn to move in a particular way if the idea isn't
entirely abstract. With thisin mind, some sound "instruMents" (pea.etic'
bottee's with, 4matt pebbie4) will be used tointroduce a, shaking action.
After some initial practice, the group will shake up'some popcorn.

ent and S atial Needs

A space about 30' x JO' which is not too cloe to a 'classroom that might
be bothered by some shaking sounds.

1 plastic bottle per child (Peace a 6ew Amae,g pebbte4 A.
or other sound makers (tambounines, gotadoi ',4).akeits, _

Learr4g Activities

(ai,stfrtibute bottZcA to indii.liduatz who and in own ioeloimae,4pace.) How Many
different sounds can you'inake with your bottle?. Can younake',a Toud,s0und?
... A quiet one? '

If you hit the bottle in different ways does the sound change ?_' -ry hitting
it strongly with the heel of our hand and-then lightly.WittiyOUr fingers
Hit it against different body parts (thigh knee, hip,Abot.)- What 'did.
you discover?

Move the bottle with a shar cho in movement. Did'the sOuPA-change?'
Can you find other ways to move that will give= other noises?

At a low level , make a,quiet sound in front of you, to,the'Si4e-and even
in back. Can you travel at this low level and keei the-sound pin
the time? How does your body feel when it moves quiet y,and-softly

Begin to stretch _up a little and increase the sound .a.fittle-t6o... Can
you shake the bottle at a/Medium leVel? _Try it with your bther'.1-and.

Who can make a strong loud sound at a high level? See if you-bin jump into-,
the air and make%your sound at a very high level.

(Cottect bottee6 by ptaeing a Aope,th/tough aa the handees.andtykng.a'kftot.

Begin to shake one hand ... and then the other ... Can,you shake your
elbow? Your shoulder? Your head? How about your foot? Your WholeZleg?,
How many parts can you shake all at once?
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Culminatin Activit

Let's pretend that we're some popping corn all curled up quietly in the-
bottom of the pan. When the corn begins to get hot it makes a gentle sound.
Can you find a way to make a quiet sound with some part of your body?

The corn begins to move very slowly ... it moves just a bit here (a
Otomtdud ... and maybe there ( a knee) ... and anotherplace (an Mow).

As the corn gets hotter, the parts move more quickly and the sound is a
little stronger. A hand shakes, a foot shakes, a shoulder shakes, the
tuinny shakes, .._ and as it gets hOtter, the whole kernel of corn begins
to Shake and bounce in the pan. If you were a corn, how would you bounte
in the pan?

The corn may jump up a little (to a medium Zeve,e) ... or back a little ...
as its parts begin to stretch out and cover more space.

And all of a sudden, it POPS! Way up high and all its parts are
stretched out wide. Can you make that piece big and fluffy?

,he corn hits the top of the pan .., and tumbles down. Another corn
starts,to shake one part quietly ... and another part shakes. As it gets
hotter it jumps up a little Way and finally it POPS! And Stretches
out into a wide and fluffy shape=

And once more another corn starts to shake etc.

Follow -Up

T. What part'S of the-bOdy can shake?

2. Did you find a way to make a quiet sound with some part pf your body
as you moved?

How do you think your body looked when your kernel of corn popped
high into the air?
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Program VIII

Tumbling I

Movementconcepts

Rolls (4idattakd -,cutZed and ,stutched, ticvaaAd); principles for efficient
rolling; principles for balancing, safety principles, tumbling as part
of a sequence, rolling and balancing in a sequence

Objectives

After three lessons related to the concepts covered in Program VIII, the
children will show evidence of understanding:

1. Their own body by their ability to:

see an object, or think about an objec_ and reproduce the shape
with their,. body.

2. Ways the body moves by their ability to :.

isolate and move individual body;parts,
move continuously while changing level, shape or tempo,
roll using\various shapes:and directions.'

3. Ways to control their body by their ability to:

balance at Varying levels, using=varying bases and shapes,
balance for a, specific amount of time,
roll and then\move directly into a balance.

Ways to cooperate\with other people by their ability to:

share the mats n a safe manner.

That moving creatively involves the ability to:

accomplish the parts of a skill or sequence and then combine them
into a whole.

6. Some of the basic prinCiples of movement by their ability to:

maintain-a balanced 'position by using a wider base of support,
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more bases, and by placing the body at a lower level,

maintain a curled shape while rolling by tucking the chin, flexing the
legs, and transferring weight sequentially from the hands to the upper
back, down the spine and to the feet,

stand up efficiently after a roll by keeping curled, by pushing with
the feet flat against the mat, and by reaching forward.

Focu for the Teacher

Kindergarten to second grade is an ideal time for children to learn their

basic tumbling skills. Their bodies are flexible and the children are eager

to learn. Try not to be apprehensive, but rather apply the information
already learned to this new situation. You will be amazed at their progress
in the next four weeks!

Focus for the Children

Tumbling is made up of many exciting activities. Because there is so
much to be learned, there are two TV programs for this area. It will be

important for you to follow directions so that everyone is safe and can

learn all the new skills.

Follow=

1. How many different ways did the boys and girls roll today? (Ao -d,

sidetmd, cuAeed, ,stiLetched)

2. Why does a ball roll More easily than a cube?

3. When you roll sideward, what are some body parts that could poke

out and keep you from rolling smoothly?

References

1.' Hanson, Sue K., and Curtis, Delores M. Educatin Children for

Movement. Honolulu, Hawaii: Edu-Keiki,- 1977.

2. Roc-kett, Susan &Owens, Martha. _Every Child a Winner, Lesson Plans I.

Ocilla, Georgia: ECAW.
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PROGRAh V I I I LESSOIJ 1

Lesson Concepts

New: Roll Istdd and sttetched, 6otwald); principles for
efficient rolling; squat position, balancing in different shapes,
at different levels and with different bases; basic principles
of balance; safety principles

Review: Body shapes, body part relationships, tempo, bases of support,_
level, direction, strong and firm body, direction of arm swing, push

Lesson Focus

Rolling in two different directions and simple balances are the basis for
this introductory lesson in tumbling. Essential to both is the child's
awareness of his/her own body shape. Help children discover the principles
for smooth rolling and stable balances. Be sure to set the stage for .safe
work on the mats by emphasizing the taking of turns and a "hands off"
policy by those who Wait.

q_clipment and Spatial Needs

4 - 3 tumbling mats (4 x 6o6hng
'teeommended, but any size rig. .t do. ) There
are many useful ways to arrange mats. The
following is recommended for this particular
lessok in order to get maximum usage and
total visibility of the students.

An indoor space is best for several reasons:
1) you probably won't have to carry the mats
so far, 2) the mat surfaces won't get un-
bearably foot, 3) you will get better concen-
tration in a confined.area, 4) the rats_ will
stay cleaner and the potential for puncturing
the mat surface is lessened.

Learning Activities

(ChiCdlen shcaCd sucttcled thAoughout the space but uc't OH the ot:s.

1;i yowl_ SPaCC LS CUncted, icat to d6tTibute tire mat uuti-C a6tek
the Ittoductoty guilt woti: is completed.)

Who can find a way to make their body very stretched? Can you feel your
fingers stretching? Your elbows? Your neck? Your back? Find another
stretched shape. Can you feel your legs stretched? Are your knees straight?
Are your toes pointed?

See if you can tind a stretched shape that is very wide. Do you think
you could keep your balance if I gave you a.little push? Try another
stretched wide shape that you think would be better. (Go aAound and toacic
a ,cew c, c1 the OHCS that Cook the must pAccal..ious.) You'd better find another
way that will make your body more stable. (FLnd someone who i/s gat on the
!jitoulid curd stretched wide.) Do you think I would be able to push her/him
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over? Why not? (Hehhe oi,da, gat .n _ /he has many
G(4,aiPit.) Try it out.
This time make yourself narrow and thin. Make yourself as stable as
you can, but you must be narrow thin. I see many of you on the floor
again. Do you think I will be able to move you? Let's see. (Choose
a eh ad who Ls p L'uney stretched and nwviow so that you witi abte to
tort e kiJnAct oven.) Why was it easy to roll him/her over? Secame she/
he wasn't LLs -lide as OU4 °then_ shape. )

See if you can make yourself so narrow and straight Did,: you ,_ roll

over sideward. (One an tWO Aotto in a, diAec.cion is su66icient.) And
roll back to the other side using the stretched sideward roll.

Now lie quietly on your back and feel your knees together ... your
ankles together ... your feet long ... Roll again and feel like a long
straight piece of spaghetti that hasn't been cooked. Don't .be a wet,
floppy noodle!

This time make your body into a curled shape. Think about your chin.
Where should it be. to help keep your body round? (tucked .toward chest)

Are your arms tucked? Are your legs close to your chest?

Make your body into a different curled shape, but use different bases of
support. Can you move onto a different,base and still be curled? See

if you can keep changing without stopping in between. You are

probably rolling.

(Have the ehitdken arrange the mat's as ilecommended.) Remember how the
children on TV sat on the floor facing their mats while they waited for
their turn. It is very important to wait until the other person is off
the mat and out of the way before you begin. Be sure that you don't
try to help someone by trying to push them over.

Let's see if you can roll sideward across the mat in a round shape.
When:you-get to the other side, take a giant step back and then sit down
facing the mat. (A chatk AestAaining Zinc on a piece 0 tap may help
kindeAgaktmAs stay back pan enough.)

This time as you roll back to the other side, think about your khees. Are

they close to your chest?. Is your chin still tucked?

As you roll again, see if you can use your hands to help push you
over as you roll sideward in your curled shape. Curl up at the edge of
your mat and place your palms flat against the mat. (Watch Son U.Ls.ted

hands.)\ Now-21151i hard so that you roll over faster. Repeat.

Who can think of another direction you can roll in a curled shape?
(6olavaAd 04 backward) When you roll forward, what part of your body may
get in the way of your rolling smoothly? (Your head) How can you get
your head -out of the way so that you can roll safely? (Tuck vuit, chin!)

There are some other things that will help you roll forward i ihoutto-uchin

the top of your head to the mat.

Start your roll in a squat position on the floor at the-edge of your mat.
"Squat " ,means that you are in a curled shape using your feet. as your bases

of support. Let's see everyone squat right in your own'place.
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Place your hands flat on the mat with fingers ointin forward. Move
your hands back until the are ri ht next to your toes. (Hands in ctose
keeps the back hounded.) Everyone sit down in'place again.

I think you're ready to try a forward roll! Will the first person in line
yet into a guat position on the floor at the edge of the mat. Where do
you put your hands? (cto,se to toes) Be sure they are flat and fingers
2211111S1- Tuck your e n,

Now lift your okole_high into the air, place your head between yoLT:l_e_g_,
lean forward and gently roll over.
and sit down.

Good job! Next people get ready. (Tae k each group th4ough Lt.'s Aitst
tote a Zeast. wiet continue to tein6o4ce the basic ptincipZes Sot
the entite cZass. Emphasize that the head is not to be gaced on the
mat as a base o6 suppott.' By taking the head back between the. Zegs, the
nett point o6 contact with the mat LULL-_ be -the upper back.)

(When att {rave had theia 6iast turn, then have them tat back to the
iginat side.) When you roll this time, think about your hands. Do they

push hard against the mat as you roll over? Then as you come up reach
forward. That will help to pull you forward and up to your feet. Repeat.

(Have chadaen Aetuan mats to stoaage aaea.)

Take a big step off the mat, turn around

Follow70

1. In which directions did you roll today?

2. What different shapes did you use when you rolled sideward?

3. How do you keep your body curled as you roll over? (Chin to chest,
knees to chest, hands close to toes when getting ready to tae 6otwatd.)

4. Can you name one-thing that helps you keep your balance? (Body neat
citound, wide, gat, use o6 maay bases.)
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PROGRAN VIII LESS GP 2

Lesson Concepts

New: Tumbling as4Jart of a sequence, efficient recovery from forward
roll, balancing-on varying bases and in differing shapes

Review: Sideward rolls, forward roll, balancing principles, safety
principles, squat, level, shape, varying tempo, jump

Lesson Focus

The warm-up will be a review of rolling sideward, walking and jumping 'in
a sequence. The children will then explore some simple balancing stunts.
Getting up efficiently will be added to the forward roll and a jump to
finish at a high level.

ETripment and Spatial_ Needs

4 cones, plastic bottles, or other markers to designate boundaries.
A space about 30' x-30' depending upon the size of the class. If the

area is too large, however, the children will not learn to share the

space as readily.
1 drum or tambourine

Learnin Activities

(ChiXdten ,shoad be scatteked within the deisignated a/Lea. The mats e

not needed 6ot thi4 segment.)-

(The dkum i4 cased to the 6ottowing sequence to ptovide a un6ying tempo,
atthough the chifdken ake not expected -to move pkecisety with the beat.

You wii4 vaity the tempo 6tom quite stow to an exptosive quick beat. Use

gout voice to tei_n6otee the quatity o6 movement to be deisiked.)

Slowly stretch up high into the 'air and higher ... and slowly curl
up very small ... and slowly stretch .. and reach ... and reach ...

and curl again.

This time when I say "Jump," see if you can quickly spring up into a
high stretched shape. Ready? (Ready to beat the dium toudey) and Jump!
(s.ingte kit) and slowly (dkum beating appkopkiatay on movement) curl

up small again ... and slowly stretch tall and when I say "Curl,"

quickly Curl up small. Stretch and stretch ... Ready? Curl!

Sta curled and slowl roll sideward one time -and stand up and walk

through space. (Tat k it .through with them.): Curl and roll over ...
and up ... and walk ... Ready to jump ... Ready? Jump! Curl and roll

and up ... and walk ... Ready? Jump! Etc.

(Wotk on continuity o6 movement so that these ake not izaated,segment4,
but pants o6 a whote sequence.)

(Have ch,achen move mats into kecommended aviangement and then sit down

at the mats.~) Who remembers how to roll forward without letting their head

touch the mat? Do-you remember where your chin should be? How do your

hands help? (they pu4h o66)
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First people ready at the mats. Squat down, check your hands - are they
flat on the mat? Do your firige15point forward? Chin on your chest, lift_
your okole, and take your head between your legs until you gently roll over'.
That was good. Walk over and sit down.

Next group let's see if you can roll over smoothly without touching
head to the mat. Ready? Etc.

What can you do to help yourself get up easily after you roll? Do you
remember what you can do with your hands? (Ready way 604wand) Let's
try reaching forward. Group one. Etc.

What shape should your body be in as you roll over? (cued) Think about
your legs this time and see if they are staying close to your body. Just
as you'recoming up say "Feet to seat" to remind yourself to keep your
legs bent. If your legs are stretched out in front you'll never be Able
to get right up. Remember, "feet to seat."

Ready? First group. Etc-.

When you land, are your feet flat on the mat? The soles of your feet
should be on the mat so that you can get a222LRIALI with them. Make
sure that your lags don't cross as you roll over.

Let's try it just one more time. See if you can get such a good push with
your feet and such a bii arm swine forward that you jump right off the
the mat! Ready? Roll and JuMp! Etc.

Find a space on the floor away from other people and away from the mats.
Who remembers how to be very balanced and_stable so that no one can push
you over? Let's see. I see people lying low, and flat and very wide.

findagoogway to balance on three parts in a stretched-shape. Is this.
harder? Wes, becauite liewek bases and the peAson pltabab4y
highet.1

Can anyone balance on just one body part? I see people on one knee and
one foot ....Let'S all try one foot. Does it help you to put your arms
out to the side? Does it help to rest your other foot against the leg
you're standing on? Can an balance on the other foot?

Let's try balancing on one_foot with our a -es closed! Try the other foot.
Now long can you stay up? Thou-snd one ... thousand two ...

Can anyone balance on just their okole? See if you can balance in a
cu_rled shaoe and count to three. This.time see if you can -sit and look
like the letter Row high can you lift your legs off the floor?

See if you can balance on the side of our_body. Is it possible to
use just the hand and foot on that side as you stretch off the floor?
Why is that so hard? (AU the baze4 an.e in a tine.)

Does anyone know how to lift their legs high into the air and do the
,

"bicycle?" See how straight you can get your back. Push with your
hands against your okole to get your body up higher. This time keep
your legs straight and stretch them straight to the ceiling. Can you
stay balanced on_your shoulders while you count to five?

(Have elLactnen AztuAn mats to stoitage. alLea.)
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Follow-MR

l What do you do so that you can stand up easily after you do a forward
roll (-teach ficmwaad, pcoh with 6eet, keep 6cet to beat, jump up)

Why is it so hard to balance on just one foot?

How did your body feel when you were balanced upside down on your
shoulders?
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PROGRAII VIII - LESSON 3

Lesson Corlejt

New: Sequence of a balance, roll, and balancr

Review Sideward roll, forward roll, balance, shape awareness,
kinesthetic feedback

lesson Focus

This lesson should consolidate the previous material and allow the
children to gain confidence and skill. The major addition is that of
balancing in unusual positions both before and after rolling. Allow
the children the freedom to create their own sequence after they under-
stand the basic format.

Equipment and Spatial Needs

4 - 8 tumbling mats (4 x 6 6ading mats ate
,tecommended, but aily ,size wittdo.) There
are many useful ways to arrange mats. The
following is recommended for this particular
lesson in order to get maximum usage and
total visibility of the students.

An indoor space is best for several reasons:
1) you probably won't have to carry the mats
so far, 2) themat surfaces won't get un-
bearably hot, 3) you will-. get better concen--,
tration in a confined area, 4) the mats will
stay cleaner and the potential for puncturing-
the mat surface is lessened.

A drum or tambourine

X

x

x.

Large cards with individual letters in capitals for the
kindergartners. Select letters which are appropriate to opy with the
body.

Learning Activities

(Chad ten $hou.Zd be .scattered within dezignatedatea.)

Do you remember that last time you tried to balance in the shape'of
the letter "V?" La's try that again. Can anyone find another way to
look like the lettEr "V?"

Can you balance in the shape of the letter "T?" How about an upside
down "T?"

Do you think you could look like the letter "Z?" Make sure you have
sharp corners!

Now try to balance in the shape of an "X." Etc.

Which letter was it easiest to make and then balance in that shape?
you know why it was easier to make a right-side up "T" than a "V?"
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Last time we did a sequence of movements with the drum. Remember when
you walked, lyTatd_up high in a stretched shapeisyrled up,_rolled over,
and then walked again? Let's try that again. Today try to make all the
parts fit together so you won't stop in between movements.

Everyone find a space. Ready to travel? Begin. Travel all through our
space. Ready? ... and ... Jump! ... and curl and roll ... and
stand up ... and travel again ... Ready? and Jump! Etc.

(Have ekadten Ming out ma,ts and peace in designated awngement.)
Today we are going to add a few steps and a jump before you do your side-
ward roll. lake just a couple,of_sten, jump (and ,suke Lou Land on
Ir.LIEt_JJ, curl u' and roll across_the mat. Then stand ua.

First people ready? Jump and roll sideward and get right up and go over
and sit down. Next people ready? Etc.

This time let's try something different. Take your step, jump and roll,
and thengolltinto any balance that you want. See if you can hold
it for three counts.

First people ready? Ste and jum and roll and balance ... hold it .

one ... two ... three! Good! Next group ready? (Repeat equence arm
it seems to have 6ome continuity.)

Now let' tij the forward roll again. See if you can make your body
very round acid smooth as-you go over today. First group, etc

Do you think you could add a balance to your forward roll? See if you
can rolli_get2atoyour feet and balance in any shape you want.
First group ready? Etc.

Who can do a balance at the beginning of the roll and one
at the end too? Let'.s say you may roll either forward or sideward.
First group ready? Get into a balance and hold it for three counts and
now slowly move into a roll and then balance in another way ... hold it
for three' counts ... Next people.

(RetuAn mats to ,stoitage atea.L

Pol=l ow-Up

1. What we were doing today is like something that yOu might have seen.
on television. =Men and women tumble on a very large mat and they do
a sequence of movements that includes balances and rolls. Has anyone_
ever seen a gymnaStics meet on TV? Can you tell us anything about it?

2. How did you feel when you were rolling and balancing today? Can you
explain how you planned ahead?

Did you try to do the came roll and balafice each time or were you
looking for new_ wa-s -(7) move? Both are good ideas.
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Program IX

Tumbling II

Movement Concepts

Warming-up, rocking, back shoulder roll, backward roll, awareness of
alignment, sequential movement of the spine, balancing on hands and head
in a curled shape ( pod), tucked head stand,- extended headstand, cart-
wheel, upside down orientation

Objectives

After three lessons related to the concepts covered in Program IX, the
children will show evidence of-understanding:

1 Their own body by their ability to:

feel the individual body parts move into alignment,
feel and describe the purposes for warm-up,
be oriented while upside down.

Ways the body moves by their ability to:

rock in varying directions and shapes,
roll backwartl---.
c mb ne roll and balances in a sectqgns.'

Ways to control their body by their ability to:

balance on their hands and head in a tucked shape and an extended
shape,

balance- roll.and balance

hold a balance fOr a specific_ amount of time.

Ways to cooperate with other people by,their ability to

share the mats in a safe manner.

That moving creatively involves the ability to:

decide on a sequence before moving and carrying it out.
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Some of the basic principles of movement by their ability to:

posit:on the chin to determine the general shape of the body
(chin tuacd-body chit up-body ilxtends)
use and discuss the relationship of bases of support

Focus for the Teacher

By now, both you and the children are feeling more secure about tumbling
and, hopefully, enjoying it! This program will introduce rocking, roll-
ing backward, balancing on hands and head, and the cartwheel. Remember
that the basic threads through it all are "body shape," "bases of support,"
and "sequential movement." Keep your -eye on their chins!

Focus for the Children

Watch the children carefully today as they learn to roll backward, to
balance upside down, and to do the cartwheel. We've slowed down some
of the action so that you can'see all the parts of the movement.

Follow -vp

1. Can you name, the two rolls that you saw today that use a new
direction? 'lbackwa,td ,shouZdeA kott and backwatd AQUI

2. When you balance, why is it important to have your bases of support
spread apart? What happens if they are in a straight Line?

3. Do you think you will be able to kick you feet into the air as
you travel over the block and tube? What is that skill called? (ca twhee )

References

1. Hanson, Sue K., and,. Curtis, Delores M. Educatin': Children for
Movement. Honolulu, Edu-Keiki, 1977.-

2. Rockett, Susan' & Owens, Martha. Every Child a Winner, Lesson
Plans I. Ocilla, Georgia: ECAW.
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PROGRAM 1)( - LESSON 1

Lesson Concepts

New: Rocking, backward shoulder roll, sequential movement of the
spine, warming up, feeling balanced shape of spine

Review: Stretching, curling), moving with a gentle quality, body ;;_
relationships, sequence, duration, squat, shoulder balance

=Lesson Focus

The lesson begins with a warm-up which is also an introduction to alignment
of body parts. The children then discover ways to rock (qouse4 kat)
in different directions and shapeS. A balance from the last lesson is
used 'as a forerUnner to the backward shoulder roll. This is' a relatively
easy roll and it's lots of fun-to do.. You will hear, "Watch me, I can do
it!" throughout the lesson.

i_quIpment_and,S atial Needs

-4-8 tumbling mats (4 x 6-6otding mat:6 we
tecommended, but any 6ize Witt do.) There
are many useful ways to arrange mats. The7-----;

following is recommended for this particular
lesson in order to get maximum usage and
.total vis4bility of the students.

An indoor space is best for several reasons:
1) you probably won't have to carry the mats
so far, 2) the mat surfaces won't get un-
bearably hot, 3) you will get better concen-
tration in a confined area, Lithe mats will
stay cleaner and the potential for puncturing:
the nit surface is lessened.

Learning Activities

(Ch_adten ate 6catteted, but eZo4e enough to heat.) Everyone sit with
your legs crossed. Let's warm up different parts of our.bodies today and
also think about-tome new.ways that they can move. Think about your head,
and heck first. ,How many ways can you find to move your head gently?

Can you put one ear near your shoulder and then slowly let your head drop
back let it twist over to the other side.... let that ear go down near
that shoulder ... and let your chin swing down near your chest .... and
keep on going.-- This time begin on the other side and go the other
way.

Now sit up tall and stretch your legs out in front of you and shake your
legs. This will loosen them.
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Sit up tall again with your legs crossed and think about your back being
a stack of blocks. Pretend that each one of those bumps (ve)ttebAde) on
your spine is a block. We'll start with the stack very straight and tall.
Now let your top block, your head, drop forward ... and then the next block
... etc. kotti,e the chad Ls cuteed liotwatd rrrt,th (LL /hen head newt the
6tooa) Now stay in that curled shape and think about your okole being the
bottom block in a new stack. Then put the next one on top of it ... and
the next ... etc. until trio head block is put in place! (Repeat ,sequece
once. moae.)

And stretch out your legs ajain and shake them out. Can you stretch one
leg at a time? Are you pointing your toes on that leg'as it stretches?

Now move your legs apart in a letter "V" and stretch your arms and hands
over one leg. Can you slowly "walk" your fingers all the way down your
leg? How close to your toes can you get? Is your head near your knee? ...
and walk your fingers back up your leg again. Now walk them on the floor
between your legs ... how far can they go? ... and walk them in again ...
and now go down the other leg, etc. Shake out your legS;

You have learned to roll in different ways, both forward and sideward.
you were to rock, would it look like a roll? No, when you rock you go
back and forth on the same parts. Can you find a way to rock? Who can
face another way and rock? Can you rock when you are stretched?
... and when you are curled?

(Have chiEdAekrdi,stAibute the mat6 accoading to the diagtam.)

This time, using the mats, find a way to rock from your okole up
to your shoulders and back to your okole again. First group start with your
back to,the mat in a squat position. Where will you put your chin to keep
curled? Ready? Rock back and up again. Try it again ... rock back and
up again. Next group. Etc.

Co you remember how to balance on your upper back and shoulders? (bicycle

po,sitZoa) Try it again today and stretch your legs up high in the air.
Remember.you can push agaihst your okole With your hands to get even
higher! Next group.

Let's start with a shoulder stand again, Co you think you could reach
with both feet over one shoulder? (Do wt allow them to take both feet
diAsetty oveIL theiA heado!) If you take both feet to one side it will
help you Sao a backward shoulder roll. First group ready?

Rock up and balance on your shoulders, point your toes, now decide which
side you want both your feet to go toward. Reach past ear on that
side. with.your7Teet ... and you'll go over ... andland on your knees.,
Good, next group.

See if you Can make this into a smooth sequence. Rock up to your shoulders
and balance for three counts, then do a back shoblder roll to one side,
land. on your knees and balance in another stretched shape for three counts.
Balance, roll,- balance. Ready? First group.
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Follow-

l. Can anyone tell us the difference between a rock and a roll?
tiott ge "back tth" aitd the othe-t you go ©o

2 What does t mean to warm-up your body? (to move g aL i
st'tetehb m Q etit(i.ng dit;tietcht pat-to d to get the btood mee 643

stc-, to Ea the oxtigen to the pa'tt ate tie -big toed you
vltm-up so you dokt't get huAt.)-

You warmed-up your neck, your back and your legs. Can you think
of a skill you learned today that used all those parts? (baetzwaAd
shouCdet %c-01
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PROGRAM IX LESSON 2

Lesson Concepts

New: Backward roll, balancing on hands and head in a curled shape
(fti_pod) , upside down orientation

Review: Warm-up, forward roll, backward shoulder roll, push, inten-
sity, rocking, relationship of bases of support

Lesson Focus

After a warm-up and review, the lesson moves into the backward roll
(Atlai9ht min!) and some low balances on the hands and head. For
safety be sure that they warm up the neck sufficiently, and that they
do not try to "help" each other over in the roll or up in the balances.
Move with confidence into the lesson.

Equipment and Spatial Needs

4 - 8 tumbling mats (4 x 6 6otding mats wie
'zimnili:ded, but any 5i 2C wite do. ) There
are many useful ways to arrange mats. The
following is recommended for this particular
lesson in order to get maximum usage and total
visibility of the students.

An indoor space is best for several reasons:
1),you probably Won't have to carry the mats
so far, 2) the mat surfaces won't get un-
bearably hot, 3) you will get better concen-
tration in a confined area, 4) the mats will
stay cleaner and the potential for puncturing
the mat surface is lessened.

Ledrnin_g Activities

x

Who remembers how you warmed up your neck the last time? Let's all
try that again ... put your ear down toward your shoulder, let your
head go back and over to the other side, etc. Repeat to other_side.

You pretended that your spine was made up of a pile of blocks. Do

you remember what was supposed to happen? (one by one the btock4
(ratt obi) Everyone sitting tall. Ready? Let your head drop ...
etc. When all the blocks are at the bottom, now what happens?
Fix the bottom block (okote) ... then the next, etc. (Repeat: zequence
ctr%_t4t mate contLnaity.)

Stretch your legs out in front and shake them out. Stretch again
and shake. Shake one other part too and another.

(Have chadtot d,i_4,45tibute mat4.) Let's all try a forward roll with a
jump at the end. Remember to tuck your chin, iirt your okole, and
reach out forward at the end. First people, ready?. Etc. (Two tuAn4

each)
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Who remembe the backward shoulder roll? Think it through ... you rock
up and stretch, take both feet to one side ... slide them way past your
9ar . and roll. (Two .runts each)

Please sit with your legs crossed and put your hands right above your
shoulders with the palms facillatlin. Now push straight upward
as though you were pushing something very heavy. When you do the back-
ward roll with your feet going straight over your head, it will be
very important for you to push hard so you can get over.

Let's try rocking backward with your hands up near your shoulders.
(Lebvwb bhoued point AofuvaAd 6oA bcbt itesu-Et,s.) Do not try to go all
the way over this time. 'Just rock up to your shoulders and feel your
hands against the mat, then rock back up to your feet again. First
people, squat down with your back to-the mat. Are you on your feet and
nut your seat? Tuck your chin and rock back ... and up again. Try it
one more time and then go over and sit down. (Cheek on theiA hand
1),. t(ck!)

(1 you tut SIt, _see the 6potting techni.que,s Educati, Clt dnen 6o.
movement () page 156. The U6ting .teciu
ckecaent ;coil ehiXd4en who do't have enough pu4hing power.
that you Lcat and hevet puEt t_itcm

(16 theite a4e sevekaZ chtZdAen who need to be vatted, you may want t
put them at one mat tight -di PLont o6 you. Thi4 enable you to
heEp them without tuig AAom mat to mat. Continue to 6ace the 'Lest
od the ceas6 So you can ob-seave the.(' peA6oamance needA.)

This time, see if you can roll back, reach straight over your head with
both your feet, push off with your hands, and go over, Be sure you push
hard against the mat with both your hands so that you go straight.
(Two to h4ca tuitab Lb ,bu61cient 6(1)t the airust day.)

Who can think of an unusual way to balance on four bases in a stretched
shape? Can you think of something to do in a curled shape on five
bases? Can anyone balance on three bases at a low level in a curled
shape? (Look bun di66etent techniques ... / -see peopee u,s-(Ing a knee,
an el.--bow and a head ...)

Do yOU think you could balance on three parts again, in, a curled shape,
and at a low level, but those three bases must be two hands and your
h_ad? Do you think you can find a way to do that?

I see some people with their hands and head spread apart to form a
bigger base. That's a good idea! Remember the tripod on TV? Were
the legs together or apart? See if you can place your hands and head
in a,triangular shape or the mat. (The UhdeAciaAtneAh may beheait by
having these chaCk spots down on the mats in the 6oAm o6 a t4.-i_ang-Ce.)

What happens if you put your head between your hands? (You can't balance
tel the b es a st-taight

Try not to put the top of your head down first because you will'prchably
just roll over. Put your forehead, right at the on the mat.
(Thi aee0.0 o& tl_afus6eA o6 weight 6atthek back on xhe head withoUt
causcng a AoLf

Can you put your knees on your elbows while you are upside down? If

you point your elbows back (istead cr6 out ,to the sides) it will help.

Be &Lite
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Some people call this balance a tripod. Can you think why? If you
start to lose your balance, just tuck your chin and roll over gently in
a curled shape.

.Pwt mat.)

Follow-Up

1. Can anyone explain where your hands should be for the backward roll
so that you can get a good push --off?

2. Why shouldyour-hands and head form a triangle when you are balancing
upside down?

Now do you keep from getting mixed-up when you're upside down?
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PROGRAN IX LE (`1 3

Le5s00C99-5

New: Tucked headstand, headstand, cartwheel

teview: Tripod, alignment of body parts, relationship of bases of
support, strong and firm body, roll and balance, warm-up, rela-
tionship of body parts, body shape

Lesson Focus

This lesson buird-Spon the balancing concepts from the last lesson.
The tucked headstand is an important intermediate step for the children
because the body is still low and balancing is therefore easier. The
purpose of it,however, is to emphasize the straightening of the spine
while in an upside down position.. The cartwheel is presented as a
transfer of weight from hands to feet in a stretched shape.

Spatial and Equipment Needs

1 hoop per mat
blocks and 1 tube per mat (othur. tow oba-tacYes coutd be used, such

as the tube eoutd be hetd by a chitd, a. lotastic bottZe on its Aidc1

The mats should be arranged in the same way except they need to be
farther apart.

Learning Activities

Everyone stand in a tall shape. Are your feet together? Are your legs
together and straight? Can you feel that your back is straight and tall
with your head right on top of the stack?

Feel all the blcicks in your spine and now let your head drop forward,
then the next block ... etc., down to your waist. Can you hang loosely
with your knees straight?

See if you can build yourpile of blocks again. Start on your okole and
work your way up. Your head should be the'last.block in place. Could
you feel what parts were being warmed-up? (legs and back)

Let your body go down forward again and twist your body from side to side
without moving your feet. (The trunk too4ened by tuts --ting4

Can you find a way to balance on two hands and one foot, and have the
other leg stretched right up to the ceiling? Try the other leg and
this time lift your chin also, so that you can see the ceiling. Can
you imagine how your bodylooks?

(Have the, chi_Editen di4tit.i.bate ar,S. )

Choose.either a sideward or a forward roll and- then add a balance at .

the beginning and one at the end. So you will say to yourself, "balance,
roll, balance." -first people, ready? (Repeat)

That was s'ood. I like the way you decided what you were going to -do
before you started. This time choose either a back shoulder roll Or
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a backward roll. Add the balances. Think it through and say to yourself,
"balance, roll, balance." First people ready? (Repeat)

Some of you were balancing on your hands and head in a curled shape.
Lets all try that and see if you can stay up long enough to spell your
first name. First people, remember to put your hands flat and your head
out for the top of the triangle. (Make suite abow4 ate pointeng back
and not out to -the sides.) (Repeat)

We're going to do a tucked headstand. Start with the tripod, but then
see if you can think about.making your back very straight. Your head
will be the bottom block and you'll need to stack the others on top,
one by one. The trick will be to think about straightening only your
back and not your legs. (The-tegs witL Lc:lit 066 the knees az the back
extends. )

(Fot spotting Got this and the extended headstand, 4ee Educating ChiCdten
i!m Movement on pages 164 and 165. Make suite that the ehiZdn.en do not
my to "Hap" each &Viet get up.)

First people ready? What will you do if you start to lose your balance?
(Tuck (foul_ chin and lust toU oven. in a cutted shape.)

(Those who ate abee to do The tucked headstand should be encowtaged
(idi:vilduaCty -to extend the _Cep stowty. The extended_headztand iz
easity accompUshed once they can do the piaot step. EMp EiT.FF. .that

they -shoutd not nia,sh', but to think about getting the. "Hockz" Lined
up. A iciAm, .staong body 4:4 eszentia to a tab- e baZance!)

(The mwt need to be- used, the tong way. ELtheit tuan them on. move the

chadaen to the end. A 4igte tine wiZZ be needed. Have.them_ptace-the-----
hula hoop on the mat _at_the-neat-end;1_

Do, you think you could put your hands inside the hoop and kick your feet

over to the other side? (Repeat)

This time, as you kick over, see if you can get one leg high into the

air. Lift your chin too and feel, your body stretched!

(fAchange 'oops flot 2 btock4 and a tube 04 Othe4 &O obstacte-

This time place your hands .on the mat on the other side of the tube.
Do you think you could kick across -and land on your feet? Can you kick

one leg high into, the air? See if you can kick both legs high. Is

your chin up?

Does anyone know what this skill is called? (The Caktwheee) Think about

a wheel. What shape is it? The wheel on a biZT0iFiTriaes. Let's

pretend that your arms and legs are the spokes. Hold them out, like- the

letter "X", so your body is wide and stretched. Let's try kicking

across again. (Repeat)

(Return equipmeatto the 4totage a/Lea.)

Follow -Up

1. What directions do you know how to roll?

2. When you balance on your'head and hands, should your bases be,

together or apat? Should they be in a straight line or in a triangle?
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What shape were you when you did the cartwheel?

4. What did you like best about tumbling?
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Program X

Apparatus

Movement Concepts

Exploration and application of basic skills and concepts to apparatus,
working with a theme (t4avet, batance, titava and vautting)

Objectives

After three lessons related to the conceptS covered in Program X, the
children will show evidence of understanding:

1. Their own body by their ability to

describe how a specific movement feels,
warm-up specific parts.

2. Ways the body moves by their ability to

apply skills and concepts to movement on a a a us,

vault over apparatus at varying eig ts.

3. Ways to control their body by their ability to:

travel and balance on a pike of apparatus,
balance for, a specific 'amount of time,
'um and land lightjy from apparatus of varying heights.

4. Ways to cooperate with other people by their ability to:

share the use of apparatus by waiting for the person ahead to
cbete,his/her turn,
share the mats for landing safely.

That moving Aatively involves the ability -to:

decide on a sequence before moving and then carrying it out,

use one theme on various pieces of apparatus.

SO

6. Some of the basic priticiples of movement by their ability to:

positipn the chin to determine the general shape of the body,

bear weight on has.
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Focus for he Teacher

The television lessons show the application of basic tumbling skills on
the apparatus. There will-be emphasis on balancing, jumping, landing
and rolling. It's a good idea to use the station technique so that
each child will have a chance to practice at each piece of equipment
without having to wait forever for a turn. Place yourself on the outer-
side of the climber so that you will be available to them and you can
keep eye contact with the rest of the group.

Focus for the Children

Today the boys and girls will be using equipment called apparatus. You
will see them using balances, rolls, jumps, light landings and Many other
;kills. Notice the way they wait for their turn. While you watch, think
of how many ways you will use.the apparatus when it is your turn.

Follow-Up

I. What was the name of the biggest piece of apparatus with the three
beams? ctiMbeir.)

2. Who can think of another way you would like to travel across the
climber'

Did you see anyone traveling backward on _the balance beams? What
else would you like to try?

4. Do you remember what Eliza -did on top of the box? (She. baanded)
Can you, remember her shape as she balanced?.

References

1. Hanson, Sue K., and Curtis, Delores M. Educating Children for
Movement. Honolulu, Hawaii: Edu-Keiki, 1977.

2. Rockett, Susan & Owens, Martha. Every Child a Winner, Lessor
.Plans I. Ocilla, Georgia: ECAW.
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PRO RAM X LESSON i

Lesson Concepts

New; Exploration of apparatus, application of basic skills and concepts
to work on apparatus

Review; Station work, jump, land, direction, level, tempo, facing, focal
point, body shape, warm-up

Lesson Focus

This lesson.. acquaints the children with the equipment that they will
use many times. Encourage them to explore and to discover ways to apply
skills and concepts that they know. Emphasize good landings, balanced
shapes, and safe use of the apparatus.

Equipment and p-a ial Needs

Once again it will be very helpful to be able to conduct this leison

in a covered area If it will be possible to Set up the apparatus for
use by several classes at different times of the day, that would save

a great amount of energy and moving time.

1 climber and three beams (be ouite you Jaye the iovtg botto avid nuts)
Put one beam at a low level, the center beam at the high level,

and the other beam at the:medium level. Place mats under the
beam area and at one end for landings.

2-4 low balance beams ,

1 vaulting box With a padded top) or a sturdy table with a flexible mat

to cover the top. Place 1 or 2 mats in the landing area
1=2 mats for tumbling practice
(1 spitingboaAd i6 avaitab-Cc and 1 Canding mat)

The following diagram.is only a sample. In aranging your apparatus,
keep in mind the.following: 1) provide for sufficient landing space,
2) have every approach to.the apparatus flow either clockwise or counter

clockwise, and 3) do not allow. any criss crossing. of pathways for two

different stations:



Learning Activities

pri,,itt Shocked be s up ad NI scatteacd ao tha
f 1 "LYNN .1bcut 3-5 mcinutes o6 xa,un-up exeac(_ses.)

Do you remember the warm-up for your legs and back when you "walked" your
fingers down your leg to your toes? Let's try that one again. Down
one side ... in the middle ... down the other side.

Shake out your legs and get them loose. This time have your legs still
stretched out in front, but rotate your ankles. First one way and
then the other

Everyone stand and let's in place. Ready? (Run Cn p-eace 604 about 30
seconds, 'test 10 se,:onas, ntrtr -Ln peace (wain Soil_ 30, knt 6o4 20. Evekyone
oom,, S t d()MI . ff1I41L chUdken ,eated in oru peace wheAe ate the
,ww,viatiks i s vi_sabe('_-.)

Today we have four stations (Air you have a siningboaAd an °tin take-'!
boaAa.) This will be a time to explore and find many ways to use the

apparatus. The rules are simple, only one person may be on the equipment,
at a time, except at the climber. There, when the person ahead of you
is halfway across, you may begin. You are to continue to work at your
station, exploring ways-to-use it, until-you-hear the whistle (OIL otheA
si,inuel, then stop and get off the equipment. I will then tell you which
way the group is going to rotdte.

Let's look quickly at each station. The first one has just the mats.
You may practice any of the rolls or balances we have been working cn.
If you need help, please raise your hand and I'll come to "spot" you
Before you start be sure that you will have enough personal space tcr
practice safely and when you're finished, get off quickly.

The second station is the low balance beams. How should yeur back be
when you are trying to balance? Do-you remember practiOng walking
straight on the line? -Whi0-way were-your feet supposed to point? Where
did you look? Who remembers what that place is-called? (6ocae pci_mtL
How far can you walk-on the beam until you need to step off? Could yOu-
walk in dicfrent directions? At different levels? Could yob touch
the beam-with your hand? With year knee? Would it be 'possible to turn
around on the beam? (Gi_ve)as many oS the above as you 6eet nece:_oaty
to\ i,maginatLon.)

The next sta-b!ton is the boxy How many ways cin you find to get pnto the
_box? (This (Is aeso caCeeiki mount.) Can you put -'our hands on the top
of the box and then jump Up to your. knees? To your feet? Find a way to
jump off and-land lightly on your feet with "easy," bent knee. See
if you can make your body into different shapes while you're "flying
through the air. Can anyone turn in the air?

The fourth station is the climber. (Have the beams gAAanged in the tow,
1(gh and rned(:Wn AaMtiOa4(L PA this time.) How many different ways can you
find to get onto the climber from this end? Who-can travel across using only
two of the beams? Can anyone use all three? Do you think_ you-could go
under one of the beams?. Is it possible. to travel down the beams .and not
let your feet touch? When you jump off at the other end, be-sure you land
on your feet and use "easy," bent -knees.
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(Vivide the etas.s into 4 oaoups. IGrerr evnyone "settZed" in
gkoup at tiLea -st statiGn, attow 'cm to beg.i...n. 7-4y to keep .cairn

they woilk to avoid actims which arse not weZZ thought tit/Lough. Divide
,temaintng time into 6-tve segments and Rotate them so that eveayone gets

evety station today. Use youk east segment to "Fatow-Up" arid_ to take -
(la-te 06 the appalatus.)

Follow-Up

Which station did you like the most? Why?

cy

2. Is it harder to jump lightly from a higher place? Did you change anything/
about your jumps and landings?

Why is it harder to balance at a higher level? What did you learn about
balancing today that you didn't know before?
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PROGRAM X LESSON 2

Lesson Concepts

New: A theme travel balance travel

Review: Warm-up, balance, duration, tempo, body shape, bases, level,
roll, travel,-relationships

Lesson Focus:

the lesson today has a theme whichlis used,in the warm-up and at each of
the stations. The children are asked to travel, then balance, and travel
again. Encourage them to explore and find more difficult ways to balance
and to travel. Emphasize varying bases of support, bbdy shape and level.

,

Lgo pment and Spatial Needs

See general instructions for lesson 1. The same largg_apparatir will be
used with the exception of the station for tumbling. (Omit the ,6piting-
bowid (:6 you used it in the ptevioto te66on.). The beams on the climber
should be set at low, medium, and low levels.

Small Equipment:
2 Blocks and a tube (cowed ki ecoe het
2 low hurdles
-2 bean bags
1 hoop to go through (may be had on -SUpPOAted)
1 rope to go under

MOlal btOCE5)

Learning- Activities

(Chad en setteted,ia avaitab& gooA .space with appaAatus atitqctorj
Xace.i Find a way to balance at a low level ... can you hold it for three

-counts? Slowly curl your body and gently roll in any direction where you
will have room. Stop and balance again ....and hold it for three counts
... and curl and roll ... and stand up.

Let's do it again, but this time when you balance d- you think-you could
come up to a medium level? Ready? Curl and roll ,.. and come up to a
medium balance ... and hold it, . and curl and roll again ... itc.

What level -haven't we used yet? (high) Who thinks they could roll and
come right, up to a balanced shape at a high Let's try it Ready
Curl and roll ... and come right Jp t6-.a high level! ... And hold it
(Good joIM and sloWly curl aid roll : and come right up to a
high level etc.'

(Ate s. cn a group where they can see the set-up Sum toaccy.) Today we
are use' thr,,0 atAtions, There is aldifferncm 't the climber,
can anyone tell us what they notice? (The beams ake at Lora, medium and
WW
The first-station wijl be the balance-beams. See if you can travel dh
thebeamanyway that-you want, but when you get near the middle come to

c
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a balanced shape and hold.it, then continue to the.end of the beam. This
is like our arm-up when you traveled, balanced and traveled again. You
may use any of the small equipment that you want to make your balance or
travel in a more Interesting way.

The second station is the box. What do you think you will be asked to do?'
That's right! Travel,.balance, and travel. How can you do that on the
box? You could jump up onto the box, balance any way that you want, and
then jump off and maybe=even roll on the mat. you think they aim
tikay to t/Ly up do down batakci4, you 4hoad 4ay that they can do tho'e
amity when you au theu to "pot! ")

At the third station, the climber, we're going to use the same theme or idea.
Can you find a way to travel using one, two or three beams, then balance,
andlinish traveling to the end? Jump lightly onto the mat (which could
be placed on one 4i-de today), -then curl up, roll and stand up -in a balanced
shape.

Let's all say what- the same theme (idea) is for today on every piece.
"Travel ... balance.... travel." (Divide g4oup into tbee 4tations and
divide your itemaining time into ISoca segment4. We youiL Za4t 4egment
to -"Fottow-Up" and to take come o6 the appaAatu4.)

Follow-Up

1. What was our theme for today?

'2. Which Station was the hardest for you to use the theme? Why was

it harder there?

3. At which station do you think you did_ job? Could you
repeat what you did?
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PROGRAM X - LESSON 3

Lesson Concepts

New: Vaulting (tAavaing while taking w ght on hands)

Review: Basis, levels, relationships to object (o-Jca, back and 6o4th),
kinesthetic awareness (awakene4,6 o6 body ohape and tocation),
landing chin,,up, personal space

Lesson Focus

There's another.theme for today. We'll be working wittyaUlting, or
"taking weight on hands to travel over an object." It involves a good
puSh-off with the hands, a lifting of both -legs usually out to one
side, and a light landing on the other side of the apparatus. The
warm-up is a lead-up also.

Equipment and Spatial Needs'

Climber with two beams (.three 6o4 4econd gitade)
Set beams at low and medium levels (and at
high lion 4econd gAade) in a stair step arrange-
ment. Place mats under the beams and out to
the far side.for landing after the vault.

3-4 balance beams set far enough apart that the
children will have sufficient room to land
after a vault. (nomat4)

2-3 benches, stools, low box, tables, or other low
sturdy objects

1 short jump rope per child

Learning Actitivies

(Have chiEdh.en scatteAed in avaiZabte Apace wit4 appaAatuA aeiteady
ptace.) Who can balance on two bases of support, but not your two
hands? (soot and hand, knee and knee, head and Pot, etc.) Do you
think you could stay at a low level and balance on just your hands?
Be sure to keepyourchin up, unless you want to roll over!

(VitAibate jump AopeA.) Make a straight shape with your rope and stand
on one side of it. Place your hands flat on the floormn your side of
the rope. Can you push with your hands and kick your feet over to the
other side? Move your hands to the other side and go back and forth
from one end of the rope to the other.

Make-your rope into a circle this time., Can you place your hands inside
and kiayourlegs over to the other side? Can you land on both feet at

one time? See if you can push off harder with your hands as you do it
again.. (Coaect 4ope,6)

There are three stations today, the climber, the beams and the Vow box,

bench, etc.) At each one of these places our theme for today is vaulting,
or traveling over the equipment using your hands.
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.So when you come to our first station, the balance beams, see if you
can go back and forth over the beam while you travel fromxne 'end to
the other. You will need to experiment to discover the best way to
place your hands on top of the beam (Watch 6oA AptinteA41) This
movement is just like traveling over the rope except that you will be
up a little higher. Try different ways to position your legs, but make
sure you land lightly each time.

The climber is the next station... Today you will come up'from one side,
climb up onto the firSt beam, place your hands on the next one (which 4:4
at a medium4etting), and push off hard with your feet so they spring over
the beam and then land lightly on the mat. Be sure you leave your hands
in place,on the beam as you kick over! Three or four people could bework-
ing at one time bek.:ause the beam is so long. Wheh it's-your turn just
step right up and fifid your own personal space on the beam.

Our third station is (a tow box, bench, stool, etc.) . See if you Can take
a step and then place your hands on top of the equipment,and kick your
legs over, to the mat. (Leo should go-vut to the Aide andbuty,will Aotate
40 that 6eet Land on the mat ahead,)

It is very important at every station to use your hands as your bases
of support on top of the equipment. Then you spring off with your feet
and land lightly on the mat (' ocdr. at the tow beams.). It will help if
you will keep your chin up today. That will. help to make your body
stretched and strong'as you vault.

(Divide g/toup into .thee atations. Divide time into 5au 4egment4.)

ow-UR

1. Where do.you think you didYourbeSt vault? Why do you think it -was
better at that place? (higheA, bettet pip, eta.)

2. HoW did your.body feel while you were vaulting? HoW do you think
it looked?
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Prograp.Xl

Rope
Jumping

IMovement_ _Concepts

Turning a long rope, jumping inside a long rope, running into a turning
rope front door and back door, jumping'in rhythm, turning a Short.rope,
slips, jumping a short rope turning iNxnaard and backward, traveling while
jumping a short rope, running through, jumping to a rhyme

Objectives

After three lessons related to the concepts covered in Program XI, the
children will show evidence of understanding:

1. Their own body by their ability to:

independently rotate wrists and ankles,
warm up specific body parts.

2. Ways the body moves by their ability to:

turn rope by rotating wrists,
8 jump Tightly on balls of feet.in a l±g/iTi_pattern,

alternate between big and small jumps for a bouncy effect,
a turnin short roie,

stand inside and jump_a Tong ropp,
run inside and jump a long rope,
run through a long rope.

Ways to control their body by their ability to:

run into turning rope at the appropriate time,
stop in the center of:the rope and jump.

Ways to cooperate with other people by their ability to:

turn a short rope and keep it within their personal space,
turn equally well for everyone in tha group,
turn at a tempo which is compatable with the jumper's.style aid
rhythm.

9 5'
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That moving creatively involves the ability tc

move in relationshi to a rh
write own sequence.or rhyme.

Focus for the Teacher

Jumping a long rope it often. easier than a_short one because it efts

the child to think about either-jumping or turning. Be sure to give them
encouragement and practice time for both log and short turning or else your
lessons will be frustratinc 'cor everyone. Once the basic skills have
been acquired, the children ll be able to make up their own sequences
and rhymes,

Focus for the Children

Some of you may already bp very good at juMping rope, but see if you

can learn at least three new things from this program. Everyone should

watch,the people. who turn -the jump rope and also those who jump. That

way you will get ideas about how to get better. It will be important

for you to help the people in. yourlroup by learning to be a ,good.

"turner."

Follow-Up

1. Who can name one important part of turning the long rope?

2. Who can'explain where you are suppose d tb stand when you jump inside

the long rope? Why is that a good place?

Re

3. :What, do you listen to in order to know the rhythm of the rope?

4. What were the words that were used to tell you when ybu should run

inside the rope?

5. What did you learn about_. jumping the short rope that you didn't know

before or that you have never tried?

erences

1. Hanson, Sue K., and Curtis, Delores M. Educating Children for

Movement. Honolulu, Hawaii: Edu-Keiki, 1977.

Roa(ett, Susan & Owens, Martha. Every Child a Winner -Limon
Plans I. Ocilla, Georgia: ECAW.
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i X Pr 1

per,,. Corr

"ew: -,u-ninj a long jump rope, jumping inside a long rope, running into
g rope, jumping ii rhythm, front door

P" » Jumpjnq, rhythm, tempo, facing, taking turns, cooperating with
p members, size

S

fi 1m-up review of jumping reminds the childre-about the basic skill
aw then introduces them to single and'double Jumps. If they are encouraged
to jump on the balls of their feet, they should soon pick upathe. more
flowing double beat. Emphasize worting together. as a team so that every7.
one has a chance to become a better jumper.

Equipment and Spatial Needs

/Agood Jumping surface (a wgoden gook Zs the b it)
1 long jump rope for every 3-4 children

Learning _Actiyities

(Chifdken scatteked in designated akea.) We're going to jump rope today,
so let's begin by warming up our feet, ankles and legs. Stand on one foot
and twist your other ankle one way and then the other. Change feet and
rotate the other ankle.

Can you rotate your wrists and make your hands go around in a little circle?
Try going in the other direction. Can you make both handsgo at once?

Now stand with your feet together and lift one heel off the floor.. Now
lift the other one Can you feel your foot "peeling" off the floor? This
time lift-your kneEs a little, and go a little faster, and lift your knees
up higher, ... you're jogging in place! ... And rest. Let's try iagain.
Lift your heel etc.

Listen asj say, "Two feet, two feet." ( Maize "two" accented and 4-eight.ey

tongen.) Let's all clap that rhythm. "Two feet, two feet." Now watch my
hands as I clap the.same rhythm. (Maize :tie. 'itlYc'ra wide reap, and the "6eet'

a smatt cZap. Continue to give the same accent.)

Do, you think you could do that with your hands? " small, ti2' small."
(Use the same actioyi but change the wakds.) This time do it with your
feet. Can you take a big jump and then a small one? Let's try it .'..

"B-1_2-small, big small ... etc."

Shake out your legs. Now let's try it again. Ready? Two feet, two feet,
pig small, big small ... Two feet, two feet, and forward, (singZe jumps),
forward; (in peace again) two feet, two feet, forward, forward Um back,
back o' side, side!)

Sometimes when you jump rope you will use the double jump (big smaLel, and
sometimes it will be_just a single_Jump.



Come over and sit doWn near this rope. What do you remember from the
television lesson about turning a Ions rose? (High enough, tow.enough,
getting staAted .together, even thythm, medium tempo) Who would like
to'come up and turn with me? How should we get started together?
(Maybe 1-243 on Heady and oven ...)

Ready and over ... what do you see us doing? Is the rope hitting the
floor? Listen to the beat, is it even? Is it medium tempo? -Etc:

(14videctass into groups 06 .three to 6ouil. 60n each aope.) First two
people get ready to 'turn the rope. What do you need to decide first?
(Which way to .turn.) Practice your turning. Can you stop the rope and
have it go the other way? Trade turFierS:

Put your ropes on the floor and come over and sit near this rope.
(Setet one chied to .twin with you and one chied to jump.) Who rememberS
some of the ideas from the television program about jumping? (Stand
in the middte, gaec one o6 the .tonne k6 so you .can afways see the Hope,
jump LiglItty on bats 06 beet, sat jump) Ready (Jane)? ... That was'
good. Did you see the way she ALIIIRDILtahtly on the balls of her feet?
(Jim) you come up and jump. Ready? That was good, did you see the.
way he jumped right in the same place all the time?

Remember it is very important to help each other by turning the rope well.
Go back to your own ropes and let's try jumping. First jumpers,_are you
ready? (AZZow them to jump 6wL about 45 secondA and then -tirade ptace6.
Do not have them jump untie they miSs, because those who need the most

-pAactice wiLe.get the Zeast! Let evetyOne have two twins.)

(Move 6/L0m /Lope to 'tope and stank about the good .things .that you see. T1i4
will Aeiff60Ace the concepts in.theik ind6 and make-them beet o4e
con6ident.)'

Leave your ropes and come nd sit down on this side of the rope. (Have ate
6acing the /tope 61tom one scde to a66uke the scone pekzpective.) (ChAi.6)

will come and turn the rope with me. We're going to turn so that the, rope
starts on the floor and then swings away from you, over the top, and then it
will hit the floor near you ... (demonstaate)` This is called "front door"
turning. (Make 'suite that the beat L even and the tempo medium.)

Can you clap the beat? the rope is saying with each beat. "Come ... on
... in ..., come ... on ... in ..." All of you say it with th%beat

Who thinks they would like to try running into the rope while ii is turn-
ing? (Maki come up and let's all listen to the rope again. "Come- ...

on in ' Ready Marie? (Let hest go in and. jump:)

How important do you think it. is for the rope turners to do a good job?
Will the jumper be able to jump if you turn the rope too fast? ... or
if it doesn't hit the floor each time? Do the best job for everyone in
your group.

Everyone go back to your own rope and practice running in front door.
(Move among .the groups and give speci6ic cues. Once in a whife it will:
hap someone i6 you do the actuaf tuipting.)

(Collect /topes.)
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1. What are some things you houldtry to do you are the turner?

2. What are the words thitjlelp run into the turning rope?

3. Where should you stop inside the rope?

4. Where do you look? (Face a ,tuhaa and Zook the /Lope in the
hand as it tdAnz.)
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PRGGRAM XI LESSON 2

Lesson Concepts

NeW: Exploration with the short rope, turning without jumping,
Jurving while turning the rope forward and. backward

ReView: Jum ing% body part awareness, personal space, rhythm, tempo

Lesson Focus
0

Jumping a short rope is usually more difficult because it requires the
individual to jump and turn at the same time The technique of swinging
the rope at the side while jumping gives theth all a feeling of success
as well as the rhythm to work-toward There will be a few who find
they can jump backward before anything else ... and that's fine.

E-ui ment and Spatial Needs

1 %hort rope per-child
A good Jumping surface (a wooden goon. be6t)

Learning Activities

0),Itaute 4ho&t.jump n.ope4 d have chiedken 6ind own peloona 4paee.

Your rope is your responsibility.' that means you have So make sure

that it doesn't go into anyone else's personal' spaOe.

Swing your rope any way that you would like to try. Look.at the end of it.

Is it taking up too much, space? Can you shbrten it so that it stays within

you own personal spaCe?

Can you swing your rope at different levels? See if you can swing it in

front of you ... and at Your side ... Can you face different ways and have

you swinging?

Co yOu think you could find -a way to keep your.rope moving as you. travel

'around the room? Keep-your rope going ...can you change the direction

you're traveling? Find,another way to move your rope as you travel at a

lower level.

Find a personal space and-hold both ends of your rope in one hand. Can

you swing your rope in a big circle on,the side of your body? Can you

turn the rope :So that it hits the floor each time? See if you can make it

hAI7TheTfloor in the front part of your-swing instead of the back. (The

'tope AnPuZd be cikeZing on one 4ide o6 he body in the-4ame din.ection it

woad go 6c0c6oltwaltd jumping.)

Put the rope on your other side and see if you can make the same kind of

big circles. Make sure the rope is still hitting'in the front. Who

can put some bounce in their knees? Each time the rope hits the floor,

let your knees hounce. (Look bon gow in the movement and .e y, too4e knee4.)

Pretend you.have a. rope on both sides. SvLiL92e! and let them hit
in front. ..: bounce your. knees and bounce ... etc. Every time you

bounce, give a little push and jump off the floor. See if you can Jump

-each- time the rope hits. (t1 ,i4 "never. 6e" Aoptjumping!)
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Let's try it again and think.about your wrists. Can you feel themtwifting?
Make Lure that they are staying below your waist. Which part of your
foot are you landing on? Are you jumping lightly?

Now put the rope in back ofyour feet and hold ore end in either hand.
(Check on thei& g&ip!I Turn the rope once over your head and see if
you can getover it in some way as it come forward. Try it again ...
See if you can-jump over it .:: or step, over

Try to find.a way to keepfthe rood going so that -it doesn't stop after
each turn. Are you still using your, wrists? Try to make the rope
travel at an even rhythmnd a medium tempo. Try it again. Check-on
your feet. Are you landing lightly on the balls?

(-This may be the-end o6 the Lesson 60Abeginneks. Do not peace ant]
empha4L5 on how many jurnp,s each peunn was able to do. I6-a4 chiLd
can jump onty two timez today, then encou4age himihekto tiLy 6o hate
tomovuu.)

Let's try turning the ro- e on the side again, but this time swing it
from front to back. Make sure the rope` is hitting in back, just before
it swings forward. Can you put a little bounce in your knees? Chinge
hands ... and bounce your knees ... and jump'... and jump ...

Hold the rope in front and see if you can swing it backward over your
head. be sure that you are moving your hands forward each.time.or.else
the rope will get stuck in back. Are you using your wrists?

Remember to keep your back straight and jump with bouncy legs. and knees.
Try it again ... This is called backward jumping.

Can you find a way to twirl the 'rope1under your feet at a low level?
See if you. can get over it each time it swings around. (CoLeealLop-

Follow-Up

--Jr: Where should your rope<hzit the floor when you are jumping forward?
When you are jumping. backWard?

What part of your arms helps the most when you turn the rope?

3. -What is important to rementher when you jump? (Use both beet,
Land on bates o6 Beet, don't ,!imp too high, make you jump '!bouncy,
-turn ?pope.. -at even thythm and medium tempo.)
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PROGRAM XI LESSON 3:

Lesson Concepts

New: Jumping the short rope while traveling, running through, slips,
ps and open, jumping to a rhyme, back door

Revyew: Jump, jumping a short rope forOard and backward, jumping a long
rope, turning, running in front door

Lesson Focus

This lesson includes jumping short and long ropes. Individual childrenl
will be at vastly different levels of performance thefore allow them
to review. where necessary and to continue to practice While others move
on. It will be important to help .those who are less skilled to have a
feeling,of accomplishment and a desire to conti -nue to practiCe.

vent and Spatial Needs

D A good jmimpind surface
Sufficient space for the children to travel and turn the rope
1 long rope for every 3=4 children
1 short rope for every child

Learning_ Activities

(Chiedten scattened timoughout mace.) Who can remember one Way to warm
up your ankles or your legs? (Spend 3-4 minutes on sttetchesi-anide
notating, jogging in pLaceetc.)

(ViStnibute Aopes:) How many ways can-you find to swing your rope in your

own personal space? (I zee peopte spinning the nape at"a high Level,
peopte tanning the. nape liotwaAd on one 4ide,-etc..) See if you can swing,
or twirl the rope and have it go,under your feet. -

Let's all practice turning the rope using your wrists. Put both ends of
the 'rope in one end and swing the rope forward etc. 'Make sure it is
hitting the floor in front. (Turn goon nape and caLf. out 1'hit" cjid

"hit" ...) Are you remembering to bend you knees,? See if yowcan,bounce
with each hit of the rope,

v
This time push dff and jump and jump with eacK hit. .Change the rope to

the tither hand. Swing and hit and hit ... and bend your knees ...
and jump ... and jump ... $

Open the rope so that you,have one end in each hand. Swing the rope
fdfward-ard see if you can make it swing smoothly over your head. Can

you find a way to get over the rope-as it swings under your feet?

Keep holding the rope with both-hands, but move one hand over to the

other side, bath hands ape on the tight side with /Lope ends had
as. Son jumping.) Can you f4nd a way to swing the rope on that side of.

your body? This is called "slips."- Can you,"slip" on the other side?
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'Can. some of you find a way to do five slips on one side .and then, withobt
stopping the rope, open your arms wide and have-the rope go over your
head for a forward jump? See if yoU can do 'that. (Whae-those chaAen
ake.watking, hap tome o the OtiteA4 who may 4WE,be 4tAugging with
"4stpz."1 Can anyone slip on the Other side and.then open up?

Let's all'travel around the bigspace keeping the ropes moving. Can you
make them high, low, on your right side, on your left side, qc? Who
'can change their direction and keep the rope moving?

This-time. see if ydtecan travel, swing the rope over your head, and then
find a way to get over it as you travel. (Running,.Zeaping,_ hopping, -etc.)
Are you using all the spaCe?

Find your personal space again and get ready to slip on yeur right-side.,
Hold onto one end with each hand.and.swing the rope backward so that it
hits in back. Hit and hit _and,bounce your,knees,... and jump
and jump-...

Open-up your hands and hold the rope in front of your toes:. Do you
remember hoW to swing it over your head? Keep your hands moving
forward so the rope doesn't stop. 'What part of your _foot are you
landing on?

Can you find something to do with the short rope that we haven't tried
yet? (7 zee people ...) (Coaect kopez.)

(Divide.cLazz into gkoupz o6 3=4 and diztAibute tong /topes.)

(Review poin ts about tu/tning and jumping a Long /tope. Have Ahern, each
pkactice 6cdt about one minute pelt putzon and then exchange jumpers.
They may eitheaztaat .tea de the /tope cot 44414 to 64ont (look.)

Do you remember the signals for running in front door? Come ... on
in! Go.right to the middle of the. rope and he sure that you're facing
one of the turners.

Do you think it would bepossible to run.throu:h the rope as'it turns?
When do you thinlyyoo would run? (°Lt'z jurt the flame a /cunning in 41ont
dook, but you keep on.going!)' Those of you who would liketo try running
through, may do that when it is your turn. Others can keep practicing
running in front door and Jumping.

(Second wcadeAZ and poke advanced 6i/tzt g/tadelt.S. may be heady to thy "back.
.dook." Thiz mean z that the- /tope turn in the'oppozite dikection to Ptant
docllt..) Watch the rope as.it turns this time. IS it turning front door?
No, this is called back door. Notice that it hits the floor and then comes
up toward the jumper. You Will need to wait -until it has gone up so that
you have room to.run.in,- Listen to the rope. The beat says, vReady and jump
in jump!" (The unde/dining'indidatez the hit and the non - undefined iz
the time when the Itope,iz at the peak. The beast' 7iz-zyncopated becauze'one

mmurt Attn.in and jumw.immediate4.Y

DoyoU remember'when the children juniped.to the rhymes -on the TV progra
Who would like to try "Teddy Bear?" (o4 any other Ithye which they
zeZect) (ftganiration0.4; whiZe=th4s. -14 pccuvting,4he othet-chadukt
coutd zetect to use zhott tope- o& -do some o the other tong /topetAickz.
Wow them to notate Oteety Otom.one ptace to dnothek.- -16 you turn atoneatone
end oi the "&hyme /tope," the pkocezz wiZZ be much moke-e6Iiicient.)
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"Teddy bear, Teddy bear, turn around,
Teddy bear, Teddy bear, touch the ground.
Teddy bear, Teddy bear, go-upstairs, e

Teddy bear, Teddy bear, say your prayers.
Teddy bear, Teddy bear, turn out the light,
Teddy bear, Teddy bear, say "Good night!" (and .ut out)

(Cotlect the 4
Follow-Up

). What did you learn to do today that you couldn't do before?

2. Now is running through the rope a lot like running
(Vou qo in at the same time.)

When you jump rope again, what would you like to prac
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Program XII

Underhand
Throw and
Catch

Movement Concepts

Underhand roll, catching a rolling ball, rolling at a stationary target
rolling at a moving target, underhand self-toss, catching a self-
tossed ball, underhand throw for force, underhand throw for accuracy,
catching a thrown ball.

Objectives

After three lessons related to the concepts covered in Program XII, the
children will show evidence of understanding:

Their own body by their ability to:

move a body part (loam) so that it faces an oncoming object (ba).

2. Ways the body moves by their ability to:

roll or throw a_ ball underhand for pattern_ efficiency,
roll or throw a ball underhand for force or distance,
roll or throw a ball underhand for__ accuracy at a stationary or
moving target,
catch a ball that has been rolled or thrown.

Ways to control their body by their ability to

move the body in relationship to an oncoming ball to prepare
for a catch.

Ways to cooperate with other people by their ability to:'

work with a partner in developing a rolling practice,
work with a small group at a station.

5. That moving creatively involves the ability to:

develop a sequence of toss, touch body parts, and catch,
develop a Practice situation for rolling smoothly,
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6. Some of the basic principles of movement by their ability to:

appjy force_pLiacialta to make the throw vary in intensity
e apply accuracy principles to increase their ability to aim and

hit a target

Focus for the Teacher

A great amount will be covered in today's program: rolling, self-toss

and catch, and the underhand throw and. catch. Each of these will be

highlighted in the follow-up lessons. The skills fit together well
-because the same underhand pattern is used to roll, toss, and throw

with only slight changes. The other "thread" running through the pro-
gram is that of catching and the principles which are involved in it.

Focus:for the Children

The children will be using many different kinds of balls today as they

practice rolling, tossing the ball into the air, and throwing to their

partners. All of these skills use what is called an "underhand pattern."

Can you figure cut why-the arm swing is called "underhand?"

Follow-Up

1. Did you figure out why the arm swing is called underhand?

2. What is the biggest difference between tossing the ball in othe

air and throwing-to a partner? (When the chitd tet6 go the bat

witt &telt/nine di/Leetion.)

What is the biggest difference between rolling a ball and throwing

a ball to your partner? (The tevet o6 the body when you £et go

the butt.)

4. How can you make your body lower so that the ball can roll smooth13.

References

1. Hanson, Sue K., and Curtis, Delores M. Educating Children for

Movement. Honolulu, Hawaii: Edu-Keiki, 101.

2. Rockett, Susan & Owens, Martha. every Child a Winner,_Lesson

Plans I. Ocilla, Georgia: ECAW.
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PROGRAM XI I LESSON 1

Lesson Cooce ts

New: Underhand roll, step forward toward the target, step in oppo-
sition, catching a rolling ball, swing and step in line with the
target, aiming ahead of a moving target

Review: Straight path, body part7, level, swing, focal point, relation-
ship to an object

Lesson Focus

The entire lesson concentrates on the underhand roll and catching a
rolling ball. The basic pattern for the roll is established, followed
by some work on developing force and distance. Finally, the children
will try to increase their accuracy by rolling at stationary and moving
targets.

Equipment and Spatial Needs

An area with a smooth surface so that balls may be successfully rolled
back and forth to partners, and then used to play "Push the Pig."

Painted lines or ropes to designate a 15' -x 15' square.
1 large (10-14" pthyg,tbund (PG) bat) for the "pig"
1 ball per child (Use a valLiety 06 4matt bat s, aLe o6 which can be

heed ea4i,ey in one hand. =Pm exampte: PG 5'4 OA 6'6, ateece baa4,
tenai,4 bates -, etc.)

1 piece of the following type of equipment for every couple (huAdtes,
btocks and tubes, tubes had by ptastic bottees.-) The space under
each must be large enough to let ball roll under.

Learning_ Activities

(Have the chadAea setect bat and 6-.t down in thea own space.)
Can you find a way to roll the ball on the floor around your body? How
about the other direction? See if you can form a.bridge with some part of
your body that is large enough for the ball to roll under.

Roll the ball up your body to the top of your head and hold it there
using both hands. Do you think you could cross your legs, hold the ball
on your head, and also- -stand up? Let's try it ... Be sure you keep your
legs crossed! Good job!= ... and keeping your legs crossed, sit down
again. Repeat.

Everyone stand tall and roll the ball across your face down to your
-chest .., stop at yOur waist ... go around your waist ... down to your
knees.... baCk to your waist -.. Be sure you keep your knees straight
down to your toes and count to three ... back up to your head ... down
your arm, etc.

Find a partner and pbt one of the balls away. (One battleoupZe) See
if you and your partner can roll the ball smoothly on the floor back
and forth to each other. Can you make a bridge with your body so that
your partner can roll the ball under it Who can roll it using only
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one hand?

Move farther away from your partner. See if you can roll the ball faster
to your partner, but keep it at a low level! ...What did you do to make

the ball go faster? This time roll it slowly and at a low level. What

did you change? (LcAA Wun Awi6T;Oved moite Atm-ay, maybe no step)

Think about your feet as you roll. Co you keep them together or do you

step forward? (Step) Which foot should you step onto? Try one foot

and then the other. Which one feels better? Do you know why? You

should be rolling in "opposition." This means that if yoU roll with
your right hand, then your left foot-should step out in front.

When you step toward the target this gives you more power. You'll be
---able-to-roTl:harder-and-faster!---Try-it again and see how well that works.

What are you doing with your body to make the ball roll smoothly on the
floor? How do you keep it at a low level? (bend knee4, hipA, ankUd
Are you letting go of the ball cIOSe to the ITOcir?

You and your partner choose'some equipment and see if you can roll

the ball under the hurdle or under the tube. Be sure the ball is
rolling smoothly or else it won't fit underneath! How can you change.
hoW you are using your equipment to make it harder for yourselves?
(Rat Puom 6aAthelt away, move-btockis auseit together, etc.)

When the ball comes to you on the ground, what are some things that you

could do to help you catch the ball? Where should your hands be? (newt

.the ground) Ire your hands together or apart? (togethek) Which way ..

should your palms face? (Towakd the bate) What will you do if the

ball doesn't come right to you? qu,ix.kty 4o -that you we

in tine with .the ball

Are you thinking about making the ball travel in a-straight pathway?--

What can you do to help it go straight? (Look at the taAaet, Awing aAl
stkaight oWaAd the ta/tget,Atep towalui the takget, step in oppozition.)

Let's try it again. Ready? Roll.

You and your partner decide on some target and see if you can roll the

ball and hit it. How could you make it harder? (Amatee& talEgen. 6aAthet

away, smaXteA bolt)

Put away all the equipment except for the balls and come over and sit

down.
g

,.
Would you two couples come up in front. -Couple #1 you stand facing=

each other (about 15' apart). Couple #2 You stand so..that when the balls

are rolled they will form an "X" with their pathways. The object of this

game is to see how many times the balls can hit in the middle. Work as

a group so that they will hit many times. Let's watch ... (John) you

roll the ball to your par;:oer. (Shawn), you roll and try to hit the

other ball. Where do you need to aim? Will it work if you-aim right

at the ball? No, because the ball keeps On rolling. Form into groups

of four. Begin when you are ready.

IthED7A0J112±11txLitZ

Let's play a game called, "Push the Pig to Markets" We need to, have

four teams. Each team will be on one side of the square.. (Divide

cht,diten and have them sand £n peaces.) This tligball'in the middle
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is called the Pig. Your job is to keep the pig inside the pigpen.
The problem is that you can't use your hands or your feet or any body
part to stop the pig. The only thing you can do is to roil one of
these small balls to stop the pig from leaving the pen. (DiztA,aute
t( ee ptaygtound 6 bats to each team.) Do not go into the pigpen to
get a ball, because only the pig and the teacher can go in there.
(Avoids congestion and intet6e7enee with.the Aottii'g baLLo.) When the
pig gets out, the game stops, each side gets, three balls, and then the
game starts over with the pig -L) the center the pen. Ready? Roll.

Follow71.1p

1. What can you do to help the ball roll smoothly at a low level?

During the game. what happened if the ball was too bouncy? (06ten
the .smate batf4 bounce Aght oven.)

3. Can you explain where you aimed in order to hit the pig as it
rolled around the pen? Where did yoU\aim when it was sitting still?

4. Show with your hands. how you get ready to catch arolling ball.
(TogetheA, pointing down, hand open a d patno eing the batX.)
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PROGRAM XI I LESSON 2

Lesson_ Conceits_

New: Catching a ball that is rolling away from you, underhand self-
toss, catching a tossed ball.

Review: Catching, rolling, body parts, intensity, level, personal
space, force development, absorption of force

Lesson Focus

The lesson today should be enjoyed by all. Children like to toss a
ball into the air and then try to catch it. Some important principles
related to force development and absorption of force are integrated
into the fun. Some tricks are added to the self-toss to challenge
all.

Equipment and Spatial Needs

An area about 30' x 30' which does not have low hanging lights
1 yarn ball for each child (on otheit hot bate)
1 playground ball 15" ors Aul npr child

Learning Activities

(DiztAibute one PG 5" o /7_ 6" to each chid.) See if you can roll the
ball using light force and then run after the ball and catch it. Try
it out and find the best way to get the ball. ... Come and sit.
(SeEedt a chad who Aott4, Auns ahead o5 the bate, and then tUA114 aitound
to meet the baU a's Lt no into Fins /hem hand) (Lee) will you show
how you rolled the ball and then got it?

What did you see (Lee) do with his/her body in order to catch the ball?
Why is it important to run around and get, it from the front? Let's
all try it again. Can anyone roll it with more force and oet it?

(Exchange PG bouetz on ticum baZt..6.) Who can use the same kind of arm
swing as the roll, but instead toss the ball toward the ceiling? Can__

you toss-it only as high as your head? ... as high as your arm can
reach? ...as high as your nose? This time toss it as high as you can,
still using the underhand swing!

What did you change to make the
much force did you use?_ Was it
different with your arm swing?
legs? Try it and see. Are you
Does your arm move fast or slow

ball, go higher? Try-it again. How

14Lorstoliki/gNidDrdiy= lartiai-ng
stepping forward as you throw?
if you want the ball to, go high?

Let's see if you can feel the difference between light force and strong
force. Toss the ball-only as high as your eyes. This time toss it as

1-(rarsi
110;:tahst:oeu: 14Dhoa:oduirdf::: fheaevle?aJ

ly=l4gcsi giguwFil7ec=
job when you catch? Yes, they

catch it.
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must move the body and get in line with

Let's toss a little_higherand this time
be as the ball comes- to them. Are they
should your palms face? Are these some
you caught the rolling ball?

After the ball is in your'hands, squeeze it. -Dig yoUr fingers
into the yarn! Let your hands move downward with the ball to slow it
down. This is called "givjng" with the ball. Try-it again. (White
they aAe ptactixing continue to say, "Watch the bat, move gout beet,
teach 60t the baZZ, palm=s liace the butt, g4a4p and - squeeze it, and the
"give" with ,the ba.0 towatd the gkound.)

Use a little more force and see if you can still catch the ball softly..
Are you squeezing as you catch?

Can anyone toss the ball, clap their hands one time, and then catch the
ball again? Could you toss and touch your knee? ... Your nose? ...
your shoulder? Etc.

Do you think you could touch
try it. Ready? Toss, touch
you touch before you catch?
different parts (nose, knee)
can you find?

What else can you do before you catch the ball? .Can anyone touch the
floor? ...-or-turn around? ... or hop on one foot? ... or jump up high?

Who thinks they could toss the ball under their leg (O'Leary) and have
it go straight into the air? (Leg ti6ted and thtowing wun 55wing4 under,
telea6ing the bate with an upward gip 06 the wAist.)

This time toss the ball a little ahead of your body so that you will have
to move quickly and get under it. Ready? 'Toss'the ball ahead Look
at the ball, move your feet, reach, grasp, and "give." Try it again.

the ball.

think how your hands should
apart or together? Which way
of the same ideas you used when

both your knees before you catch? Let's

ieatraEXTLut2tot= :otpingugntwo
before you catch? How many different ways

Foil ow -vp

1. Whem=the ball is rolling away from you, what is the best way to move
so that you can catch it?.

Are rolling the ball and tossing the ball up into the air alike?
(Yes. 8th ate uzing an underhand swing o6 -the atm.)

What are some things that you can do to make the ball go high into
the air? (biggen. akm zwing, 6a.-6-ten movement, -.step out, teach high)

What are some things you need to do if you want to catch a ball?
(Look at it, move in tine with it, teach, gtazp, give)
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PROGRAIi XI I LESSON .5

Lesson Conce ts

New: Underhand throw for force, underhand throw at a target, catching
a horizontally thrown or'rebounding ball

Review: Underhand pattern,-catching, force development, level,
intensity, stations, toss and catch

Lesson Focus

This lesson continues with the underhand pattern, but emphasizes
throwing underhand to a partner or an object. Catching is also modi-
fied for a horizontally thrown ball. After a review of force develop-
ment, the lesson concentrates on throwing with accuracy. You will
need to select a few stations that will allow for this kind of practice.

i.ment and Spatial Needs

An area about 30' x 30' as a minimum
A wall or a fence to throw against
4-5 stations which encourage the children to practice throwing for

accuracy (Fop exampta: tebound net's, a suspended huta hoop, -
geometnic shapes that stand erect, hoops tying gat on the ground,
ice cAeam tuhs, a hoop tying on top o6 two btock4, stands and itope4
OA bamboos that 6oAm

A Nariety of balls which are small enough to be held in one hand
1 per child
2-3 of a kind at each station
(EXampee4: PG 5" oh_ 6'; teni4 boat, puka bate
sponge bate- geece bate, etc.)

Learning-Activities

W(iiedten scatteAed in designated area. Each child shoad have a
tbaCC.) Let's practice tossing the ball straight into the air using

medium force. Can you catch the ball softly?

Did you remember to get under the ball and have your palms face it?
Try it again. Be sure you are watching the ball and moving under it
Keep practicing. Are you squeezing the ball as you catch it Pull

it down toward the ground to slowit down. Toss it ahead'a little
and run under and get it. Yes, good moving!

Today we are going to use the underhand swing again, but this time
we'll be throwing at this wall. (AkAange chitdAen in otdeA to make
maximum wse oA yoak watt, 6ence, Space.) First people, do you think
you could throw the ball against the wall using a lot of force? Can_
you crash it in so that it makes a big noise as it hits?-

How are-you using yoo: body so that the ball travels fast? Are you
swinging your arm fast? Are you stepping forward in opposition?
Are you reaching out toward the target and following through?
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This time see if you can hit the wall at a medium level. (Oa i6 you
have a natutae dematcation ... hit above, oh. below on -tin between)
When do you let go of the ball so that it goes to a medium level?

See if you can release the ball so that it goes up higher on the wall.
Can you let go so that it goes lower? Which way (lees your hand point?

Continue practicing. Are you remembering to step out toward the wall?
Say to yourself, "Swing, step, throw." (The coon shoua swing baelzwaad,
then as it comes 6oawaad the step is taken and 6inaety the bad is
teeeased.) Is the ball crashing into the wall?

(Divide the gtoup into paatneh4 ot thtees. CoUect att but one batt
pet gtoup.) See if you can throw the bail to your partner using light
force and keeping it at a medium level. Are you remembering to "Swim,
step throw?" Where are you ,pointin, your hand?

When the ball comes to you, how should your hands be? (6acing bat)
Will it still be important to squeeze the ball? Whichway-de you think
your hands need to travel to slow the ball down after you-have grasped
it? (Hands putt baciaaad to one 4ide ob the body. The most e66icient
method i4 to "give" With the butt on yours_ pteoimAed side 40 that it is
bicutpotated into the backswing bon the next thaow.)

Culminating Activity

AAtange a numbet (36 stations which mitt a tow bok ptactiae ob the-
undethand thaow tiok aacutaay. See equipment section on idea4. Rotate

en in a Sequentiat otdet a6teta set amount ob. This

encoutage concentaation and ptaetice tathet than 4aatteted,
hasty ebiott.)

We haVe a number of stations setup today. For example, over here is
the rebound net and there are two yarn balls. Stand behind this line
and see if you can throw the ball so hard that the ball rebounds back
across the line without a bounce. If you can de that easily, then move
back to the second line and throw from there. Our second station is
this geometric shape in its Stand. You and another person stand,on
opposite sides and see if you can_ throw the ball through the shape.
Our third station is these ice cream tubs and the yarn balls. Do you
think you could throw the yarn balls and have them land _inside one
of the tubs. (Have the tubs athsety clu4teked.) Etc.

follow-Up

1. What do you do with your body to make the ball travel, hard and fast?
(Good backswing, step out .toward the .target, bast won swing, aottow
thtough to the tatget)

2. Where does your hand paint when you want the ball to go to a medium
level? To a high level?. To a low level?
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Program XIII

Overhand
Throw and
Ball
Dodging

Movement Concepts

Overhand throw for the pattern, for distance or force, and for accuracy;
dodging a rolled or thrown ball

Objectives_

After three lessons related to the concepts covered in Program XIII, the
children will show evidence of 'understanding:

1. Their own body by their ability to

twist isolated parts of the trunk,
visualize their body while in action.

2. Ways the body moves by their ability to

throw overhand using the correct grip, stance, focal paint, and
sequence of ACtions,
throw overhand for force or distance,

-- throw overhand -for accuracy at a moving target,
dodge a rolled or thrOWn ball,
tatchaball thrown overhand.

Ways to control their body by their ability to:

make quick stops, starts; changes in direction, level, tempo,
pathway, etc. to avoid being hit by a ball.

Ways to cooperate with other people by their ability to

work in 2s or 3s in a dodging game,
quickly admit to being hit .Without disagreeMent and without being
reminded,
work in teams of two and exchange roles without blaming the
teamate who was hit,
share balls in a large three team game.



5. Some of the basic principles of movement by their ability to:

0 -APPlv forceprincioles to make the throw vary in intensity.e fly -curaY on not to increase their abijity to hit
a moving target whose tempo is constant,

hit_a- moving target which can vary its tempo, pathway, direction,
level, etc.

-

Focus for the Teacher

This lesson is packed with information because it includes the overhand
throw, some catching, as well as dodgeball. The maturity of the throw-
ing pattern will vary greatly for individuals within your class, but the
program gives ways to increase everyone's efficiency. The method used
to elicit the pattern is quite direct, but the - results are usually
amazing! Dodgeball is the favorite of many and will probably be more
popular as their skill .at hitting a moving target increases.

Focus for the,Children

Today' the boys and girls are learning the best way to throw a ball over-
hand. ,See how many tips you can pick up to make yciur throw better so
that you can throw farther and more accurately They will be throwing
at people in a couple of games of dodgeball! _What ideas can you get
about throwing at a target that keeps moving?'

Follow-U

1 What was one thing that you learned about the overhand throw?
Should you stand facing your target? (No, your side ,shoutd '6ace it)
What should happen to your feet when you throw? (Step"in-oppos-Uion
towatd the taaget) Etc.

When you play dodgeball, what should you think about so that you '

can. hit someone with the ball? (where tgey ate going, how 6ast
they ane taavaing, whethet to thtow high on. Low, etc.)

When you are the dodger in a game of dodgeball, what should you
d6 so that you won't get hit? (Look at the baZZ, be teady to
-move, jump, tWiAt etc.)

References

1. Hanson, Sue K., and Curtis, Delores M. Educating Children
Movement. Honolulu, Hawaii: Edu-Keiki, 1977.

2. Rockett, Susan PA Owens, Martha. Every Child a_Winner, Lesson.
Plans I. -Ocilla, Georgia: ECAW.
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PROGRAM XIII LE N 1-

Lesson Concepts

New:' Overhand throw, twisting the trunk, arm poSition for the over-
hand-throw, follow-through, straddle

Review: Facing, step-throw, twist, focal point, opposition, T.elease
point, force development, tempo, hand preference, focal point

Lesson Focus

This lesson will develop the basic pattern for the overhand throw. It

is much more complicated than the underhand because many ..body parts
contribute to its success. Two important keys to a good throw are the
trunk twist and the step forward. in 'opposition. Give these your special
input today.

E u' ment and S atial Needs

An outside area at least 30' x 30' with a wall or fence
An area where a volleyball net could be set up
1 bean bag per child
1 yarn ball per couple
1 long rope to desighate starting line for throw (Eugth depend. an

Length 06 watt being used)

Learning Activities

(ChiCd4en Adttuted in designated aua.) See i f you can find a way to
twist your arms. .,.legs. Can you twist your whole body without moving
your feet?

This time slowly twist your body back toward your throwing hand and
then quickly untwist your body forward. What happens to your arms
when you do that? Tryit again. (They Awing wwand the body at a
medium tevee. )

Do you think you could twist up again and then just before you untwist,
step out? Which foot should you step'onto? Try one and then the other.
(-s tep in oppo6itLoh to tit/Lowing hand)

(nate a tong /Lope, on use an avaitabZe paLated tine, pakaLeee to the
wati, and about 1V-15' away prom it. In the (off' owing practice, :

would be hetp6we to have ate Ze6t handed peopEe in one group. Divide
the chiZditen decoAdingty 40 that the 6iAAt group iA Aptead out 6c/A
maximum use OS the /tope and watt.. The next gAoupS 4houtd be spaced
behind thein .so that att may, enact -Lee at one time.)

People in the first group, will you stand with one foot on each side
of the rope so that your throwing hand is away from the wall. This

is called "straddling" the rope, (AZE handed peopZe wiet
one.Way and te6t handed ih the opposite ditection.)

4
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Let's try twisting up and untwisting again. Ready?. Twist up away from
the wall and then untwist toward the wall. Twist upslowly and now
untwist quickly! Try it again and untwist your _tin very fast.

That's goOd. This time as you twist up, put all your weight on your b;ck
foot. Can anyone lift their front foot off the ground? Good.!" Now -

!tpp out toWardthe wall and untwist. Try it again. You're starting to
look like baseball pitchers!

Show me the muscles in our throwin arm. Hold it up sO4I dan check -it out.
ThOse muscles look good, as though you'll have lots of-power to throw the
ball ,hard and fast. Look at your arm and the way it is bent at your elbow.
-That's the way it'should be when you start your throw. Make sure that your
elbow is pointing out to the side and not ahead,of you. -.

(i4stkibute bean bags to each child.) First group are you ready? How
should-Your-feet be?- (4tAaddting the Line) Are you Facing the. right way?
(timowing hand away nom the watt) Hold your arm up so I can see your
strong muscle. (abow pointing out)

Ready? ,..twist u_, step out, untwist and throw your bean bag hard and
fast! Get your bean bag quickly and go to the-back.

Next group come up to the rope. Are you ready to throw? Check your feet,
check your arm. All right, twist up, step and untwist! Go and get your bean

bags. (Repeat with eveky group ,s0 that aZt have at £eas.t 2-3 tAiaLS.)

Do you think'- that you could look at the wall all the time that you are
twisting-and untwisting? (Make sane they continue to have the' side toward
the waft although they a4e_tooking at theLt tatget.) Pick out a place on
the wall and see if you can look at that focal point as you throw. (ALeow
each chitd to thkow 7-2 make times.)

Who can make their hand travel hard and fast as they let go of the ball?
This is called your follow throtigh when your hand keeps moving fast instead
of stopping as you throw. Do you think that following through will help
more-when you-want light or strong force! Let's try it out. First group...

etc.

(Divide,into paAtneks and exchange'bean bags 60k one yaks bate. Pt each
coupee. Attange chi-edken 4o that coupte4 aim on opposite sides o6 yout
`Llotteybatt net.)

Do you think you could throw the ball over the net to your partner? Be

sure to start with your side to .the net before you throW. Twist up, step

out and thr ow. What will you do to make the ball go high a0 over t*net?
--fiZt go sooner so that hand 4:4 pOin-Ung upwakd.)

(Wow chi-eft/Len to ptacti.ce bon sevetat minutes. You wat need to. tplikd
theth about e66icient thtowing because in,theit exci.tement theY uti,,W6oAget
to do the night .thing. This wite be patticueatty true in the next-gathi-)
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Culminating Activity

Do you remember the gameAhe children played that was called, "Clean Out
the Backyard"? What were they trying to do? (Get ,,id 06 ate the batt.o on
theik s.tde oA the-net.) What did they do when the wnistle blew? (They
6topped and hetd the batts quietty 3o that they coutd be counted.)
Remember to stay on your own side of the net.

(You may want to eztabtiAh hide Li:nu az guidez bon the chi.edken. _Fo4

econd ghade-Ts, yciu couZd'say that any bafe they tit/tow out-olibound/s does
t count against the othet team. At ow them to /tun akound on the outzide
fLetAteve out=o6-bound bat to and then th4ow them again broom theit own

6ida o6 the net. Vo not make any Aezttiction Aega4ding a back tine. Tha
wc:te encoulLage them to tiotow hand and bare. )

Follow-Up

1. WhIt is the name of the throw that we have been using today? (ovethand)
Why do you think it has this-name?

2. What can your body do to help you throw hard and fast? (twat and
untwat, aAm move4 quick.ey, atm Wtoms tivtough, boob Atep4 out)

Which way should you step as you throwl (towa,Ld -the .target)

How did you follow through to make the ball go over the net?
(hand pointed upwatd at you .Pet go)



PROGRAM XIII LESSON 2

Lesson Concepts

New: Overhand throw for accuracy, grip, arm position, catching a
rebounding ball

Review: Overhand throw pattern, overhand throw, for force, catching,
facing, body parts, level pathway, follow through

Lesson Focus

Today's lesson reviews the overhand throw and adds several important points.
Thes'e are integrated into the new emphasis on accuracy. Gross accurac
above or below a certain line, is narrowed down to throwing at a smal_er
,target. The children may have more difficulty catching today, because the
overhand throw is usually harder and faster.

Equipment an_d Spatial_ Needs

An outside area at least 30' x 30' with a wall or,,provision for a volley-
ball net or a rope suspended at about 6-10 feet from the ground

All available rebound nets
1 fleece ball (yatn ()aft 04 Othe 4ogt bal.) for each couple
1 long rope to straddle for the throw
1- tennis (on puka, ,sponge, geece) ball per child

Learning Activities

(Chitilten shoutd be 4catteted thnough the atea.)
Let's warm-up today by twisting as many different parts of our bodies as
we can Arms...legs...neck...trunk... Pretend you have a ball and you're
going to throw overhand. Ready? Twist,up... and untwist. Let's add the
-step-too.--Ready? Twist up... step out... and untwist!

(Antange cta66 .tn gtoup6 teady to , throw at,the waa. U4e. /Lope again ,so
that the chiZdter acite be Aeminded to 4tand with theit 6ide4 to the waZZ.)

Now today, we're going to add a few more important ideas so that your throw
is even better. When you hold the ball you want only your thumb and first
two fingers to touch the ball. Can you make a letter "V" with your
fingers? Now place the tennis (pu(aa, geece, etc.1-ball in the "V"-and
hold it with our thumb. (Vistnibute baUfs while chiZdten ate thinking
about t.eit 6ingetz.)

See if you can hold the ball, using this grip, out away_froluour.-ear.

If you can, then you will be able to throw farther and-faster. (Had hand
out in u4eZe po,sition, with e2baw pointing out to the bide and hand away
inom the ean.)-

Do you think you-coVld.throw the ball above therline on the wall (on thnow
high on the watt, on .throw oven the net)'? Throw it hard and fast! (Give
each-chitd 7-2 tuAn4.)
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Do you think you could throw your ball under the line (on Low an the
watt, an under the net)? What are you changing to make the ball go
high or low? Which way is your hand reaching?

(V vide them into paktneks and aZZow them to choose the type o6 batt
they wish to use.) Find a space with your partner and see if you
can throw the ball back and forth using the overhand throw.

How close can you throw the ball to your partner? What helps you throw
the ball straight? Are you :iirartnerio0? Are you steppins
out toward:Your partner? Are you reaching ;your toward

Who can throw their ball so that it makes a high curving pathway? Try

it again and see how close to your partner you can make it land.

See if you can catch the ball as it comes to you. Watch the ball and
get ready to move in line with it. Are your palms facing-the ball as
it comes down? Can you remember how to make it land softly? (Fat
the baZt down AO that it gkaduatty come to a 4top.) Do y_ou think you
could pull the ball down on your throwing side so that it will be easier
to throw right away?

-1AiLliange gii.dup4 at rebound nets sub-cf.-cu.-We --Cta6s 40 that haL o6 the
gkoup is wokking at the watt.) Let's see if you can throw the ball into
the rebound net and catch it as it rebounds back to you. Start with a
soft throw and when you can catch those easily then step back and
throw harder.

(16 you are ming the waZZ to suppColent the rebound nets, uae PG 5"s
on 6"s so that they kebound ea4LLy. Rotate groups 40 that att have

both expekiences.)

Culminating Activity

Play "Push the Pig to Market" using the overhand throw. Be sure that
the "Pig" is large enough, because they will probably have more difficulty

with accuracy than they did when rolring the ball.

(e/G-encouta-g-e .the -chadAen-to-make up a game which uses the overhand

thh_ow and catching i6 they want. ALLow them to use any equipment which

is avaitabZe. Smatl groups on 2-3 witZ he abte to come up with a plan
mane eaoLLy than a range gkoup.)

Follow -U2

1. How can you make the ball go high into the air? (keZease high,

swing and point hand high, Zook up)

2. What do you do to make .the ball go right to your partner? (Zook

at paAtnek, ,step towarLd pattnea, retch out and 6o11ow through)

What do you like best about working with the rebound nets?
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PROGRAM X I I I- LESSON 3

Lesson Concepts.

New: Dodging, throwing at a target that can change its tempo, level
direction, etc.

Review: Rolling, overhand throw at a target, tempo, level, direction,
pathway, facing, walk, run, jump, fast stops and starts

Lesson Focus:

The big day has arrived... we're going to play dodgeball! Although most
have played before, their dodging skills may not be very good. Emphasize
how important it is to face the ball at all times. Otherwise many will see
it coming, turn their backs, close their eyes, and get hit anyway. They
have to look at it to know when and where to dodge.

-and- ial Needs

An area at least 30' x 30'
Lines to mark side and end lines of space or ropes to designate boundary
Wall space for "Wall Dodge" if available

.

1 yarn ball for every two children
1 PG 5" or 6" or other small ball that will roll for every three children

Learning Activities

(The chitchen Ahoufd be Heated in a gkoup.) Do you remember when someone
rolled a ball and you tried to hit it with another rolling ball? Today
instead of trying to hit a rolling ball, you will be rolling at a person as
they walk across -your path.

Get into groups of three and sit down again. (A6k one gh.oup to Atand and
demonAtAate.) These, two are going to begin as the rollers. Stand about
15' - 20' apart facing each other. (Attie) will be the walking target.
She's going to start at about the middle and walk across slowly - -- without
changing her tempo The person with the ball should decide quickly where
to aim, and then roll the ball ahead of (Attie). When each person has had
a chance to be the moving target, then you could increase the speed.
(DiAtiibute PG 5'6, 6'6 o' othelt bat that wiZZ 40,M)

(Exchange ycom.bafts lioA the PG bats.) This time the person with the ball
may throw overhand and try to hit the person in the middle. The person who
is the target' should watch the ball and decide when to speed up or slow down.
(Have the ch,Ltdaen aim beZow the 6houZdeft.4.)

Come and sit down please. What was the person in the middle trying_ to do?
(dodge the bate,.tAying not to get hit) What did you do. to dod-e? 'changed
ttmpol ldhif7iise could :you do? (change Zeuet, dilLeetion,- pathway, oft jump,
twai% Atop, etc.)-
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(16 you have suWcient wate space 04 "Watt Dodge," then divide gAvup into
pattneu. One chad is the dodge4 (w ith back to watt).and the other pc4soa
is the th'rowe'r (64om astound 10'-15'). Vemomst4ate with one coupte and empha-
size how_impottant it is 04 the dodge4 -to 6ace theth4owe4 and to watch the
bat. They exchange pfaces when a hLt is made 04 you may exchange them eveity-
minute i6 theAe hasn't been a hit.)

(16 uou4 watt space a timited, then continue to wokk trt thAeez 'Ttipl'e

Dodge." In this game the/Le cfte two thkowe44, one bate, and one dodgeA who
stands in-the_ -middfe- DemonstAate with one thuesome and emphasize how
impoktant it is 04 the dodge4 to tiace the th/towea and -to watch_ the bate.
The th4owe4 and the dodger exchange p aces ateA a:La m e 04 you may
exchange them evoty minute -L6 theke hasn't been a kit.)

Come and sit and let's. talk about what you have discovered about dodging a
ball. Which way should you face? Where should you look? Where should you
stand? (as 6a4 away pLom the th4owe4 ass the boandakies avow) What are some
of the things you did to dodge the ball? (jumped, moved sidewa4d, etc.)

What did you do as the thrower to try to fool the dodger?- (Pte- tended -to
thhow one way and thAew anbthet, changed the speed o6 th4ows, th4ew some
-kfgh and some tow, etc.)

Let's play "Two in the Middle." We'll put together two couples so there are
fou" of you together. Decide which couple will be the first throwers and who
will be the dodgers. The throwers need one yarn ball (put att. otheaz into
containek to = avoid accidents.) The people in the middle should work as a
team so they won't get hit. When someone is hit however; they both exchange
with the throwers. (Continue -to emphasize the points o6 dodging as you melve-
64om g4oup -to g4oup.)

Culminating Activity

Do you remember "Galloping Bronchos?" Dow many teams do we need? (th4ee)

(A'r'range two teams on the side boundaAies o6 a Aectangfe and have the tkitd

team at one end fine. The object is 04 those on the end fine to dodge and
Auk' to the opposite tine. Those on the Side eines ake the th4owets. Theme

a no penalty 6oAMeing-hit and no one a etiminated. The same group dodges
white /tanning back to the o4iginat eine and then exchanges pfaces.- Use aboa
one thi4d the numbest o6 batts as you have people in class; i.e., 30 peop4
5 bates bon each side team o6 th4oweAs.)

Follow-Up

1. What were some of the tricks that you used to try. to foal the dodger?

2. When you were a dodger, what did you try to do sVithat you wouldn't

get hit?
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Program XIV

Projecting
the
Ball

Movement Concepts

Striking with body parts, application of force, relationship_ of impact=to
desired direction, parts of the ball, facing of the striking surface,
stabilization of _a body part, pushing, dribbling with the hand in various
directions, levels,-and pathways

Objectives

After three lessons related to the concepts covered in Program XIV, the
children will show evidence of underct,Aing:

1. Their own body by their ability

feel the difference between a pUsh and a hit,
stabilize a body part at time of contact.'

2. Ways the body moves by their ability to:_

strike a ball with_variouspody_parts,
strike a ball in a Ipecific direction, with a certain amount of
force,-to-a-specifted level,'

strike a stattgnary..or_a moving ball,
push a bail, as in dribbling, in the-desired direction, at-the

proper tempo, to varying levels, and with differing-amounts of
force,

push pass the ball intoa hoop-and to a partner.

Ways to control their body by their ability to:-,

maintain a curved hand position.while extending the arm,
dribble through space avoiding and going over, under, and around

equipment.

4. Ways to Cooperate with other people by their ability to

strike the.ball back and forth'trying to get as many hits as possible,.
work as a team to, keep the ball tiOoff.the'flbor and over the net,
push a ball to a partner that is easy to get.
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5. Some of the basic principles of movement by their ability to:

hit a ball in the desired direction by facingthstrikinct
surface toward the target,

apply force to a specific portion of the ball which is in line
with the desired pathway,

distinguish between a hit and a push. -

Focus for the Teacher

Two diversely different skills are introduced together because they both
project the ball and because they are often easier to learn in contrast.
Striking the ball with body. parts is essential to many sports, but it is
also the forerunner for striking with rackets, paddles and bats. The basic
skill of pushing was used in vaulting, but now it is essential to bouncing,
dribbling, and passing a ball.

Focus for the Children

The-skills today are striking a-ball_with. different body parts and dribbling.
or bouncing a ball. Watch carefully because in some ways these skillS are
the same, but there is one major difference between the two. Can you figure
out what it is?

Follow-Up

1. What is the biggest difference between striking and bouncing a ball?
(stAiMing--you kit Lt and bouncingyou paah _.t)

2. How many different body parts can you think of that yoLi could use to
strike the ball?

3. Can you name another time when you need to be able to push?_
(push someone in a owing, in a wagon, on a bike, you push,when you
vautt ove4 some

References

1. Hanson, Sue K., and Curtis, Delores M. Educating Children for
Movement. Honolulu, Hawaii: EduKeiki, 1977.

2. Rockett, Susan & Owens, Martha. Every Child a Winner, Lesson
Plans I. Ocilla, Georgia: ECAW.
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PROGRAM my

Lesson Concepts

New: Striking with body parts, application of force, relationship of impact
to desired direction, parts of the ball, repeated actions

Review; Development of force, level, sequence of actions, duration, direction,
follow through, step, twist-untwist, focal point

Lesson Focus:

This lesson introduces sending the ball away by striking it. Encourage the
use of many body parts during-their exploration of the skill. Striking with
the head, knees, chest, thighs, legs and feet are all used in soccer. Volley-
ball, of course, uses the hands and forearms for setting, serving and spiking.

E i lent and S atial Needs

A 30' x 30' area that does. not have low hanging lights
1 8" vinyl ball per child (ok othe4 Ught-weight bait)
Maximum number of high or medium highway cones up to 1 per three children
All your rebound nets

Learning Activities

gkoup -seated) Listen to my hands as they clap this rhythm
.

( i, c., "Jack_ Sp,tat coued eat no Sat. ") (116c. th,Ls khythm to have tfiem clap to
6tont 06 .thee body, ovek head, o6 to one 6ide. .Contrinue the 6ame 4hythm
white gentty -6-Capping vatioto body pa is and the gooA.)

This is called hitting or striking. Striking the ball with different parts
of the body is very important in the game of soccer.* Some times you hit the
ball with your knee, or your head, or your leg, or your chest. When people
play volleyball,* what parts of their body can hit the ball? (hands and Pte.-
alms ,,Ife) (*Relate -to spotts samitiat to chiedten.)

((7r:st,ribute the vinye baeF to each chLtd.) Think of the sound that your
hands make when they strike each other as you clap. Can you make a striking
sound and hit the ball up toward the sky?

Who can find another body part to use? Good, 1 see people using their knees
...people hitting with their elbows ... Have you tried using your head?

How high can you make the ball go? Which part works the best for you to
make the ball go very high into the sky? Which part of the ball are ou
hitting to make the ball go straight into the air? (bottom)

See if you can hit the ball-.into the. air with some part of:your body that
Is above your waist, (1 6;euabotas...6homedvo...-headz..,) What-parts
below your waist can you find to hit the ball straight upward?
thigh... anhZe... 600t...)
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Using any body part you want, do you think you could hit the ball only
as high as your head? What dicLyou change to make it stay at that lower
level? (shah tea back4wing, Less 6oteow thaough, ,5,-fowca, maybe no step)
(they aae paobab4 using the underhand staikinq pattean.)

Now tidiLJILAL5L1110!5 you can and feel the difference in what your body
does. Do you still hit the bottom of the ball? (yes) What changes did
you make to have the ball go so high?

Can anyone find a way to hit the ball two times in a row? Try it again.

What is important for you to do? (Look at the batt, move under it, get

hand-6 heady...) Can you hit it once with your hand and the second time
with a different body part?- (1 see someone coing theia hand and theiA

knee...)

Throw the ball into the air and see-if you can hit it hard while it is still

over your head. Can you jump up to meet it? Are you hitting it as hard as

you can?

Can anyone hit h= ball downward? What part of the ball are you-hittin ? .

(top) Try to 'use a different body part to hit the ball downward. 1 see

-someone using,theia 6oaehead...) See if you can hit it harder...really smash
it into the floor! Use your hand to hit it downward very hard and fast. Do

you think your arm looked like the overhand throw? (This L catted sttiking

with the oveahand pattek.)

See if you can make up a One for yourself of hitting the ball downward and

then, without catching it, hit it upward. Hit it down...hit it up!

(Ataange chi.editen .ti gitoup4 (26 two OA mane at a medium on high highway

cone. Have_them keep one vinye bate and aetuan otheas to 6.ontaine/L.
Oaganize them AO that One Chi.ea is the "hittea" and the othea'chied OA-

eh-Ltd/Len cute the %ietdek-s." The baft :4 to be pZaced on top o6 the high-
way maAkeit and the chid wifte -then use a 4idea/u» paean to hit .the bate

haad and 6ast. Have them aotate a6te4 each hL

(Move 6kom group to group and give hints aetated to the basic pattean. Foe

exampee, ...a/Le you watching the bate? ...be suae you've stepping out as

you swing. ...aae you twisting up and untoi4ting? ...aae you Liottowing

thn.ough hand and (,ast?)

Culminating Activity

(Put away cones and divide chitdaen into:gaoups at the rebound netts on, at a

wate.) -Stand behind this line (about 8-10 beet away) and see if-you can

hit the ball into the net. What part of the ball will you hit to make it go
straight out to the net? When the ball bounces back see if you can catch it

... or even hit it again.

Follow-Up

Y: What part of the ball.doyouhit when you want it to go straight up? -

...when you want Wto gostraight down? ..:when you want it to go

ahead of you?

2. What bOdy parts do you like to hit the ball with? Why do you think they

are easier?
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PROGRAM.XIV LESSON 2

Lesson Concepts

New: The facing of the striking surface, stabilization (makbig the pcmt
5t-2ong) at contact

Review: Development of force, application of force, follow through, level,
intensity, body parts, facing. opposition, striking

Lesson focus

This=is_a_continuation of the previous lesson. The principles are reviewed
and the new emphasis is on the importance of the facing of the striking
surface at the time of contact. The children will hit the ball back and
forth across a line, over an object, and finally over the volleyball net in
a game called "Keep It Up."

E went and 5 atial Needs

An area 30' x 30' which does not lights
1 vinyl ball per child
1 short rope per couple or lines on the surface
1 volleyball net and stands
1 large beach ball
A mixture of small equipment to hit the ball over (a.EZ (i uAdZe4, b.eoc12 6 and

tube_6, geonieVac Shapes, jump 4tanda4d6, a ,suspended tope, a -Cow net)
1 item per couple

Learning Activities

(C1Ud4en .shoutd be scatteAcct-taLth thei! awrr uLay--e bate.) Do you remember
how you hit the ball high into the air? Use at least three different body
parts to hit the ball as you warm-up.

Try hitting it to just a medium level. Think about what you change so that
the ball-doesn't go too high. Can you hit it to.a low level? What -does it
feel like to use just a light-amount of force?

Who can hit the ball hard against the groUnd? What part of the ball are yot
hitting? Can you hit it harder so that it rebounds high into the air? How.
high can you make it bounce? What pattern are you using? Is it underhand?
(no) Is it overhand? :COW:

Who can .hit the ball into the air, let it bounce and then hit it again?
Keep your feet ready to move. Travel quickly to get your body under the
ball. Can you use your other hand or a different body part?

When you want to hit the ball with yourhand straight up to the sky,-which.
may-is your.pAirlifacing when it hits the ball? jstitaigktup) -Try. that.out'

anitsee- if you agree.

way-does your palm face when you want to hit the ball hard and fast
'right down to the ground? at ace down) -Decide which direction you want
to hit the ball and make your hand face that way as-it hits the ball. Did

it work?
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Find a way to hit the ball with both hands at the same time. How do you
keep them together? See if you can swing both of your arms upward as
you hit the ball. Do your legs help?

How do your wrists feel when you hit the ball hard and fast? Try it again
and think about your wrists. Do they feel stron: and firm or loose?
(stAong and 6iiim) Keep your wrists firm this time and hit the ball
high using both hands. Did it go higher this time?

(Divide chiedAen into paAtnens and have them keep one ball. Use tines
on the- peztying suAtiace cot-giveseaelt---c-oupt-e-a-4hatt-jump_itope-tia-6eitve

as a dividing tine. One person stands on eitheA side o6,the tine a. .they

hit the bate back and 6otth to each otheA. The bate may bounce in between,
hits. A beach bate cowed be used 6or hits into the'aiA overt the eine.
Encomage coopekat(lon so that they may have many tu)Lns. Do not keep
scote.)

(Exchange the hope a piece o6 equipment which is to be placed on
the center?. tine. Thi.6 6eAUCA as a .type o6 "net" 60n them to hit cum
As you walk among the 9/Loops, tat about stepping out, having the hands
fiacing wheAe they want the bate to go, hitting the /Light pact oi .the
bait, and moving the_ beet to get into position.)

CulrOrlatir Activit

(Divide the ch-Uctken into two team, one on ether side o6 a volCeybatt
net. This game is called "Keep tt Up," which says just about evekything.
A taAge beach bate 4:4 hit into the and the teams tity to keep it 066

the ground. They may use any numbe& o6 hits belime sending it a07-044 the
net. Thete'is no scoAing, but Aathek the .bun o6 hitting it oven the net
should su66ice 6or most.)

Follow --U

1. When you want to hit the ball toward the sky, which i part of the ball

do=you contact?

Which way shouldyourpalm face if you want the ball to go down to
the ground?

3. Should your wrist be strong and firm when you hit, or loose and
floppy? Why?
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PROGRAM XIV LESSON

Le on ConcdpI5

Pushing, dribbling the ball with the hand-, dribbling in various
directions, levels, pathways, etc.

Review: Striking, body parts, parts of the ball rhythm, direction,
level, pathway, locomotor skills

Lesson Focus

Another Way to project the ball is by pushing it. This skill is used in
the hand dribble, chest pass, bounce pass, chest shot, etc. Slapping
the ball is the most common error for the young child as he/she atteMpts_
to dribble it Help the child become aware of the difference between a hit,
and a push and they will be on their way to better performanCe.

Equipment and Spatial Needs

1 PG 5", 6", 7" or 8" per child (anything 4rna.E-EL Oh Zakgi wiZE negative-Ey
e66ect the peAliolunance)

An area-with a hard surface about 3a" k3W--
A variety of equipment to bounce around, over, under, through (i.e.,

h,cghway cones, h utdte4, geoinettic 6hape6, btock4 and tabu, uptight
hoops, around tikes, etc.)

1 hula ,hoop per couple

Learning Activities

chiedken seated in gkoup'neat you. Clap your hands ...1 ...2 ...3
4.your legs ...1 :i.2 ... Hit your thighs ...1 ...2 ...3! - Now

press your palms together. Feel them Eilltina! NO against the ground
with your hands ..- with your feet ... with another body part... 4

Is there any sound when you push? If you closed your eyes could you tell
if I were pushing or striking something?

(Vistkibute the ULM. ) Put the =ball on the =floor right in front of you
or place your hand on top of the ball. Use curved soft ftn ers and ush
the ball straight against the floor. Try it with your other hand.
Now push the ball against your thigh.

Put the ball back on the floor and See if you can hit the top of it
several times until it bounces up. Does a hit feel different from a

.5tand up and see if you can push the ball toward the floor. Did your
hand make any sound? The ball will make a sound as it hits the floor,
butyour hand should be very quet.

What'part of the ball are you pushing to make it go straight down to
the ground? (top) Is tliat;the.simeIPlace you would hit the ball if you
wanted to strike it down to the floor? (Yes)

What parts of your -arm help you to push? (6ingeks, wkist utdet)
Push the ball down again and feel your fingers working. Can you feel
your wrist bending each time you want to LEisli? Think about your whole
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arm working to=push the ball. If you were helping to push a car, would
you use Just your fingers? (no)

Try bouncing the ball with the other hand and think about the parts that
are helping you push. See if you can bounce one time' -with one hand and
then.with the other. Keep changing back and forth, Seejlow smoothly
you can make the change. Do you feel your knees bending as you bounce?
Try it out.

Who thinks they could dribble the ball and have it come up to their waist?
Can you make it come uponly to your knees? Cpuld you push harder and
have it come up as high as your head? Do you think you could dribble the
ball on one spot and then walk around the ball in a circle as you
keep bouncing? How far around your body can you dribble the ball without
losing it?

Who can find a way to travel forward and dribble the ball along with you
What part of the ball are you pushing to make it go forward? (top /Lew)
Do you feel your hand reach forward each time?

Can anyone travel backward and take the ball with you? What part of the
ball are you pushing agAinst? (6/Lon t top) Which way is your hand facing
as you push? (backwatd)

Try-traveling toone,side and keep the ball bouncing. Experiment and
AndHout-which-hand-is--easier-for-you to-use-when you-travel-to the
right and to--the left Can anyone dribble to the right side about
five times and then smoothly go back the other way five times?

What if you wanted to run throughout our space, could you take the
ball with you? Let's try it out. Ready? Begin...and stop. Hold the
ball. What did you change so that the ball could go with you? (pu4hed
it out 6aAtheit ahead bon each bounce.) Try it -again and see if you can
use any other locomotor skills (,shpping, gattoping, hopping) .

(Divide gtoup into par=tners with one,batt. Put others away to avoid
accidents.) Will the person who puts away their ball please bring back -

one hula hoop? Put the hoop down between you and yobr partner. See
if you can push the ball back and forth to each other and have it
bounce inside the hoop. (Wow them to -stand as ciose as they want at
6tst.) Which way should your hands be pushing?' (towakd the hoop)
Can you feel your fingers, wrists, elbows and shoulder workings
could you do with your feet to give you better balance and more pushing
power? (step out in oppo,5ition towatd the hoop)

Culminating Activfty,

(Set up a vatiety o6 equipment seatteted thAoughout the space. Suggest
that the chiLd/Len can d/Libbte in di6-6e/tent pathways and When ,they come to
a piece o6 equipment they can d/tibbZe oven, on go through, on some may be
abte to dtibbZe andet. Each child shoued have his/het own bate.)

Follow-Up

1. What is the biggest difference between, dribbling the ball and
striking it
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Program XV

Kicking

Movement Concepts =4

Foot dribbling, stopping the ball with the foot, place kick pattern, place
kick for distance, place kick for accuracy, kicking a pitched ball, punting,
making up a game

Objectives

After three lessons_, related to the concepts covered in Program XV, the
children will show "evidence of understanding:

1. Their own body by their ability to:

stabilize their ankle at the time of contact.

2. Ways the body moves by their ability to:

kick a stationary 'ball for distance and accuracy,
kick a rolled ball for 'distance,
dribble with either foot while walking or running in different
pathways,
punt a ball for efficiency of pattern,

Mays to control their body by their ability to:

dribble a ball in a shared space and notMump anyone,
simultaneously 1:12p themselves and a ball using only their feet,.

6 analyze the oncoming rolled ball and make appropriate adjustments
for kicking:

4. Ways to cooperate with.other people by their, ability to:

work with a partner in a practice or game,
work with 3-4 people on a team,
share the responsibility of fielding-or catching,
share the fun nf _kicking the ball through the goal,

. .

SOme of the.basic 'principles of movement hy their ability to:

develop a forc eful kick by increasing the backswing, follow
Thiaugh, speia, and stability,
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FOCUS

kick the ball in the desired direction by facing the striktng
surface toward the target,
.gaLy forcetoa specific portionofthe ball which is in-
line with the desired path.

for the Teacher

This program shows the use of agile feet as they foot dribble, place
kick, kick a pitched ball, and punt. For each one of the kicking skills,
the basic principles are the same. Although children generally enjoy
-kicking, they are often not as proficient with their feet as with their
hands-. This is understandable since the hand skills emerge first as
the child matures.

Focus for the Children

This is a program that gives you all the information on kicking to
help you get better. Have you ever tried to walk and take a ball
along with you? Sounds easy doesn't it? But I guess I forgot to say
that only your feet can touch the ball! This is called dribbling the
ball. You will also see the boys and girls kicking as far and as
high as they can. Watch for safe ways to use the space when kicking.

Follow-Up

V. Can ydu name-or describe some o he different=ways you saw people
kicking the ball today? (dAibbte, tle4ce kick, kicking a !totting
bat, punt)

2. What would you do to make the ball go hard and fast?

3. Do you think you could, kick the ball high intothe air? What are
some things you would do with your leg or foot to do that?
(6u1? ow thitough with teg towcw4the ,sky, po-61t-toes up, tity to
-kick the bottom o6 the bate, have the st,t.iking ,suk6ace 6acing up).

References

1. Hanson, Sue K,, and Curtis, Delores M. Educating Children for
Movement. Honolulu, Hawaii: ydu-Keiki, 1977.

2. Rockett, Susan & Owens, Martha. Every Child a Winner, Lesson
Plans I. Ocilla, Georgia: ECAW.
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PROGRANLXV - LESSON 1

Lesson Concepts

New: Foot dribbling, exclusive use of feet, contact portion,of foot,
stopping the ball With the foot almie.

Review: Level, intensity, contact place on ball, parts of the foot,
pathway, tempo, relationship to an object

Lesson Focus

Dribbling with the feet is something new to most of the children and
therefore they will probably give special attention to the lesson.
Allow, and in fact encourage, them to explore and use a variety of
parts of the foot to move the ball You-may want to make a game of
"no hands" on the ball for the entire lesson to emphasize how much
they really can do with their feet alone. (Those with bate beet
'tt be aae to pick up the yalw batt with :their toes to put it

away!)

Equipment and Sa tial Needs,
_

An area about 30' x 30' which is relatively smooth and flat
1 yarn ball for each child
A variety of equipment for the children to go around - 1 -er chil_d

(cone-4, /singe bZock4, bean bag.4, pecotie bOttee4 Ok -owing pin4)
1 short jump rope for every couple

Learning Activities

(Chadten scatteted within de4ignated area.) We'regoing to use our
feet and ankles a lot today, so begin by warming them up. Remember
to-twist your foot first one way and then the other. Do it slowly
and feel the stretching in your foot and ankle.

1Disttibute yatn bakt4.1 Find a way to travel around yobr-yarn ball
on three -baseS of support. Can you go over it and.n.ve. your back face

the sky? This time go over with the front of-your facing upward.

Today is a "no hands" day as you work with the ball. Only_y2vr feet

can make it move! Can you find a way to move the ball inside our own

personal space L.ii-LJR_claixyour feet?.Can=yov_make it.travel
side and then to the other?

Let's begin traveling in ourshared space. See if you can take the ball

with you every place .that you want to go. Try going to one side
then to the other...Can anyone go backward? Who can move more quickly
and have the ball stay with them?

Come in and sit down. When you want to go forward, what part of the
ball are you hitting with your,foot? (teat) Does this remind you of
the way you hit the ball with your hand to make it go forward? (Yes,

you have to hit the teat aLso.). Where did you-hit the ball when you
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wanted it to go to the side? (on

wanted the ball to go backward? (64ov t of the batZ)
te st:de) How about when you

Try it again, using many different parts of your feet to hit the ball,
and see if you can make it go where you want. Find your own space
and begin. (I see peopte using the insides _ theit6eet, the outoides,
the,ut have you titLed yowl. heeto?)

Think about a certain pathway that you want to take. Is it straight
zig-zag or curving? Do you think you could travel that way and take
the ballwtpiypp? Try it out Good' Now think of a pathway you
haven't used and begin again.

(Have c1iied4en .seated neat equipment.) When you are called, please
pick up one piece of equipment and take it back to your personal
space. If your yarn ball has some dark blue in it yotc may get your
one piece of equipment, etc.

Find a way to travel around your equipment as you dribble, or move,
the ball with your foot. Try using different parts of your feet. Now
turn around and go the other way.

--Move-your-ball-back -about-three-big steps tan ycfri-bUletbil-your
equipment, go around it, and then back where you are starting? Try it
again and go the other way.

Let's travel tn our big,'shared space. Dribble the ball as you go in
and out and around the equipment. Ready? Begin. Increase your speed'
Ready? Freeze' (Wow time to get bocM with 6eet.) How did some
of you stop the ball so quickly? Let's all try it again and see if
you can find a way to stop it.without using your hands' Ready? Go!

Pretend that the equipment is poison and you don't want your ball to
touch it Can you control your ball so well that it doesn't run into
any of the blocks or bottles, etc.? Ready? Go! (Retu4n equipment)

(Have eh-ad/ten seated to a gitoup.) You and your partner should each
have a yarn ball. and one short rope to share. In a moment, take your
rope and stretch it out on the ground in your own space. Then see if
you can discover a way to use your foot to "lift" the ball up and over
the rope without touching it. (No liaik picking it up with youit Via!)

Begin. Yes, I see people getting it over the rope... What pa_rt of
your foot -did you use to get the ball'into the air? (the top an ins
What part of the ball will you have to hit if you want.it to go up?
jiTte bottom newt) Let's all try it again.

(Fon_ the next aclt-tvity Beep about 5 off] the 'ropes and 4 the nut to
the containek. Have one-hati of the chi.eten put away
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Culminating_ Activity

(V vide the chifdAL ,to c teams by 6pLating the paktneA,s tAetch
out the ILope-s and to end to tio4m the centen. dividing :tine between the

two teams.)

Today we're going toty-y."Clean out the Back Yard" using only your feet!

What if the ball is way far in the back of the playing area, what will

you do?- (dtibbee _it up eto,se)L) NOW will you get the ball up and over

the rope? (contact the bottom ,newt oti the bate.) If the ball is coming

toward your body, do you think you could
land

it without using your

hands? Let's try it out, ready? Begin. and Freeze! Did you remember

to find a way to stop the ball with just your foot? Let's all try it

again, etc.

Follow-Up

1. What is this special kind of kicking called when you travel and

take the ball with you? (dtibbting)

2. What_parts of your foot can you use to dribble? (ate pants)

3. How did you use your foot to get the ball off the ground? (put

it.undet the bale and hit with the top oti the tioo.t)
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PROGRAP1 XV LE-SSW 2

Lesson Concepts

New: Place kick pattern, place kick for distance, place kick for
accuracy, making up a game

Review: Dribbling, stability of part at contact, level, development
of force, application for force for placement, cooperation with
a partner

Lesson Focus

This is an exciting lesson because the children love to kick! It is
also a time for application of many of the principles of force and
accuracy that they already know. -Once.the children realize that
principles are consistent from skill to skill, they will have not only
greater confidence but a depth of understanding that will leave many
adults. far behind.

Eql.lipment and Spatial Needs

A-spaceittiat_is_large_enough___for___the chi ldten_to_k_ick_saf
using the heavier balls.

A wall space which the children can kick against (04 a ienae)
Line or ropes at about 10', 15' and 20' from the wall
1 yarn ball for each child
1 vinyl ball for each kindergartner and first grader
1 PG 8" for each second grader
A variety of eqUipment for goals (back4, hutaeA, ptas bo

cone6, jump standad4)-1 set per couple

Learning Activities

(ChiZd4en 4cattuted u t n =pace about 30' x 30'. Di4tAib(, te the ya4n
batt,s.) Travel all, around our space and see if you can take the aTT
with you by dribbling it with your foot. Can you use different parts
of your foot? Are you using both of your feet? See if you can travel
more quickly. I see everyone going in a forward direction, can you
go another. way?

Stop and find a personal space with your ball on the ground; See if
yoU can kick the ball off the ground; Which part of the ball will you
try tO-hit7iAltii-your-foot?---tbattom-keaAl What- part -of -your foot do
you want to hit the ball? (The top OA inztep beck it i.4 6acing up.)

What else can you do to get the ball up of the ground? Are you getting
a good back swing and follow through? How far back can yoLvtake your
foot before you kick? ,Dd that help. Which way should your foot
go-after it kicksAhe bll?_ (Up) Stretch that leg and point your

Does your ankle feel'strong as you hit the ball? Try to tighten your
ankle as yób kAcicst- that it doesn't- feel-floppy.
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(Exchange yawn Ma-6 6on. v.inyt batz (on. PG 8H4 son. 6econd gkade).
up Zinez, on Aope6, about 10', 19' and 20' 6/Lam the watt. Gkoup chadken
the Length o6 the Une 60 that they may have maximum pfLactice kicking
again4t the watt.)

Let's all start from this first line. Put your ball down and take
maybe one or two steps back. Do you think you could kick the ball and
have it crash into the wall? How hard can you make it hit? First
people ready? Etc. (one tuAn eveiyone)

That was good. I saw people take a big step right up next to the ball,
swim their le' back and then hard and fast forward. Did you remember
to do all that? Let's try it again. (one An 60 everyone) Do you
remember what this kick is called? (roZace kick)

Who thinks they could kick it hard and fast againt the wall and have
the ball hit about this high (Show 1-2 'beet with your hand) off the
ground? How are you going to get it up there? Try out your ideas.

Do you remember what part of the ball to hit? Did you use the top of
your foot? Did anyone think about keeping their ankle strong?
Let's try it again. (Move them back to next tine 4_6 appit-opAiate.)

-Get a:Rarfner_and_come and sit down, We havedifferent kinds of
equipMent that you and your partner can use to make a goal for you
to kick the ball through. For example, I could set up these two cones
(about 10' apaAt.) My partner and I would then dciide how far away
to stand at first and we would put the ball down -at that place.- Then
we would take turns trying to kick the ball through the cones. (They
could stand on opp04.itt s=ides o6 the goat. to Aimpti'6y Aet/Lievae.1

Decide with your partner right now which equipment you want to use.
When you have decided, put one ball away:and get what equipment you
wish. Then take it out to a big space and begin to practice.

Culminating Activtfy

You and your partner make up a game using your equipment. (Second
glEadeu- could combine-two coupee.6 and the equipment.) Can you make
up a kicking game that uses dribbling and the kick?

Follow-Up

1. What can you do to get the ball to travel hard and fast?
(big back swing, step 6o4waad, bast 6o4w wLd swing, -otAong ankt,
good 6ottom 7th/weigh)

2. What do you do to get the ball off the ground? (60 t undelL the
batt, hit with top-o6 goot, strong anizle, 6oUow . through upward)

What did you do to make the ball go straight into the goal?
(clulhg AtAaight .toward the goaL, have pail o6 the 600t that hit
the batt 6ace the goat)
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PROGRAM XV - LESSON 3

Lesson Concepts

New: Kicking a rolled ball, punting

Review: Dribble, place kick, force development, application of force,
accuracy, rolling a ball smoothly and accurately, catching

Lesson Focus

After a-- review of dribbling and place kicking, the lesson moves into

'---kicking a rolled ball. Many of the inexperienced-kickers will have
problems that you might not have anticipated. A good place kicker will
suddenly "lose it" as he/she tries to determine the speed and pathway

of the ball in relationship to when to start the run, the step, the

swing and the kick. So, kicking may get worse before it gets better.

E ui -ient and S atial Needs

A space that is large enough for the children to kick safely when

using the heavier balls
A goal for punting (high on a wate, oven, come equipment, oven a kope,

etc.)
1 vinyl ball for each kindergarten and first grade child

1 PG 8" for each second grade child
For each game of 678 children: (Game I) hula hoop, 1 ball,.2 plastic

bottles filled with water or stones to keep them from blowing over;

(Game 2) 2 goal markers, one jump rope,-1 ball, 1 base or object

to mark first base

Learning Activities

(ChiZdAen 4catteked in Zange akea with own bate.) Put the-ball on

the ground and warm-up by dribbling around in your own personal space.

Try all different directions. Can you dribble it in a small circle?

and go around the other way? Let's travel through space dribbling.

(Art/Lange chadken Soo isa6e- peace kicking. T6 a waVE on, lience i4

avaitabZe have them continue to wotk on theta own, othekwize thea cou'd
uttieva 06 batts-.1 See how, hard and

fast you can kick the ball today. What do you-r6M6Mbe-r-ebOut-ktc-king7---

I see people who are using a big backswing I see someone with a
high follow through ... What part of the ball are you hitting? Does

your ankle feel strong as you kick the ball? Etc.

See if you, can- take two or three steps before you kick. Think about

how you will do that so that you can still take a step close to the

ball just before you kick, (Wow about 6ive minute 4 o6 ptactice:)
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Come in and sit down. Now we're going to have you practice kicking
a ball that someone rolls toyou. (Thi4 cated pitciang en kickball.)
(Tammy and Makk) will you come up? (MaAk),you take the ball and roll
the ball smoothly to (Tamd. What will Tammy do if the ball doesn't
come right to her kicking foot? (She will move hen body to get in

e. with the bat.) Ready? -Roll the ball... (Comment on what happened)
-t _e same person kick two times and-then trade jobs.

ve chadken wokking in paktneks on threes, using one ball. Check
heik satiety as ketated to the spacing o6 the gkoups. AZtow them -

to pkactice son about 6ive menu es.)

Everyone get a ball and come over and sit down. This time we're
going to punt the ball. This means that you hold the ball in both
hands at about your knee level, drop the ball, and then kick it

_beforif it hits the ground. Are you ready to try it? Co and find
a space and start

Be sure that you are holding the ball low enough when you drop it.
Are you dropping the ball or throwing it into the air? What part of
your fools kicking the ball? Your knee and leg shouldn't be hitting
the ball ... Are you following through? is your ankle strong?

See if you can hit the wall way up high as you Lpgit the ball. Are
you following through? (Can yoU punt the bate over the /tope, etc.)

Culminating Activities

Game 1: "Knock It Over" As a very simple kickball type of game. Divide
the class into teams of 34 children so-that all will have many chances
to field and kick. Demonstrate the game with one group and then disperse
the other groups to their own game area. At .both first base and home
there is one plastic bottle with either water or stones in it to keep
it from blowing over. To the left of the "home" bottle, a hula hoop,
is Placed flit on the ground. The ball is placed at home and the kicker
kicks it and to the first base bottle. The bottle must be knocked
over and the runner returns to_the.."Home" bottle and knocks it over
eko. In the meantime; the-fielders retrieve the ball and throw it to
the catcher who must then place it inside the hula hoop before the
runner gets home: Everyone kicks each inning. Mooutsare kept, Change
sides when each person on the kicking team has been up. The only
positions are fielder or catcher.

Game 2: "Kick it Through" is a simple combination of a one base kick-
ball game and a little soccer. Divide the class into teamsof-3-4-child-
ren. . 0n either side of "home," setuptwo-cones-fok-othekmakkeitAl
about 2Q' apart to designate the ,goal.- About 10-15 feet in front of the
goal make a line. There are no positions other than "fielder." The
person who is "up,"- kicks the ball and:runs to first base, tags it
with his /her foot, and runs back home. The fielders retrieve the
ball as quickly as possible and one of them runs in with the ball and
places it on the line and then kicks it through the goal before the
runner gets hOme..- Everyone kicks each inning. . No outs are kept.
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Follow-Up

1. What is it called when you drop the ball and kick it before it
hits the ground? (prating)

What are some things that you did today that made the ball
very high? ... very far?

Where should you look when you're trying to kick a rolling ball?
(at .tF , bdt,e)
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Program XVI

Striking

Movement Concepts

Striking with.a racket and paddle, the face of the implement, lever length,
striking a stationary and a thrown or hit ball, batting a stationary ball and
a pitched ball

Objectives

After three lessons related to-the-concepts covered in Program_XVI,the_
children will show evidence of understanding:

1. Their own body by their ability to:

c stabilize their wrists at contact,
feel their arum long and straight at contact.

Ways the body moves by their ability to

strikini a ball with a racket or addle
continuously strike a ball upward with an implement,
bat a stationary and a pitched* ball,
pitch a ball underhand*.

Ways to control their body by their ability to

control their wrists so that the facing of the implement is
correct,
maintain grip on the bat and not "throw" it on impact,

Ways to cooperate with ether people by their ability to

use the striking implements in a safe and responsible manner,
take turns at batting,.
take turns at fielding,
take turns- at pitching,
allow people to make mistakes at hitting, pitching and throwing
at the target without grumbling.

5. Some of the basic principles of movement by their ability to

hit a ball_in adeSiredairection by facing the striking surface
toward the target,

*This applies to second, grade usually.
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Apply forceto_a specific Portion -of the ball which is in line
with the desired path,

A-velaRLanca by increasing the backswing, follow through, speed,
length of lever, firmness at contact, etc.

Focus for the Teacher

This, the last program, introduces striking with various implements (rackets,
paddles, and flat bats). Some of.the principles have been established in
previous lessons on prOjecting the ball and kicking, but their application may
take some practice. Congratulations on completing the series! Here's hoping
that you have seen many places along the-.way that you-would like to expand upon.
or provide more practices for the= children, Co to it and best of luck!

Focus for the Children

Today the children are learning ti:3 use paddles, rackets, and bats in a fun and
safe way. 1,.latCh for ways to make the ball go high and far. Then see if you
can .discover how to use the striking implements so that the ball goes where
you want. Is there anything that you have learned about hitting a ball with
your hand or your foot that Would help you? This is the last program in the
television series. We hope that you have learned-many new things. - Remember-
it's important _to keep on practicing so that_your ski 1.1 s _get _bitter _end
then you'll have more fun too!

Follow -Up

1. Can you name some of the striking equipment that the children used in
the program? (4ckets, padaes, lit bat4, stocking aacketz, ping pong
paddies)

What will you do to hit the ball .so that is goes high or far?

What are some of the ideas that you learned about hitting a ball with
your hand or foot that you think are the same for hitting with a paddle
or racket?

References

1. Hanson, Sue K., and Curtis, DeloreS M. Educating Children for
Movement. Honolulu, Hawaii: EduKeiki-, 1977.

Rockett, Susan & Owens, Martha. Every Child a Winner, Lesson Plans
OETT1a, Georgia: ECAW.
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PROGRAM ESS 1

Lesson Concepts

New: Striking with a racket and paddle, striking surface is the ace,
lever leng relationship to force

Review: Striking ball with hand, striking surface toward target, part
of the ball contacted, leVel, intensity, direction, force develop=
ment, different body parts

Lesson Focus

This lesson is a direct outgrowth of hitting with hands and body parts.. Help
them Make this association by talking about the similarities. The boys and
girls will probably have more trouble using the implements because they extend
the striking surface farther from the body. Therefore the shorter the handle
on your racket r., etc., the easier it will be for the children.

Tpuipment_and Spatial Needs

An area at least 30' x 30' without hanging lights
1 vinyl ball for each child
A combination of paddles and rackets so that each child has one
One ball- for each paddle or racket (puka, terve.4, Gown, etc.)

(Chaditen ,scattotecithAoughout -space, each with own vinyt bat.)
Warm-up by seeing how many different body parts you can use to hit the
ball upward. Can you hit the ball higher? See if you can use both hands
at one time.

Remember you found a=way to hit the ball down toward the ground. Toss the
ball into the air and see if you can hit the top of it as it drops down.
Ailother way to do that is to smash the ball out of your own hand. See how
hard you can bounce it against the ground.

,-=

-See if you can hit the ball into the air, let it bounce, then hit it again
into the Air. 'How long can you keep this going as you travel? Be sure that
you're moving your feet to-get under the.ball-each time.

(Exchange'the batt4 Kok, .the 1iacket4 ancl. padd. ee, ptas one o6 the smatteA
ba2t,6 60A .0 se with the imptement.) It will be very important that- you
keep yoUr paddle or racket in your own personal space. Watch very care-
fully before you move into other peoples space as you chase a ball, because
they probably won't see you coming.

Find a space and see if you can hit. the ball upward with it What part of
the-ball-are you-§oing-to-hit?--Try to-keep-the-ball-at-a-medium-level
for awhile so that you have good control of it.

This part of the racket or paddle that you are using to hit the ball is
called the face, or the striking surface. Remember the face on the
paddle on the television program? Here's a silly sounding question...
Which way should the face face .if you want the ball to go down?
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How many times can you- hit the ball in a row without having to hit the floor?
What is the first thing that you must do if you are to become good at that?

soh ctt he bat4.1 The next thing you must do is to move our-feet quickly.
appen to your racket?. (Reach out and have tte liace dace u0.414!)

This time hit the ball very high as high as you can. What is helping --you
hit the ball so high? (back,siw-ing, liottow thtough, Acot movement, AtAtong
1.4),LiSt) See if making your arm longer and more stretched as you swing, gives
you more power. (Di-sec/Image Umited elbow action) Yes, having your arm long
will give you a lot of extra power!

Excharige your rac! -et or paddle with someone who has a different kind. How
far forward can you hit the ball? Are you using a long arm to give you a bet-
ter arm swing?

Think about your overhead throw. Can you toss the ball just above your head
and then hit' it hard on the top? ,Do you think yoUr arm swing looked-like
the overhand throw? Did it feel like it? Don't forget to grip the racket
tightl,y,as you hit the ball.

Culminatig Actjvity,

Make. up a game that you can play by yourself using one of the paddles or rac
and a ball. Maybe you will see if you can hit the ball to a high level and
then a low level and then high again... Another idea might be to see if you
can keep hitting the ball upward as you travel forward, backward ... sit down
..= stand up ... etc.

ets.

Follow-U

1. 'What is this part of your racket or paddle,-called? (point to the 6acc)

2. Which way should the face be facing if you want the ball to -go down? (down)

3. Where should you be looking if you want to hit the ball hard?. (at the
bate)
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PEDEAR

Lesson Conce

New: .Striking a hit ball, batting, a stationary ball, the stance,. the

grip, the swing

Review: :Striking with a paddle or_. racket, facing, face, development
of force, stepping out in apposition, trunk twisting, keeping

"eye on the ball"

sson Focus

A brief review of striking with rackets and paddles-prepares them lo
play a simple "over the' line" gamemith'a partner. Keevencouraging
them to step out and swing, because as they get5excited about the game

they may forget what to do. After creating a game with a variety of
equipment, batting is introduced with a stationary ball.

merit and S atial Needs

An area at least 30' x 30' for work with rackets-and paddles

A long area for the batting practice
All available-flat bats or plastic bats up to 1/2 the total in clasS

A number of batting.tees or tall highway,conesequal---to--the-number-of-

available bats
2 -fleece balls (paka, yarn, oonge) for every batting tee ,or Cone

1 racket or paddle for each child
1 small ball for use with the rackets or pad pea chid)
1 short jump rope per couple (are tines on sot__

L2AITLIsILActivities

(CUM/len-seated in a group.) Last time you practiced hitting the
ball with rackets and.paddles._ You practiced hitting the ball high

-and4low, straight down to the ground and up to the sky.. What are

some of the things that you remember about striking that helped you
.do a better job? Woking at it when ttying to-h-4t it, moving beet
t'or44et'undet i.t, etc.)

In a moment, choose a:racket or paddle and a ball, find your own

space, and begin to practice. If you are wearing a button on som
of your Clothes:..(a zipper.,,) you may choose your paddle-Or rac

Can y -t-airliglit-amount-ofjaree-to-htt-therball?--Who-=can-h-i
it very hard? See if you can hit it three times in a row, etc.

How quickly can you_find a partner and sit down? (Emily) will you

get a jump rope and stretch it out in a straight line. (dihget)

you stand on this side of the rope and(Emit.y) on the other-. See

if you two can find a way lo hit the ball back and.forth across the

rope to each other. (74ey,maiiaUTEaZZ741EaC-en;- -eei it 'bounce,

on hit it on the 64.) Will each couple put away one of your balls,

get a rope, and begin to play,Mver the Line,"



(Thetc ate nu ".luees" Got tht,s game, 60 eLthe' modqy 6o.1 the qtoup
as you wtsh, o -r ae.eow the individuat coupe to make up theit own
way utc ptaykng. Basieaety it just a plact.(:ce bon hitting a baCe
that has been hit to you.) Play for about five minutes.

(Have chi.edten put away aZe equipment and come and sit down. Have
the batting tees 04 highway cones atteady in pCace 60 the next
ptactice. Use one o6 the tee6, a 6.-Cat bat and a geece bail
the demunst,uxton o 5 batting.) Pretend that I want to hit the ball
to you. Should I stand behind the batting tee facing you? (no)
How should I stand? Do you remember-how you stand when you want to
throw overhand? Do you face the target or turn your side? (side)
Batting is just the same way. I tand with my side to the target
(pitchet), twist up with all my weight on my back foot and then
untwist toward the target as r step out.

Do you remember how to hold the bat? (both hands .together at the end
with the dominant hand on top) How close should I stand to the barn-rig
tee or the base? Not too close because you want your arms to be stretched
out as you hit the ball. Check it out by holding the bat near the ball and
noving backward until your arms are strai ht. Be sure that you hold the bat
up off your.shoulder as you look at the ba 1.

So, you look a take your back swing, step toward the pitcher, untwist
and swing your bat. Do you stop your bat as soon as it hits the ball?
(NO! You oZeow ,through, but had on to the bat 60 Lt doezn't
and hit 4oMeone.

cEao,s into paiv, on the6maetest number aZtowabZe with the numben.
06 tail canes on batting tee,s; U,se a batter and-6ietdea6, but no catch en.
This wite, make it ,sa6e ban them and wet give you peace og min d=7WEIV--
each-chUd to hit two bat -C-2, tom the tee and then exchange with one (16
the Acleedets.)

Follow -0

1. When you are getting ready to bat the ball, which way should your
body lace?

1E71,

2. How far away from the ball should you stand? How can you measure
that distance?

Should your hands be together or, apart on the bat? Which one is
on top? (dominant (rand)
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PMENILM LESSON`! 3

Lesson Concepts

New: Batting a pitched ball , (pilte ng), revising a game

Review: Batting a stationary ball, working together as a team, facing,
level, stabilization of body part, follow through, focal point,
throwing overhand, catching, working as a team

Lesson Focus

This last lesson in the series reviews the basic stance, grip and swing
for batting, and then applies the familiar ideas about the facing of
the striking surface, stabilization of body parts at contact, etc. Some
second graders may then be ready to move on to hitting a pitched ball.
A mini -game of softball finishes up this lesson.

Equipment and Spatial Needs

A large area suitable for safe batting. A long narrow strip which
would allow for all batters to be at one side would be good; or a
rectangular-area with the batters on the two sides batting toward
each other with fielders in the middle. This latter arrangement will
work only if the space is wide enough so that fly balls will not land
beyond a middle area.

1 flat bat or plastic bat for every 3-4 children
2 fleece balls per batting area
1 batting tee for every 3-4 children
1 rebound net for every 3-4 children (can be mode =red not enough)

2 plastic bottles for every 6-B-children
.,--

Learning:Actiyities

(Have the chUdeil scattned in de-signated aAca.) Let's warm-up our
feet and ankles by twisting and stretching...and now lift one heel
at a time...a little faster...now lift your- knees...and jog in place
...now lean forWard and run lightly through the whole space. Freeze!
Let's start again...lift your heel...the other heel,- etc.

Come and sit down near this batting area How far'-away do you think
you should be if someone were standing here swinging the bat? (di4cu4,$)

What will you do if a ball that you are using goes near another batter?
Will you just run over and pick it up? (Wait untit they know that you
need to tetaieve youA ball be6oke you go into the batting area. ) Be -

sure that you never come up to a batter from the rear because-.he/she
might decide to take a warm-up swing right then.

Let's think about what.you learned about batting last time. Pretend I

am the batter. How should I hold the bat? How far away from the

base or batting tee should I stand? Where should I look? Which way

should my body face?
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As I get ready to swing, what should I do with the bat? (Hoed it
ove't my shock-Weir on my "thriowing hand side," but Hot on it!) Now,
I twist up, keeping my eye on the ball all the time, and then step
out toward the fielders as I untwist and hit the ball.

(0i 'ide the cZass into groups oS 3-4 chitoken and assign them to a
Lg tee. Each gaoup shocked have one at bat, one tee and two
baCts. They shoued kit both bates and then rotate with a

edea.)

Moe amoaq the gkoups giv 6pecitiic hints in keg d to proper.
stace, grip, etc. When each chied has had one -tuna at bat, catt
the ciloup togethea again.)

Which part of the bat should hit the ball? (The ace oS the gat
bat) Which way would you hold the bat if you want the ball to go
high into the air? (The trace 4howed trace upward at an angle.) Which
way would you hold it so the ball could travel at a medium level?
(st-LaLght)

Right at the very second that the bat hits the ball, what should you
be doing with your wrists? Do vou remember what you did with your
ankle as you kicked the ball? (paiLt ishoued be made strong and Aitm)
See if you can make your wrists strong and firm as you it an' en follow
through with the bat.

(76 tU_s i3 a ki;.detqa.z_ten on Sikst grade cZass, have the chitdken
Actatn to theiA peaces and continue to practice at the batting tees.
Howeven, i6 thi4 is a second grade crass the chiZd4en may be ready to
deaf with a pitched bat!. Set up a rebound net behind the batting
tees. IS you do not have suSSicient rebound nets, combine gAoup6 604
pitactice. You may choose to move Sum group to group and pitch Son
the chadaen and, when you ate not pitching, they witt continue to

the battLng tee. Another p,ean wowed be to have the chitdken
eh son each othek. In any case, the rebound net serve as a taAget

ion the pitche4 as wett-as -being the "eatchui.:" Ate pitching
deAhand!)

Culminating Activity

(AAAange the chitdaen o smaet gtoups, with 3-4 on each team on the
game oS "Beat the &ca." Each game wite\need one rebound net, one
gat bat, one 6teece batt, two ptastic botteeo with water. ok stones
inside. The game son kindeagaktneks and Sikst gkadeks wia atso use
a batting tee. 16 the second gtadeks have not-yet pitched, then they
too tree need to use the tee. Thts game is 5Lmieat to "Knock it oven,"
(p..140). The baet i4 batted, the batten_ /tuns to ()it/5A'. and knocks ovek
the buttee and aetuans to home and knocks oven the second bottte. The
''edeas my to kettieve the bae and throw it into the icebound net

b _e the second bat-tee oven. Be sure the bottee i4 on the tiirust
base side os the net 40 -that the chie&does not have to cross the 6iki g
tine. Eveay person bats each inning. No outs are counted. IS the
chiedke aae pitehLag, make pkovision son a change oS positions each
time the team in the Siad.)
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Fallow-Up

1. What did you do with your body so that you could hit the ball
hard and fast?

2. How could we change our game of "Beat the Ball" to make it harder
for the batters? (add anothe4 babe put the base out tiatthot
awaj...

How could we change our game of "Beat the Ball" to make it-
harder for the fielders? (they have to stand behind a cettain
tine when they thitow at the net person who get4 the bate
has to pas it to ,someone etse to thAow it in the net...)
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